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INTRODUCTION 
	

 
The political geography of modern Nashville is punctuated by its cultural infrastructure. 

When it became the centerpiece of the 1897 Tennessee Centennial Exposition, the Parthenon – a 

full-size replica of the original structure in Athens, Greece – was not intended to be permanent. 

However, the classical structure, which was later furnished with a 42-foot gold-trimmed statue of 

the Greek goddess Athena, is now a fixture on the Nashville landscape. It stands as a symbol of 

the state’s claim to the national memory and the city’s claim to the moniker “Athens of the 

South,” a key node of education, culture, commerce, and tourism. Historical records of the event 

note that when the president of the exposition, John W. Thomas (1830-1906), also president of 

the Nashville, Chattanooga and St. Louis Railway, opened the ceremonies he remarked that “the 

celebration was prompted by reverence for the past as well as a desire to advertise the advantages 

of Tennessee” (State of Tennessee, 1966). The nearly 2 million people who visited the site over 

the six-month period of the exposition forecasted the tourism and growth in the region over the 

next century (State of Tennessee, 1966).  

 Two and a half miles east of the Parthenon sits the Davidson County Courthouse and 

Public Square, the center of urban governing that houses the offices of the mayor, city council, 

and county courts. Like the Parthenon, the Courthouse architecture references the Greek 

Classical style (Nashville Downtown Partnership, n.d.); however, renovations to the buildings 

and the site during the New Deal era brought an Art Deco flare, and, more recently, public art 

works have been erected that further modernize the site while still ‘prompting reverence for the 

past.’ Framing Public Square, the plot of greenspace located in front of the Courthouse, stand 

two 30-feet tall, steel, human silhouettes, each with a single arm outstretched. These sculptures 

are public art works installed in 2010 called Citizen by the North Carolina-based artist Thomas 
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Sayre. People can interact with the figures by turning cranks at their bases to reposition the arms 

in their desired direction. The public art manager at the time of its dedication explained the 

meaning of the piece in the following terms: "being a citizen, being a leader, that every citizen 

has an opportunity to be a leader, and it's a choice you make as a citizen of Nashville as to 

whether you're going to contribute to your community, so we want to inspire that. I think that's 

what the people engaged in this wanted to do" (“New Public Art Dedicated in Nashville,” 2010). 

Funded through the Percent for Art program (Metropolitan Nashville Arts Commission [Metro 

Arts], 2002), which sets aside one percent of municipal general obligation bond-funded capital 

improvements budgets for public art projects managed by the city’s public arts agency, the 

Metropolitan Nashville Arts Commission, or Metro Arts, Citizen is one of many pieces that have 

energized debates about both the value of the city’s investments in public art as well as the 

degree of public input into the site, design, and purpose of public art in communities.  

Neighboring Citizen, to the west side of the Courthouse, is Witness Walls, a public 

artwork created by California-based artist Walter Hood. Installed in 2017, Witness Walls is 

“inspired by the events and people who made history here in Nashville and created the blueprint 

for nonviolent protest during the modern Civil Rights Movement” (Metro Arts, 2017a). The site 

is hailed as a place of “remembrance and celebration” (Metro Arts, 2017a) of the protest march 

to that same spot on April 19, 1960 where, confronted with a crowd of 3,000 college students, 

Mayor Ben West answered “Yes” to the question posed by Civil Rights leader Diane Nash, 

“Mayor…do you recommend that the lunch counters be desegregated?” His response marked a 

renunciation of Jim Crow Era segregation of lunch counters in Nashville. Visitors to Witness 

Walls can take in the images of “Nashvillians taking action — school desegregation, lunch 

counter sit-ins, economic boycotts, marches, meetings, and Freedom Rides” (Metro Arts, 2017a). 
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While a much-lauded effort by the city, public art advocates, and Civil Rights veterans, the 

monument has also sparked debates about cultural claims to history and the appropriation of 

racial struggle for urban marketing that benefits primarily an economic elite. As in other modern 

cities, these and other public art works have stoked contestations over the uses of, rights to, and 

decision making about public space (Deutsche, 1996; Mitchell, 2003). Jones and colleagues 

(2015) write “[p]olitical geography can be encountered on a stroll through any city, town or 

village…[bringing to life the] everyday negotiation of the politics of identity and citizenship in a 

multicultural society” (Jones et al., 2015, p. 2). Indeed, my own strolls through Nashville and 

encounters with these politics have led to the present project.  

This study is about the development of political subjectivities against the backdrop of 

urban governance and art in Nashville – a backdrop to which the public artworks I introduced 

attest. Specifically, it examines how a public art phenomenon of artistic civic practice is shaping 

the conditions for public life, how civic actors understand and navigate their positions in these 

conditions, and, too, how they work to shape them. Artistic civic practice is a growing trend by 

municipalities to leverage publicly funded arts and the cultural sector to enhance civic life and 

bring about social change through creative arts interventions and practices. These goals are 

sought through the integration of artists into public problem-solving and decision-making about 

social and community development issues. This phenomenon includes practices that fall under 

many names – for example, public practice, social practice, participatory art, or publicly-engaged 

art; it represents what art historian Martha Rosler (2013) has called a part of a “‘go social’ 

community-oriented imperative” (p. 14) or what art historian Claire Bishop (2012) has referred 

to as the “social turn” in the creative arts. This integration takes multiple forms, such as creative 

placemaking partnerships with government agencies, community organizations, or private 
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developers (National Endowment for the Arts [NEA], n.d.), or programs to train artists in how to 

engage with communities to inform their artistic works. Overall, these projects imagine physical 

and social landscapes that are teeming with creative life, organizations where artists have 

become integrated into problem-solving and the operations or planning of the organization, and a 

public sector where artists serve as conduits to, facilitators of, and representatives of authentic 

community and civic participation. This trend has been called a paradigm shift in cultural policy: 

representing a move away from the notion of the artist as an isolated genius and towards a view 

of artists as agents of social change (Novak-Leonard & Skaggs, 2017). However, just as physical 

public art has been the source of controversy over public space and funding (Deutsche, 1996; 

Mitchell, 2004), so too, has the social and civic art ‘paradigm shift’ sparked debate.  In brief, 

urban theorists, cultural geographers, and cultural critics alike decry limited if not adverse 

impacts and diminished aesthetic quality (Bishop, 2012), and they express strong reservations 

about the instrumentalization of artistic creativity for capital investment in cities (Mould, 2018). 

These assessments and critiques serve as points of departure for the present study.   

However, in my city traversals, as I have strolled alongside the artists who are engaging 

in public arts interventions, I have been forced to confront their stories, which showcase the 

complexities of navigating this political and cultural terrain of Nashville as a ‘creative city.’ 

Their stories highlight their personal desires for economic stability, professional recognition, and 

expression as well as their civic desires for a more just city, self-determining communities, and a 

political voice of consequence. Their struggles to reckon with these desires when they have come 

in conflict, seizing opportunities for advancement while adapting to terms of engagement and 

facing their own complicity in processes of gentrification, are consonant with those of other 

urban actors navigating their roles, responsibilities, and identities within the context of neoliberal 
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interventions (Larner & Craig, 2005). My encounters with these artists have shaped my inquiry 

into the civic practice phenomenon where I am motivated less by an evaluative endeavor – that 

is, not asking whether these practices are accomplishing anything in the way of positive social 

change – and more by an exploratory one, asking what struggles for political voice and 

recognition manifest in civic practices – that is, how does artistic civic practice reveal struggles 

over “the way[s]”, as Wendy Brown (2015) describes, “we are led to conduct ourselves, to relate 

to others and to ourselves” (p. 117), create collective identities, and produce political community.  

From these vantages – the critical and the grounded – this study examines creative civic 

practice as a process where civic conditions of modern geographies are being produced. Through 

the filter of the cultural economy of Nashville and efforts to develop the city with a creative flare 

(a process of creative urbanism), I inquire into how artists come to understand themselves and 

their selves-in-the world (their civic positions) and how they do this through acting to shape the 

conditions of which they are a part as well as navigating the institutions and social structures that 

often subjugate and constrain them.  In this introduction I explain the concept of artistic civic 

practice, situating it in a broader context of creative urbanism and creative city policymaking, 

which has been subject to critique in urban geography, cultural studies, and sociology. While 

there is a large body of extant scholarship on the creative city, this dissertation contributes an 

examination focused on the civic dimensions, specifically the struggles for political agency and 

negotiations of political subjectivities.  This examination is enabled by theories of subjectivity 

and democratic politics in the neoliberal era.  The theoretical lenses that have guided this 

grounded study of urban political subjectivities are described in Chapter 1. Methodologically, I 

employ the situational analysis approach to grounded theory, which is particularly useful to 

understanding subjectivity (Clarke, 2015). I discuss this approach in Chapter 2, demonstrating 
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how situational analysis facilitates accounting for the multiple ‘resources’ that artists are drawing 

upon to understand and author their political selves. Further, situational analysis is a recursive 

and iterative process, and the non-linear nature of this current project will become evident in the 

chapter.  

In Chapters 3, 4, and 5, I present the analysis of political subjectivities through conditions 

of creative urbanism, artistic civic practice, and artists own reflections. In Chapter 3, I discuss 

the governmental practices and technologies of creative urbanism that constitute the conditions 

shaping artists’ political agency. While the civic practice phenomenon is not unique to Nashville 

— indeed it has gained traction because of federal funding streams to several locales and 

philanthropic investments globally (Mould, 2018) – I focus on the city as a specific context 

where the terms of what is possible for civic agency are being articulated and constrained. 

Nashville Metro Arts’ Learning Lab program is a setting within this context where artists’ 

political subjectivities are being engendered and professionalized. In Chapter 4, I focus the 

Learning Lab and its commitment to an ideology of partnership that enjoins artists to articulate 

their civic engagement as service; together with the broader conditions of creative urbanism, this 

effort stymies possibilities for civic debate and conflict even while it serves as a site of encounter 

with power dynamics in the urban milieu. In Chapter 5, I turn to artists’ discussions of their civic 

desires, sensibilities, and actions. Through these conversations emerge understandings of how 

they navigate power, powerlessness, collectivity, conflict, and racial difference in the Nashville 

creative economy. This dissertation concludes with Chapter 6 by summarizing the main themes 

from the analysis and discussing implications for political subjectivity, the neoliberal city, and 

research at this intersection.  
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The Politics of Artistic Civic Practice 
 
 
 Creative civic practice is posited as a mechanism for enhancing democratic life and 

bringing about conditions for supporting social change and social justice. This trend is not 

exclusively urban; however, in this project I focus on its manifestation in the urban milieu. 

Urban geographies are crucial sites to explore the meanings, opportunities, and barriers to 

democratic participation, governance, and social power in the contemporary era. Expansions in 

the population size, geographic scale, and the political, economic, and cultural functions of cities 

over the last century prompt complex questions about citizen influence on decision-making as 

well as the autonomy and authority of cities in relation to regional, national, and global 

governance (Bridges & Javen, 2016). Increasingly, people look to cities to be drivers of 

democratic politics and progressive policies; they are often represented as ‘emancipatory’ 

refuges from the homogeneity and social conservatism of suburban and rural milieu (Lees, 

2000). At the same time, American cities are sites for the reproduction of extreme forms of social 

unevenness and marginality, segregation and social privileging, criminalization and racial 

violence, and vilification of urban dwellers who do not exhibit social norms of a White middle-

class gentry (Smith, 1996; Waquant, 2008). As arts and culture integrate into urban processes, 

they also shape and are shaped by urban politics. 

	
Defining civic practice 

 
In this study, civic practice refers to a trend within cities to promote social inclusion, 

solve public problems, and enliven democracy through the arts. Animating Democracy – a 

program of the national arts advocacy organization Americans for the Arts and a proponent of 

expanding the connections between arts, community, and civic and social change – posits that 
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arts and culture influence inherent ‘goods’ of civic engagement, social capital, community and 

civic capacity building, and social inclusion (Animating Democracy, n.d.). According to a report 

of the organization’s work, artistic civic practices typically fall into three categories, which they 

describe as didactic, discursive, and ecological (Stern & Seifert, 2009). Didactic efforts employ 

the arts for instruction and persuasion on public issues; discursive efforts are those where the arts 

create settings for dialogue, connection, and direct action; and ecological efforts are those 

focusing on art’s unintentional civic effects or “spillover effects that increase social capital and 

community capacity” (Stern & Seifert, 2009, p. 15). In this practice, artists may be acting as 

provocateurs or animateurs, cultivating a sense of community; fashioning participatory, public 

art, and place-making projects; promoting social and civic inclusion strategies (e.g., where 

marginalized people are invited to participate in predefined processes); and facilitating civic 

engagement (Stern & Seifert, 2009).  

In addition to this conceptualization by Animating Democracy, arts educator Randy 

Martin (2006) describes public art as civic practice, where public art may be a tangible work or 

performance situated in a public space, permanent or temporary, be widely accessible, and have 

multiple purposes – aesthetic, contemplative, fostering human interaction and reflection, 

representing values that bind public sentiment. Going beyond public art as a product, Martin 

(2006) conceptualizes public art as artists participating in civic life, or “artistic citizenship.” 

Artistic citizenship, he contends, is a “refusal of the divide…between creating work and creating 

a public, between art-making and the assembly of a civically engaged capacity to evaluate 

represented ideas about the world around us” (Martin, 2006, p. 14). Increasingly, municipalities 

draw on these notions of a multi-faceted artistic civic practice, public art, and artistic citizenship, 

and advocates celebrate this integration as the enhanced understanding that “From the top, 
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authorities can facilitate safer and more productive cities with more art [and] collective art-

making that enlists citizens as coproducers” (Sommers, 2014, p. 48).  

 Civic practice also entails public programs to develop cultural opportunities in 

communities through forms of community arts programming, planning for cultural facilities or 

public spaces, and community-based arts or participatory arts projects. Common among these 

city-led cultural practices is the use of arts “to express identity, concerns and aspirations…[such 

that the process] builds individual [professional] mastery and collective cultural capacity while 

contributing to positive social change” (Goldbard, 2006, p. 20). Such efforts most often include 

creative placemaking (Markusen & Gadwa, 2010; Schacter, 2014; Wilbur, 2015) and community 

cultural development efforts (Chernoff, 2013; Fenn, Blandy, Arnold, & Lorbach, 2015; Grundy 

& Boudreau, 2008; Leslie & Hunt, 2013; McLean 2014a, 2014b, 2017; Peel & Lloyd, 2007; 

Pollock & Sharpe, 2012). Though there is variability in definitions of these practices, creative 

placemaking is commonly understood as a process in which "public, private, not-for-profit, and 

community sectors partner to strategically shape the physical and social character of a 

neighborhood, town, tribe, city, or region around arts and cultural activities" (Schupbach, 2012). 

Cultural development refers to neighborhood-based programming, most often in collaboration 

with private and non-profit entities, to cultivate local opportunities for public problem-solving, 

community-building, or other social and civic causes through arts and cultural media.  

While these practices are widely celebrated, the relationship between art and the public 

sphere has long been a matter of debate (Bishop, 2006, 2012; Deutsche, 1992; Kwon, 2004; 

Levine, 1988; Rosler, 2013; Snyder-Young, 2013; Vega & Greene, 1993), and these debates 

come to bear on artistic civic practice, as well. As Rosler (2013) states: 

While public practices are entered into the roster of practices legible within the art 
world, they are entered as well into the creative-class thesis, in which they will, 
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along with the much larger group of knowledge-industry workers, transform 
cities, not by entering into transformative political struggle but rather to serve as 
unwitting assistants to upper-class rule. (p. 17) 

 
This critique that Rosler (2013) launches is based on an analysis of the urban political economic 

and socio-cultural context of the neoliberal creative city. I turn to an examination of this context 

here before expanding on critiques of civic practice in particular and its implications for political 

subjectivities. While analysis of this context has become commonplace, a brief discussion serves 

to clarify the grounding of this study.  

	
Situating civic practice 
 

Scholars from multiple disciplines underline how the municipal creative sector has 

become imbricated in the acceleration of urban inequality by neoliberal strategies of advanced 

capitalism. Implemented at multiple scales over the last 40 years, neoliberalism is a political-

economic framework that is constituted by both the visible processes of fiscal austerity, 

corporate and market deregulation, infrastructure privatization, and social welfare devolution as 

well as the invisible processes of ideological formation in which populations are enjoined to 

inhabit free market ideals as “common sense” (Harvey, 2005).  

	
Urbanism entrepreneurialism. Cities are not just locales where neoliberalism occurs, 

but also where it is reproduced and generated (Brenner & Theodore, 2002; Jessop, 2002; Leitner, 

Peck, & Shepphard, 2006; Peck, Theodore, & Brenner, 2009). In the neoliberal era cities are 

chiefly concerned with the creation of good business climates and, to that end, attracting and 

incentivizing investment that will lead to urban growth. The growth imperative is often 

manifested in trends of urban entrepreneurialism. The “entrepreneur” in urban 

entrepreneurialism may refer to the state (or the local-municipal government), institutional 
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arrangements, or individuals. Harvey’s (1989) description of the neoliberal turn in urban 

priorities as a shift from a managerial to an entrepreneurial state is summarized as the following:  

The new urban entrepreneurialism typically rests…on a public-private partnership 
focusing on investment and economic development with the speculative 
construction of place rather than amelioration of conditions within a particular 
territory as its immediate (though by no means exclusive) political and economic 
goal.  (p. 8) 

 
While there are several strategies for such entrepreneurialism, Harvey (1989) contends that inter-

urban competition is central, and, in the U.S. context in particular, has created urban systems that 

are both economically unstable as well as nimble in producing mechanisms to attract local 

investment. In the current era of neoliberalism, what some term the era of “roll-out 

neoliberalism” (Peck & Tickell, 2002), cities have become active in their efforts to compete in 

the inter-urban race for growth and capital. Municipal governments are enjoined to be non-

interventionist in terms of the market, but interventionist in the creation of conditions that are 

conducive to investment (Jessop, 2002). Through a process of neoliberal urbanism cities enact 

policy experiments, public-private partnerships and programs that seek “to mobilize city space as 

an arena for both market-oriented economic growth and for elite consumption practices, while at 

the same time securing order and control amongst marginalized populations” (Peck, Theodore, & 

Brenner, 2009, p. 58). Indeed, the imperatives to ensure good business conditions, drive capital 

accumulation, sustain market interest, and prevent barriers to market entry necessitate social 

order and the curbing of dissent from communities who would benefit the least.  

The discipline of global capital mediates the conditions for democracy in neoliberal 

cities. As they roll-back their regulatory functions and roll-out policies that assist capital (Peck & 

Tickell, 2002), municipal governments have become more accountable to corporate investors 

and global financial entities (Hackworth, 2002) than to the people their governments serve 
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(Purcell, 2008). On the one hand, municipalities feel an imperative to “appear more democratic” 

(Purcell, 2008, p. 28) as a means to denote modernity, market-readiness, and unanimity of 

interests that are conducive to investment and free market enterprise (Dikec, 2002; Jessop, 2002; 

Purcell, 2008). This often translates to the encouragement of participatory processes by 

development entities in order to demonstrate public buy-in. However, participatory processes 

that are a means to facilitate efficient decision-making narrow debates about public problems. As 

Macleod (2011) describes, the pressure to “foreclose cumbersome debate and respond nimbly to 

market opportunities” (p. 2649) abbreviates and constrains democratic participation so as to limit 

the potential for contestation of urban development agendas. 

The results of neoliberal urbanism and entrepreneurial strategies are several. Namely, 

they have intensified inequality, segregation, gentrification, unhealthiness, oppression (Brenner 

& Theodore, 2002; Purcell, 2008, p. 2), and the fraying of urban democratic politics (Brown, 

2015, 2016; Purcell, 2008). As Lauria (1999) indicated, it is not just the economic activities of 

entrepreneurialism that are of consequence, “but rather the control over the consensus-

seeking/ideological discourse associated with constructing hegemonic development strategies” 

(p. 138); indeed, urban entrepreneurialism is “felt at the level of experience” (Hall & Hubbard, 

1996, p. 169). That is, entrepreneurialism has become hegemonic as a mode of urban activity, 

policy decision making, and ideology such that actors should extol industrious and self-investing 

virtues in all areas of life (Brown, 2015, 2016; Dey, 2016; Rose & Miller, 1990). This discussion 

of neoliberal political subjectivities will be expanded in the following chapter. 

	
The Creative City. The public arts sector has become intertwined in neoliberal urban 

processes through the influential urban entrepreneurial strategies advanced by the creative class 

paradigm, which was popularized by Richard Florida in 2003 but draws upon work by Landry 
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(2000) and longstanding practices of infusing artists into community revitalization (Nicodemus, 

2013; Zukin, 1982). According to Florida’s paradigm, if municipalities are to achieve the 

normative goal of regional economic growth they should invest in a competitive inter-urban 

strategy to attract a “creative class” of people – innovators and producers in science, technology, 

healthcare, academia, art, and entertainment. This class of people, Florida contended, chooses 

locales based on whether and how a region commits to cultivating Technological prowess, 

Talent, and Tolerance – what he calls the “3Ts.” Cities embrace Florida’s lessons by cultivating 

creative hubs and locales that improve quality of life for a high-skilled labor force (Peck, 2005). 

However, the creative city paradigm is also much larger than neighborhood development efforts. 

Regional growth priorities are also translated into municipal urban policies that promote 

investment in large cultural facilities (e.g., museums, performing arts centers, etc.), arts districts, 

and industries employing creative workers. The creative class paradigm has influenced urban 

politics and processes widely, with cities across the globe clamoring to articulate and market 

their ‘creative edge’ and what makes them an iconic “Creative City.”  

The “Creative City” has now been the site of continued debate for more than a decade. 

Examinations of creative economies have emphasized the relationship between Florida-inspired 

investments and gentrification, arguing that the attraction of an upwardly mobile labor force – 

“creatives” – to previously under-invested locales displaces low-income and often times people 

of color. In one of the most oft-cited analyses of creative city politics, and Florida’s thesis in 

particular, Peck (2005) argues that 

Rather than ‘civilizing’ urban economic development by ‘bringing in culture’, 
creativity strategies do the opposite: they commodify the arts and cultural 
resources, even social tolerance itself, suturing them as putative economic assets 
to evolving regimes of urban competition. They enlist to this redoubled 
competitive effort some of the few remaining pools of untapped resources; they 
enroll previously-marginalized actors for this effort, enabling the formation of 
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new governance structures and local political channels; they constitute new 
objects of governance and new stakes in interurban competition; and they enable 
the script of urban competivity [sic] to be performed — quite literally — in novel 
and often eye-catching ways. (p. 763) 
 

Indeed, as indicated in Peck’s (2005) statement, critiques of the creative class paradigm, and the 

implication of arts and culture in particular, contend that investment in a “creative class” and 

catering to its tastes is antithetical to social equality, as artists are enlisted in creating the 

conditions for gentrification by attracting investors to historically divested areas, and these 

developers direct their reinvestment toward amenities and a cultural scene to appease a higher-

income population (Leslie & Catungal, 2012; Ley, 2003; Lloyd, 2010; Mathews, 2010; Peck, 

2005; Zukin, 2010). Indeed, even in his revised theory of the creative class, Florida (2012) 

decries the social polarization and inequalities in cities embracing his original paradigm, 

underscoring that the creative class itself risks displacement from the very locales they helped to 

boost.  

Florida’s (2012) update, however, while encouraging cities to tend to the social needs of 

the creative class, does not confront the structural nature of inequalities reproduced in the 

neoliberal era. Indeed, the narrow approach to equity and diversity in Florida’s paradigm as 

“Tolerance” that attracts a progressive-leaning creative class does not treat these concepts as 

“intrinsically important” (Parker, 2008, p. 215); rather, they are treated as important because they 

are of “value in the market economy and can raise real estate prices” (Parker, 2008, p. 217). In 

other words, because diversity and tolerance matter to a creative class of people who, Florida 

contends, espouse progressive values and tastes, cities should adopt these social priorities in 

order to drive growth and investment. Catungal & Leslie (2009) contend that deployment of 

racial and ethnic inclusion, like the other forms of inclusion already mentioned, represents an 

appropriation of difference for the purposes of selling "cities as good places to live, work and 
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play" (p. 701), a version of "ethnic packaging" (p. 702), and, citing the work of Goonewardena & 

Kipfer (2005), the "spectacular commodification of difference" (Catungal & Leslie, 2009, p. 

702), leaving out a clear recognition, never mind admonition, of the deleterious effects of 

creative city policies on marginalized communities. This instrumentalization of diversity in the 

creative city is a manifestation of a broader problem of neoliberal multiculturalism.  

Neoliberal multiculturalism. Neoliberal multiculturalism refers to the phenomenon 

wherein governmental actors advance a neoliberal framework (i.e., fiscal austerity, infrastructure 

and social welfare privatization, and free-markets ideology) through leveraging or exploiting 

social difference – racial and ethnic difference, in particular – to energize competition and open 

up markets. As citizenship scholar Kymlicka (2013) describes, multicultural policies and 

programs emerging in the 1960s inspired processes of social and political inclusion for racial and 

ethnic minority groups – “[turning a] catalogue of uncivil relations into relationships of liberal-

democratic citizenship, both in terms of the vertical relationship between the members of 

minorities and the state and the horizontal relationships among the members of different groups” 

(Kymlicka, 2013, p. 103). With the political and economic transformations brought about by 

globalization, these changes were absorbed by global economic actors (e.g., the World Bank).  

While at first viewing multicultural policies and programs – for example, employment equity 

programs (Abu-Laban & Gabriel, 2002) – with derision as state welfare interventions, these 

actors came to reinterpret multicultural policies and programs as means to integrate ethnic 

groups into markets, extracting the social capital of racial and ethnic social groups to develop 

new markets and new market actors (Kymlicka, 2013).  

Critically, this transformation was enabled by suppressing analyses of the structural 

nature of racial inequity and stifling political contestation. In the era of neoliberal 
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multiculturalism, prioritizing individuals’ liberty and freedom in the market has elided 

considerations and interventions to address structural barriers to equity.1 Cast as no longer 

relevant in determining life opportunities, structural barriers are elided while individuals and 

their multitude of differences are represented and energized as assets – what Abu-Laban & 

Gabriel (2002) refer to as a model of “managing diversity.” As Abu-Laban & Gabriel (2002) 

describe in their analysis of this management: acknowledgement of diversity is emphasized as 

imperative to market success. Management of diversity delineates forms of social difference that 

are acceptable and marketable from those that are deviant and illiberal (Abu-Laban & Gabriel, 

2002; Melamed, 2006, 2011).  This narrow multiculturalism creates barriers to confronting racial 

injustice in neoliberal societies. Melamed (2006, 2011) argues that racial liberalism2 in the 

neoliberal era has divorced anti-racism from a materialist vision of justice and instead defines 

justice as primarily representational rather than distributive. Thus, as governing and corporate 

elite celebrate diversity and multiculturalism, the responsibility for social interventions dissolves, 

reframing social matters as the domain of the private sphere and relocates responsibility for 

solving social problems to individuals in their personal lives and interactions (Melamed, 2006, 

																																																								
	
1 Structural racism refers to the way that a systematic racial hierarchy is embedded in the institutions of modern life 
– labor, housing, education, law, urban planning, etc. (Mills, 2008). While the interests of Whites are systematically 
protected, the life chances for people color, especially Black and African American populations, are 
disproportionately based on race (Crenshaw, Gotanda, Peller, & Thomas, 1995, Bonilla-Silva, 2003). The social 
reality of structural racism does not mean that racism as ‘racist actions’ or individualized prejudice are no longer of 
relevance. Rather, structural racism persists even when individualized racial animus is not apparent. 
2 Racial liberalism refers to the notion that liberal theory is racialized. According to Charles Mills, “liberal theory 
whose terms originally restricted full personhood to whites (or, more accurately, white men) and relegated 
nonwhites to an inferior category, so that its schedule of rights and prescriptions for justice were all color-coded” 
(2008, p.1382). As America’s founding doctrine, the liberal view did not deny racial hierarchy; rather, a racial 
hierarchy was legitimized because Whites were the only ones who qualified as “full individuals” worthy of equality. 
Racial liberalism persists because of what Mills calls the “racial contract” – that unsaid agreement among whites to 
protect their privilege and advantage relative to people of color, especially Blacks. In modern society, liberalism is 
‘color-blind’ – meaning, it denies that differential experiences, treatment of and opportunities for people are based 
on skin color. Instead, it professes that any extant racial differences are due to individuals’ racist ideologies and 
moral deficiencies, and because of individuals’ inability to take advantage of liberal freedom – not because of any 
structural devaluation of non-White people and institution of White supremacy. 
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2011).   

	
Contesting civic practice 
 

Creative civic practice is situated in these broader urban political, economic, and cultural 

conditions. Considering these conditions, much of the scholarship from within urban studies has 

explicated ways that artistic civic practices fall short of their goals to enliven civic life and 

instead restrict the imagination, never mind realization of the positive social transformation that 

they forecast. Critiques of creative civic practices outline, in particular, the effects on social 

exclusion and democratic processes. In so doing, they also provoke questions about artists’ 

political subjectivities.  

	
Social exclusion. Claims that artistic civic practice serves as a means to address social 

exclusion and advance social change have been contested by studies that contend that these 

approaches largely aestheticize social problems, making them appear on the agendas of public 

officials though resources may be limited or diverted elsewhere (Leslie & Hunt, 2013).  For 

instance, studies have critiqued civic practice projects as merely ameliorative, dulling the 

experiences of social problems rather than addressing their sources. These studies have 

expressed cynicism about the celebrations of “resilience” among participants (LaFrombois, 

2015), experiences of art as “therapeutic” (Grundy & Boudreau, 2008, p. 354), and projects that 

have framed artists as saviors of the poor (McLean, 2017) who can bring creative and 

entrepreneurial skills to “at risk” populations that will allow disadvantaged groups to assume 

responsibility for their lives and find pathways out of lives destined to violence or drug use 

(Leslie & Hunt, 2013). 

Further challenging the claims of positive social change, studies of artistic civic practices 
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have described processes wherein artists who invested significant time and attention to 

community-based projects have had to confront the co-optation of their work by their funders for 

undesired purposes – for example to “obfuscate divestments” (Wilbur, 2015, p. 102) from social 

services, to “sanitiz[e] notions of diversity” (McLean, 2017, p. 41), or to depoliticize issues of 

social and economic injustice (McClean, 2014a, 2014b). Indeed, these experiences reflect 

Melamed’s (2011) conceptualization of neoliberal multiculturalism which turns political 

deployments of culture into “aesthetics…and representation” (Melamed, 2011, p. xx) while 

ignoring the economic and distributive implications or obligations. 

	
Democratic process. Extant literature on artistic civic practices suggests multiple ways 

that these investments fall short of their democratizing promise – in particular, the ways that 

implementations have depoliticized contested urban issues (like neighborhood revitalization or 

redevelopment) and have stymied discourse and debate because the outcome was already 

decided. In a comparative study of art commissions in Miami, Florida, and Manila, Philippines,  

Schacter (2014), for instance, argues that the mode of street art, an art form typically associated 

with provocative political and social content, was depoliticized through its coherence with plans 

to spur marketization of urban space. In another study of an artistic youth-engagement project in 

a public housing complex slated for redevelopment in Toronto, McLean (2014a) described a 

processes where the program was aimed at easing community tensions regarding the housing 

redevelopment and was celebrated by its funders and promoters for helping the audience of the 

project (mostly White attendees) “feel more comfortable venturing into” (p. 2165) the 

neighborhood. In another example, a study conducted in Scotland by Pollock & Sharp (2012) 

found that funding to create a large-scale publicly-engaged art project served as a palliative 

measure to correct a historic pattern of lack of engagement of communities in redevelopment 
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plans, but that it operated to restrict engagement to one area of the city and to distract 

communities from non-engaged development happening elsewhere.  

Scholarship on civic practice also contends that through short-term project-based funding 

streams that focus on particular sites or neighborhoods, projects are conducive to municipal 

experimentalism without the obligation to sustain support or continue experiments once the 

funding cycle ends – allowing municipalities to make a project ‘go away’ should it be too 

controversial or too out-of-sync with other urban priorities (LaFrombois, 2015; McLean, 2014a; 

Wilbur, 2015). The impermanence of projects takes advantage of cultural workers as precarious 

labor, and it also burdens municipal arts agencies (in addition to the artists they fund) to 

demonstrate social impact in a short amount of time and with small budgets (Grundy & 

Boudreau, 2008).  

Analyses of artistic civic practice as both exclusionary and democratically constrained  

draw on longstanding concerns about the nature of participation in development more broadly. 

Rather than processes that are both procedurally and substantively democratic – that is, where 

multiple voices are represented, access is open, forms of expression are varied, and where just 

outcomes that address structural inequality are sought (Fainsten, 2010) – these  participatory 

processes often define terms of engagement narrowly, include a circumscribed set of actors, 

knowledges, and interests, and benefit conveners more than participants (Cornwall, 2008; 

Fainstein, 2010; Flyvbjerg & Richardson, 2002; Gaventa, 2004). For instance, Lee (2015) has 

argued that participatory processes have become marketized, having little impact other than to 

“[burden] everyday people with new responsibilities without much empowerment and [frame] 

elites as saviors of social change” (p. 39). These analyses of participation – broadly and in 

creative civic practice – advance a critique of the civic agent as a consumer of democratic 
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processes – subject to the pre-determined outcomes and confines of those with the power to 

produce the processes and create conditions. 

	
Political subjectivities. Critical examinations of civic practice have considered the 

subjectivities of the actors involved to only a small degree. In another Toronto-based study, 

Grundy & Boudreau (2008) find that artists have been hailed into “ethical dispositions” (p. 356) 

of being rational, moral, and simultaneously risk-taking and prudent, and advancing the model of 

a “paradigmatic citizen” (p. 356) as one who acquires “hybrid forms of expertise” (p. 356) in 

social work, case management, teaching, and well as creative arts. However, while not addressed 

explicitly, studies of artistic civic practice together with literature on creative cities more broadly 

gesture to a larger set of considerations of artists’ subjectivities. Through this literature, a debate 

has been waging about the effects of creative urbanism and civic practice, placing artists in the 

ring and representing two camps: artists as co-opted as tools for gentrification on one side and 

artists as retaining the possibility for activism on the other. Though creative actors might 

primarily be regarded as privileged actors in the neoliberal entrepreneurial city, and though the 

impacts of their efforts within the auspices of government programs may be circumscribed, 

researchers of these practices contend that examining artists’ strategic positions in the urban 

hierarchy (Mayer, 2013), their “reflexive” characteristics and contestations (McLean, 2014a), 

and their negotiations within projects (Wilbur, 2015) can serve to elucidate parameters of urban 

power and social action (Mayer, 2013) and should take more seriously their attempts at critical 

social praxis (McLean, 2014a, Kwon, 2004).  

In an exacting critique, Mould (2018) discusses artistic civic practice as a process of 

“artwashing” (p. 166) – a term retrieved from Pritchard (2017) – to describe a phenomenon 

wherein progressive or politically charged art is used as a marketing strategy that brands a place 
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as socially-engaged. Mould (2018) notes, for instance, that “‘artwashing’ is now being used 

within the context of gentrification: any artistic intervention commissioned, paid for and 

instigated by developers is viewed as a cynical attempt to make an area amenable to the tastes of 

the creative class” (Mould, 2018, p. 168). This observation puts artists in a particularly 

intractable position – either complicit, denied political voice, naiive, or resigned to their efforts 

being futile (Mould, 2018). Sympathetic to the complexity of this position, Mould (2018) casts 

these actors as “forced into a precarious life…[where they] have no option but to work alongside 

developers and urban councils” (p. 200). While I share Mould’s (2018) concerns about these 

complex pressures, I am more inclined to consider how civic actors are engaged in a process of 

struggle for political agency, beyond simply having ‘no choice’ or ‘being forced.’  

	
Conclusion 

	
	

This introductory chapter has focused on explicating artistic civic practice as the situation 

of study. Following sociologist and grounded theory methodologist, Adele Clarke (2005), by 

situation, I mean the context and conditions, as well as the “action, discourses, and practices in 

it” (p. 57). However, the pressures and struggles that are specific to this situation and to the 

social and political geography of Nashville are, in some ways, the conditions that shape civic life 

for many of us, whether or not we consider ourselves artistic or creative actors. In this era of 

neoliberal multiculturalism the pressures of individualism, extraction, and competition, the 

uncertainties about belonging, power, and agency, and the desires to express our selves, our 

purpose, and our commitments are often in tension. This study is an exploration of these tensions 

and the dimensions of political community that would be willing to engage them. 
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CHAPTER I. 
 
 

APPROACHES TO POLITICAL SUBJECTIVITY 
 
 

This dissertation takes up questions about political subjectivities in this current moment 

of neoliberal multiculturalism in the creative city. What are the conditions for political 

engagement and voice? What are the implications for political agency when civic actors are part 

of reproducing the very conditions that constrain them? What does political agency mean to civic 

actors and how do they navigate constraints, contradictions, as well as their desires? While 

essential for understanding civic conditions in modern cities, the analyses and critiques I 

summarized in the foregoing discussion of both the neoliberal era and creative civic practices 

have been challenged as totalizing (McLean, 2014a, 2014b; Wilbur, 2015). From these 

standpoints, some might argue, questions about the proliferation of creative civic practices and 

the roles of actors and institutions within it have already been answered, or indeed they need not 

even be asked. Critical race and indigenous studies scholar Eve Tuck describes a tension within 

the social sciences in reconciling matters of structure and agency. Tuck (2009) states: 

In social science, it is often believed that people are bound to reproduce or 
replicate social inequity or, on the flip side, that they can resist unequal social 
conditions. Critics on both sides accuse the other of oversimplifying, of 
underestimating the immense and totalizing power of systematic oppression on 
the one hand and the radical power of the human spirit and human agency on the 
other. It seems that the positions are irreconcilable. (p. 419) 

 
This concern is reflected among political geographers engaging the dynamics of power and 

agency in studies of political action within neoliberal interventions (Bondi & Laurie, 2005; Katz, 

2005), interventions like creative urbanism and artistic civic practice that risk co-opting the 

agency of artists. They posit an approach to understanding these phenomena where 

“incorporation into the discursive framework of neoliberalism is not so much a danger about 
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which activists must be vigilant, nor an inevitability about which nothing can be done, but might 

instead be more usefully understood as a process that calls upon activists and intellectuals to 

rethink the parameters of political agency” (Bondi & Laurie, 2005, p. 398). Providing a means to 

think about the parameters of and the conditions for political agency is the purpose of this study.  	

To engage these themes, I draw from theories of subjectivity (Hall, 1996; Holland, 

Lachiotte, Skinner, & Cain, 1998; Outlaw, 1995), theories of subjectivity in the neoliberal era in 

particular (Brown, 2015; Kymlicka, 2013), and theories of democratic politics  (Young, 2000; 

Mouffe, 2013). Together, these theories advance a warning about prevailing conditions for 

political agency. Brown, for instance, states that the political agent “is the most important 

casualty of the ascendance of neoliberal reason” (2015, p. 85) because it (the subject) is so 

critical to social transformation. Importantly, these theorists do not disavow participation, 

engagement, or democracy itself. Rather, they are ardently arguing for their urgency. That is, 

though political subjectivities may be extremely constrained in the neoliberal era, these theorists 

argue for serious consideration of both the dimensions of subjugation and the dimensions of 

thought and practice necessary to give struggles for democracy a fighting chance. 

This examination of the parameters of political agency with a focus on political 

subjectivities approaches individuals as produced by, operating within, and shaping complex 

conditions constituted by the interplay of politics, economy, and culture. There are several 

theorists who contend with the relationships and contradictions between the spheres of politics, 

economics, and culture. While it is beyond the scope of this current project to review 

comprehensive theories of society and their attendant theories of social transformation, it is 

worth noting the influence of cultural studies scholar Stuart Hall whose own influences from 

Gramsci (1971) and Laclau & Mouffe (1985) are evident in this present study, as well.  
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While Hall’s reflections on culture, economy, and politics were fundamentally shaped by 

a Marxist analysis of capitalism, he departed from a traditional Marxism.3 For Hall, as for others 

theorists who have contested it as reductionst in its economic determinism, a traditional Marxism 

depended too heavily on the working-class struggle and was insufficient to address social 

transformation in the times of neoliberalism because working-class alliances had become so 

fractured and contradictory. Responding to those on the Left who decried Hall’s position as an 

“abandonment” or erasure of class, Hall (1988) explained his position in this way: “[t]his means 

that a politics which depends on ‘the’ working class being, essentially and eternally, either 

entirely ‘Thatcherite’ [neoliberal] or the entirely revolutionary subject-in-waiting is simply 

inadequate. It is no longer telling us what we need to know” (p. 6). In other words, for Hall, in 

the era of advanced capitalism, a lens of a unified and revolutionary working class might lead to 

important and critical analyses, but it is not enough for illuminating present conditions or how to 

change them. Rather than emphasize a culturalist ontology advancing a “humanism in which the 

individual is free of all structural constraint” (Procter, 2004, p. 49), however, Hall emphasized 

Gramsci’s notion of hegemony that centers an analysis of capitalist economy and politics in 

terms of ideological struggle, allowing him to bridge cultural and structural positions.4 For him, 

culture plays “an ideological role in reproducing and securing…values and meanings” (Procter, 

																																																								
	
3 A study of political subjectivities, and of artists’ subjectivities no less, conjures the intellectual debates between 
culturalism and structuralism in the 1960s and 1970s that inspired rich theorizations of modern and postmodern 
society that have continued to develop over the span of globalization and advanced capitalism. Stuart Hall drew 
from notions of hegemony developed by Gramsci to develop his position in these debates. The works of Hall have 
been compiled in multiple volumes, emphasizing their broad reach and influence as well as their continued 
contributions to broader considerations about macro-processes of democracy, capitalism, and social transformation.  
4 Gramsci’s notion of hegemonic power is expressed as a “society in which subordinate groups and classes appear to 
actively support and subscribe to values, ideals, objectives, cultural and political meanings, which bind them to, and 
‘incorporate’ them into, the prevailing structures of power” (Storey, 2009, p. 80). This incorporation of social actors 
and groups appears to establish a ‘consensus’ that normalizes the dominant group’s interests by making them appear 
as common interests or common sense. Hegemony, according to Gramsci, is formed through a process of struggle – 
that is, through the ‘war of position.’ 
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2004, p. 72) of the dominant hegemony, but that these meanings are contested – that is, they 

have been achieved and maintained through struggle and can be otherwise. Though drawing on 

the importance of ideology, Hall also did not posit the supremacy of ideology over politics or the 

economy as a force of society (Brown, 1998).5 Rather, Hall emphasized the importance of 

critical study of the specificities of particular conjunctures of politics, economics, ideology, 

history, and social divisions of class, race, gender, and generation in order to denaturalize and 

unsettle the “common sense” of a contingent hegemonic formation (Henriques et al., 2017). 

In this spirit, this study does not abandon an analysis of political economy – rather this 

analysis is crucial to understanding the current conjuncture in the city. At the same time, as 

evident in the questions introduced in the opening of this chapter, this study goes beyond 

understandings of individuals as subjugated by economic interests and views of political 

processes as subservient to the economy. Through examination of the specific situation of artistic 

civic practice as it manifests in this current political, economic, and cultural moment in 

Nashville, this study calls attention to both the constraints and possibilities for a political subject 

producing democratic life and progressive social change. 

	
Conceptualizing Urban Political Subjectivities 

	
	
 Through a lens of political subjectivity political identities and agency can be viewed as a 

process of struggle – not as a fixed state or an innate characteristic of the self but as a negotiation 

																																																								
	
5 Brown (1998) explains, that “Hall never claims that ideology determines the course of globalization, but that it 
harnesses it for one political purpose or another, and when it is successful, the political and economic strategies 
represented by a particular ideology will also themselves bring into being certain political-economic formations 
within global capitalist developments.” Thus, Hall did not argue that capitalism is not structuring force of society but 
that ideology also shapes both capitalism and the politics that it brings about. 
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of self, environment, context, culture, and structure. Thus, while I examine the dynamics of 

neoliberalism within the city’s creative urbanism interventions, this understanding is sought not 

to foreclose the possibility of contestation or to paint artistic actors as victimized or naïve; rather, 

examining the dimensions of neoliberal urbanism and multiculturalism is engaged to make sense 

of the pressures shaping political subjects and their agency, including how their navigations of 

these pressures inform possibilities for social transformation.  

There are longstanding debates on what constitutes the subject. Per Foucault (1980), the 

subject is an effect of “on-going subjugation” (p. 97) and “the individual is not to be conceived 

as a sort of elementary nucleus, a primitive atom” (Foucault, 1980, p. 99), but as constituted by 

this subjugation. In this sense, a study of subjectivity should not center the subject as an 

individual or essentialized self but as an effect of the ongoing operations of power and resistance 

to that power (Foucault, 1980). Foucault’s (1980) notion of the subject, however, has been 

critiqued for eliding lived experience and materiality as constituting the subject, limiting 

understandings of identity and agency (Holland et al., 1998; Hall, 1996).6 Like Foucault, Hall 

(1996) contends that the subject is not an all-knowing or self-knowing agent. However, Hall 

(1996) offers an understanding of the subject where identity is “de-centered but not destroyed” 

(Hall, 1996, p. 13).  The subject is one who has a relation to the self – a ‘recognition’ of the self, 

even if that is what Hall terms a “mis-recognition.” Thus, in considering the subjectivity of 

artistic individuals in this study, I am concerned not simply with subjects as effects of neoliberal 

																																																								
	
6 Foucault’s work on governmentality, power, and the subject have inspired theorizations that have extended beyond 
his own particular areas of investigation (Brown, 2008) and into an era of intensified self-investment and human 
capitalization (Brown, 2015). They have also inspired critiques that claim Foucault’s theorization of the state 
minimizes analyses of political and economic force (Brown, 2008); as well, that Foucault’s approach to the subject 
evacuates a notion of ‘identity’ or ‘identification,’ which, for the cultural theorists I draw from in this study, are 
categories that, however contingent or dialogic, bring into consideration the dimensions of agency. 
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power or occupants of positions that have been created for them. Rather, viewing political 

agency as a process of struggle and subjects as having partial recognition of their selves entails 

an approach to individuals as occupying subject positions and reacting to and developing them. 

As Hall (1996) writes,  

[individuals] fashion, stylize, produce and ‘perform’ these positions, and…they 
never do so completely, for once and all time, and some never do, or are in a 
constant, agonistic process of struggling with, resisting, negotiating and 
accommodating the normative or regulative rules with which they confront and 
regulate themselves. (p. 14) 

 
As this selection reflects, self-recognitions and navigations of subject-positions are partial. Like 

Hall’s (1996) concept of mis-recognition,’ Nelson (1999) describes navigations of the self in the 

following terms: “although this negotiation, acceptance, or struggle may be conscious, it is never 

transparent because it is always inflected by the unconscious, by repressed desire and 

difference” (Nelson, 1999, p. 348, emphasis in original). Thus, to take the case of artists involved 

in civic practice, these actors might recognize their role in the city’s development and express 

consternation about their complicity, but their reactions and understandings of constrained self 

do not on their own herald an autonomous self—now liberated from structuring forces by having 

an awareness of them. Rather, self-identifications are partial (this will become evident in Chapter 

5 where I discuss individuals’ navigation of powerlessness). 

Holland and Leander (2004) expand an explanation of subject-positions. They contend 

that subject-positions are constructed social identities and cultural personas as well as reactions 

to these — including tensions with or coherence with these positions, a sense of self and self-

world relations. They write: 

Positioning, then, involves socially producing particular individuals and groups as 
culturally imagined types such that others and, even the person herself, at least 
temporarily, treat her as though she were such a person. Conceiving of positioning 
in this larger framework helps us recognize possibilities, albeit modest ones, of 
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agency on the parts of the people who are the would-be subjects of positioning. It 
directs attention to how positions are produced in particular historical periods and 
to the social coordination necessary for successful positioning to be achieved, and 
it problematizes the subjective consequences of experiences of positioning for 
those who participate. (p. 130) 
 

This conceptualization underscores subject-positions as dynamic, co-constructed, contested, and 

contingent. Evident in this passage as well as in the work of Holland and colleagues (1998), the 

forming of a sense of identity itself is a process of both consuming understandings of ourselves, 

discourses, and social and cultural phenomena and producing or, drawing upon the work of 

Bakhtin (1981), authoring understandings of ourselves and identities that we then act on, or 

through, and communicate to others (Holland et al., 1998). As explained by Holland et al (1998), 

this authoring can be cautiously7 considered a developmental process in which one “begins to 

rearrange, reword, rephrase, reorchestrate different voices [or discourses about the subject/being] 

and, by this process, develops her own ‘authorial stance’”  (Bakhtin, 1981, referenced in Holland 

et al., 1998, p. 183). Thus, identities understood in this way are bases from which individuals act, 

exercise agency, or form conditions and positions for agency. Holland et al. (1998) contend that 

“[i]dentities are a key means through which people care about and care for what is going on 

around them. They are important bases from which people create new activities, new worlds, and 

new ways of being” (p. 5). While identities are partial and authoring is an incomplete process, 

actors express agency as “identity in practice” – where they are improvising selves as 

resourcefully authored responses to their socio-cultural world, and, at the same time, figuring 

these worlds (Holland et al. 1998). 

While I employ these theorizations of the contingent and partial nature of subjectivity to 
																																																								
	
7 I write “cautiously” because these authors reject the suggestion of arriving at an independently developed identity 
that is no longer figured through relations and practices in the social world while still acknowledging that some 
social identities are more durable, like those based on race, gender, etc. 
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dispel a notion of an essential or innate self or identity, this approach does not go so far as to 

eliminate the social and cultural meanings or lived realities of social groupings. This is of 

particular importance to considerations of racial differences and multiculturalism that I discuss in 

this study. Here I am guided by the understanding of racial and ethnic social grouping espoused 

by philosopher Lucius Outlaw (1995) who theorizes processes of raciation and ethnicization to 

refer to “The complicated processes (biological, socio-cultural, historical) by which such 

populations (races) and population sub-groups (ethnic groups) are formed and maintained, even 

while being altered in and across times and spaces” (p. 179). Outlaw (1995) advances a 

terminology of socio-natural kinds to emphasize that far from being only imagined or 

constructed with no basis in lived reality, and more than a system of meaning-making, racial and 

ethnic identities are social collectivities in which individuals are connected by an “understanding 

and appreciation of senses of belonging and…a shared destiny” (Outlaw, 1995, p. 182) and also 

resources that individuals draw upon to navigate their well-being and survival in social and 

natural worlds. Here I believe the understandings espoused by Holland et al. (1998) are 

compatible with those of Outlaw (1995) in their reflections of identities, contingent as they are, 

as important bases from which we act, navigate, and construct life-worlds.  

Artists’ political subjectivity is viewed through this lens of political identities being 

developed in relationship and in response to interactions in and interpretations of their socio-

natural-political-cultural worlds. Here, creative urbanism and the civic practice phenomenon 

produce subject positions, practices, and identities that artists occupy, co-produce, and rework or 

work to author. Artists’ political subjectivities refers to the processes of positioning, relations, 

and identities having to do with becoming recognizable by authorities, having voice, staking 

claims (Schramm & Krauss, 2011, p. 131), being considered politically equal and through 
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engaging in public relationships and in civic spaces, and negotiating the right to have power 

(Lerner, 1986). Schramm and Krauss (2011) frame the development of political subjectivities as 

having a “double face…which grants people or groups positions to claim rights, but at the same 

time forces them to accept being subjected to the rules and governing practices of those 

authorities they address” (p. 130). This struggle is at the heart of the present study. Thus, when 

trying to understand artists’ self-identifications and possibilities for political agency through the 

desires put forth in their projects, perceptions, and self-understandings, I approach them as 

partial, un-finished, and dialogic; a final accomplishment of neither a co-opted nor a dissident 

subjectivity.  

	
Neoliberal subjectivity 
	

In her book, Undoing the Demos: Neoliberalism’s Stealth Revolution, Wendy Brown 

(2015) provides a powerful understanding of the consequences of neoliberal rationality for 

liberal democracy and political subjectivities.8 These understandings have guided my 

interpretations of the civic conditions in Nashville’s moment of creative urbanism. Brown draws 

heavily on the governmentality view espoused in Foucault’s Birth of Biopolitics (Foucault, 2008) 

during the early developments of neoliberalism, but she also expands Foucault’s view and, as 

already noted, takes a different approach to the neoliberal subject. Channeling the theories of 

Foucault as well as Miller and Rose (1990), Brown explains that neoliberalism has shaped 
																																																								
	
8 Elsewhere, Brown (2006) has described the ascendant political culture in the United States as the convergence of 
neoliberal and neo-conservative ideologies. This convergence, she explains, has “hollowed out” democratic life to 
an unprecedented degree and produced a citizen “who loves and wants neither freedom nor equality, even of a 
liberal sort; the citizen who expects neither truth nor accountability in governance and state actions; the citizen who 
is not distressed by exorbitant concentrations of political and economic power, routine abrogations of the rule of 
law, or distinctly undemocratic formulations of national purpose at home and abroad” (Brown, 2006, p. 692). Even 
while discussing ‘the neoliberal era’ as monolithic, this current project acknowledges that contemporary governing 
ideologies are not so, and neoconservatism provokes unique and complex considerations for conceiving a 
democratic political subject.  
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ideology such that neoliberal rationality has come to mean devotion to the economy and to 

securing economic freedom,  “remaking [the] knowledge, form, content, and conduct” (Brown, 

2015, p. 31) of everyday life into an economized model. Summarizing the implications of this 

economization for both democracy and subjects, Brown (2015) writes: 

Here [in neoliberalism], the problem is not just that public goods are defunded 
and common ends are devalued by neoliberal reason, although this is so, but that 
citizenship itself losses it’s political valence and venue. Valence: homo 
oeconomicus approaches everything as a market and knows only market conduct; 
it cannot think public purposes or common problems in a distinctly political way. 
Venue: Political life, and the state in particular...are remade by neoliberal 
rationality. The replacement of citizenship defined as concern with the public 
good by citizenship reduced to the citizen as homo oeconomicus also eliminates 
the very idea of a people, a demos asserting its collective political sovereignty. (p. 
39)  

 
The remaking of the state by neoliberal rationality refers to neoliberal governmentality. 

According to this view, populations are no longer subject to power as “command and 

punishment” (Brown, 2015, p. 117), but to the more insidious “power of conducting and 

compelling populations ‘at a distance’” (Ibid.). Through this concept, governing has become 

decentered — taken on by an “assemblage” of “technologies of government” (Miller & Rose, 

1990, p. 183) consisting of public and private institutions, partnerships, networks, and individual 

“stakeholders” and “experts” that are all enrolled in the cooperative task of governing, for 

instance through process of identifying best-practices and benchmarks, consensus building, and 

policy making that espouse and uphold market values. This mode of governance transforms 

democracy such that “market values are the only values” (Brown, 2015, p. 208); considerations 

of power, debate about the meaning of the “common good,” and contemplations of an alternative 

to the neoliberal order are evacuated from this “market democracy” (Brown, 2015, p. 208).  

 The implications for subjectivity under conditions of neoliberalism are that the individual 

is configured as what Brown (2015) terms homo oeconomicus — that is, “at once in charge of 
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itself, responsible for itself, yet an instrumentalizable and potentially dispensable element of the 

whole” (p. 38). Neoliberal subjects of governance are enjoined to construct and conduct 

themselves as free, industrious, and entrepreneurial (Rose & Miller, 2010). Brown extends this 

concept of the neoliberal subject to highlight the ways that the subject is enrolled in and made 

responsible for advancing the speculative market. That is, subjects are not only self-interested 

but are self-investing, rendering their conduct as in relation to the market and prepared to 

sacrifice themselves for the well-being of the economy, which they conceive as being in their 

own interest (p. 83). This subjectivity has severe political consequences, as “citizens are rendered 

as investors or consumers, not as members of a democratic polity who share power and certain 

common goods, spaces, and experiences” (Brown, 2015, p. 176).  

 In theorizing a political subject, Brown (2015) makes a departure from Foucault’s 

notions of the subject. Per Brown, Foucault’s approach to power, which, she claims he did not 

extend explicitly into political theory, dissolves ‘the political’ as a distinct form of power, 

making it difficult to conceive a democratic institution or democratic action (Brown, 2008). 

Brown, then, situates her work as moving beyond Foucault to consider the possibility for a 

modern democratic institution and democratic subject (Brown, 2015),  asking “what ground, 

activities, identities, negotiations, and actions might comprise and define the political” (Brown, 

2008, p. 80). Brown conceives the subject as having not only a role in its own subjugation – for 

instance, through investment in its self as human capital and willingness to take responsibility 

and sacrifice for the betterment of the market – but also as having the potential to aspire to, 

reimagine, and reshape these conditions. She notes that while the neoliberal governmentality has 

eviscerated democratic institutions, the transformation of institutions is urgent and can be 

achieved through the resurrection of a homo politicus who can produce alternative conditions 
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that might “support a democratic public and all that such a public represents at its best: informed 

passion, respectful deliberation, aspirational sovereignty, [and] sharp containment of powers that 

would overrule and undermine it” (Brown, 2015, p. 39). Such a task, while highly encumbered, 

would require subverting the pressure to sacrifice and refusing the rationality of market and 

politics integration. While Brown (2015) gestures toward the cultivation of social movements 

and collectivity that can mobilize these transformations, this is not her project; she is not entirely 

encouraged by movements on the Left like the Occupy Movement that, to her, indicated goals 

for reform and resistance rather than for the production of transformed political and social 

conditions.  

	
Multicultural citizenship. The study of political subjectivity in the neoliberal era also 

requires understanding the racialized nature of the neoliberal subject. Under conditions of 

neoliberal multiculturalism, as discussed in the introductory chapter, multicultural actors are 

economized and a post-racial society is declared as integration into capitalist processes is 

proffered as delivering democratic equality and inclusion. However, Black and multicultural 

citizens navigate a neoliberal subjectivity and democratic alienation. Speaking about the 

phenomenon on the global stage, Kymlicka (2013) captures this tension in the following terms: 

[neoliberal multiculturalism recognizes] immigrant entrepreneurship, strategic 
cosmopolitanism, and transnational commercial linkages and remittances but 
silences debates on economic redistribution, racial inequality, unemployment, 
economic restructuring, and labor rights. (p. 112) 

 
In other words, to the extent that racial minorities and multicultural actors become partners in 

advancing markets, they are equalized as civic actors. As discussed in the previous chapter, when 

recognition as “equal” market actors is used to mark the achievement of a post-racial society, the 

apparent need for state-led redress of racial inequities is rendered obsolete (Melamed, 2011). 
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Thus, while nonwhite citizens who assimilate to the neoliberal creed become equalized as market 

actors, forms of difference that express anti-free-market politics, anti-global capitalism, non-

patriotism, or non-assimilation to the post-racial cultural ‘norm’ are denigrated as mono-cultural 

and stigmatized as deviant (Melamed, 2011). As Singh (2005) has argued, apparent equality 

through enfranchisement or through market freedoms “have [still] not delivered economic 

opportunity and political empowerment for a significant portion of U.S. blacks” (p. 222). 

Persistent social inequality, racial injustice, and dehumanization of Black lives shape experiences 

of alienation from democratic life – that is, the interpretation that American democracy was 

never intended for non-White citizens (Lebron, 2014; McGary, 1998; Singh, 2005).9 

Under conditions of neoliberal multiculturalism, where racial and ethnic difference have 

been commoditized and packaged to a high degree (Abu-Laban & Gabriel, 2002), nonwhite 

constituents engage a type of racial management to be legible as market actors and to stifle 

political claims and expression. Leong (2013) writes about this racial management within 

conditions of advanced capitalism where “nonwhite people must thread the needle: they must be 

identifiably nonwhite to benefit from their nonwhiteness, yet the version of nonwhiteness they 

perform must meet with white approval” (p. 2208). In terms of political expression, democratic 

theorists note that these performances preference expressions that are “calm, reasoned, 

																																																								
	
9 Lebron (2014) describes the experience of alienation from democratic life as democratic distance, democratic 
disaffection, and dehumanization.  The problem of “democratic distance” (Lebron, 2014, p. 129) refers to a 
commonly held view among Black constituents that the ideal of American democracy is distinct from the reality of 
American democracy. While the latter has effectively legitimized White supremacy, the Black vision of democracy 
is for full-benefits of inclusion and esteem as co-participants (Lebron, 2014, p. 129). The realization of this distance 
or incongruence leads to democratic disaffection, or the wariness among Black people of attempts to wield 
‘democracy’ to refer to equal status in American life. As Lebron (2014) explains, the deliberative democratic ideal 
of a common good (also critiqued by Young, as already described) does not resonate with the Black experience, 
where the “common good” has meant upholding a system of White ascendance. To redress distance and 
disaffection, society must confront a fundamental dehumanization of Black life – that is, the lack of acceptance of 
Black people as moral equals. 
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dispassionate” (Purcell, 2008), which favor the idealized educated, White, and male democratic 

participant (Young, 2000). Discussions of racial management as a pressure on political 

subjectivities have deep roots. Fanon (1963) discussed the suppression of impassioned claims as 

a key feature of colonial power. Fanon (1963) writes, the colonial subject becomes “penned 

in…[taught] to remain in his [sic] place and not overstep its limits” (p. 15), has “muscular 

dreams, dreams of action, dreams of aggressive vitality” (p. 15), and, going on, has muscles that 

“are always tensed” (p. 16) but which find release too often in “collective self-destruction” (p. 

17) not the destruction of the colonizer. From a psychological lens, suppressing impassioned 

expression takes both a psychological and a civic toll when civic actors continually 

accommodate to the anti-conflict and anti-anger bias of the ruling class. As Lerner (1986) writes, 

anger is productive when coupled with “action aimed at transforming the conditions that 

generated the anger in the first place” (p. 153). However, the need by the ruling class to stifle 

anger that could unsettle its power is affected, in part, through stirring a repulsion and disgust of 

anger (Lerner, 1986, p. 154) – individual and collective – that is internalized as fear of 

expressing anger, a strong sense of the need to control it, frustration, and self-blaming.  

However, the commodification, alienation, and racial management of multiracial citizens 

are incomplete under conditions of neoliberal multiculturalism (Kymlicka, 2013). Rather than 

successful suppression, multicultural actors, in multiple international contexts, have appropriated 

neoliberal multiculturalism to enact projects of democratic citizenship, self-determination, and 

anti-neoliberalism (Sawyer, 2004; Lucero, 2008; Fischer, 2007). As Lucero (2008) writes about 

neoliberal multiculturalism in the Latin American context, “either as a strategy of governance or 

development, [it] cannot once and for all impose rigid limits on indigenous political 

subjectivities” (p. 151); rather, multicultural actors have seized their position as enfranchised 
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market actors to make demands for the racial or ethnic social group. In Kymlicka’s (2013) 

summary of the potential for “transgressive political subjects” (Sawyer, 2004, p. 15) based in 

such examples, he emphasizes the importance of an existing social group – a collective entity – 

as a grounds from which political claims can be made. He writes:  

I have disputed the easy assumption that a hegemonic neoliberalism operated to 
destructure ethnic groups – to disable their collective capacities and political 
projects – and have suggested instead that the impact of neoliberalism depended 
on the extent to which groups were able to rely on preexisting multicultural 
settlements that ensured their effective political agency. (Kymlicka, 2013, p.120) 

 
The quote above reflects the centrality of the social group or collectivity as a site for the 

development and exercise of political subjectivities and agency.  Both Kymlicka (2013) and 

Brown (2015) underline the constraints and containment of the political subject in conditions of 

neoliberalism and neoliberal multiculturalism; however, they also project the possibilities for a 

political agent engaged in a struggle to define the terms of and participation in a democracy. The 

political theories from which I draw offer a vision of the conditions of existence for these 

democratic political subjects, struggling for a substantive democracy. 

	
Conditions for democracy 
 

Based in a core belief in “government by popular consent with respect for the equal rights 

of all” (Smith, 1993, p. 549), the American creed of liberal democracy has also been deeply 

exclusionary – devaluing social actors based on class, race, ethnicity, gender, and narrowly 

defining rights and citizens. Even when democratic rights and legal inclusion have been granted, 

inclusion has been stymied by an unwillingness and inability to address deeper structures of 
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oppression and marginalization.10 The concept of ‘democracy’ that underlies this examination of 

political subjectivities is focused not simply on representation to the existing institution of liberal 

democracy; rather, the focus is on what Hall refers to as the “‘popular-democratic’ 

struggle…[and efforts at] deepening the democratic content of public life” (Hall, 1996b, p. 40), 

or the struggles to define the terms and substance of democracy. That is, in this dissertation, 

democracy is a site of contestation rather than a given set of procedures or formal practices; and 

democratic actors are those engaged in struggle over the “parameters of political agency” (Bondi 

& Laurie, 2005, p. 398). I draw primarily from the political theories of Iris Marion Young’s 

(2000) and Chantal Mouffe’s (2013) to illuminate the dimensions of this struggle for a 

democratic society. 

	
Politics of inclusion.  Iris Marion Young (1990, 2000) outlines a theory of an inclusive 

democracy, which characterizes democratic struggles as struggles of inclusion and difference – 

not the erasure of difference – struggles for self-determination and self-development, 

claimsmaking on government, and a civic society that retains the importance of difference and 

conflict between the political and economic realms. Young (2000) delineates conditions for an 

inclusive democracy in terms of “all affected interests,” meaning democratic conditions must 

																																																								
	
10 The American creed of liberal democracy has long been inflected with racial struggle. While democratic theorists 
after the second World War acknowledged and were wary of toxic race relations and ideologies in America, they 
attributed the "problem of race’ to prejudice and gave lesser attention to the ways ideologies of White supremacy or 
Black inferiority impinged on American life (Smith, 1993). Such framings have paved the way for ‘inclusion’ to be 
tokenistic or even assumed, leaving intact and reproducing the systems that devalue Black and multicultural life. 
Writing from the standpoint of American race relations as internal colonialism, Blauner (1969) noted that despite 
access to property, legal citizenship, and majority status in some neighborhoods or institutions, the “Afro-American 
populations in most cities has very little influence on the power structure and institutions of the larger metropolis” 
(p. 398).  This lack of influence has extended into the contemporary era; as Singh (2005) contends, “formal 
citizenship rights have [still] not delivered economic opportunity and political empowerment for a significant 
portion of U.S. blacks” (p. 222).  As Melamed (2006, 2011) has explained, racial liberalism prevents the 
institutionalization of measures that equalize the capacity for self-development – i.e., redressing material 
deprivations that inhibit full participation – in favor of measures that appear inclusive.  
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apply to all for whom “decisions and policies significantly condition a person’s options for 

action” (2000, p. 23). The four primary conditions she defines are as follows (Young, 2000):  

• when all affected interests are a part of discussion and decision-making on equal terms 

(condition of political equality), including being part of the transformation of norms 

guiding participation in public life;  

• when all affected are free from domination, coercion, or threat;  

• when all affected are heard, treated respectfully, questioned, and challenged in order to be 

understood and to arrive at agreements however small or contingent (condition of 

reasonableness); and  

• when the plurality of interests forms a publicity wherein participants are accountable to 

each other (condition of publicity), though a single consensus is neither assumed nor 

sought. 

Per Young (2000), conditions for inclusion and a just democracy entail both processes 

that promote self-development and processes that promote self-determination. Democratic 

processes that promote self-development are those that meet individual and collective needs for 

material goods (e.g., food, housing, health care, education) as well as promote equanimity of 

capabilities – that is, they uphold a value that that everyone can exercise satisfying skills and 

enjoy the same recognition for their expressions and ways of life.  For this condition to be met, 

conditions of both material distribution and balance of structural power must exist. Self-

determination is the condition whereby people “participate in determining one’s action and the 

condition of one’s action” (p. 32); just democratic processes should restrict domination that 

interferes with self-determination. 
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Cultivating self-determination necessitates certain conditions for civil society, and civil 

society must cultivate a public sphere that is engaged in political struggle. Per Young (2000), 

conditions for civil society in a just democracy are enabling “social solidarity, cultural support, 

or resistance to domination and oppression” (p. 166), social change beyond the mandates of 

legislation, and activities and opportunities in voluntary associations where individuals may have 

direct control over decision making. Civil society must constitute a vital public sphere where 

social difference is central – that is, “enabl[ing] the organizing of multiple and contending 

discourses, forms of expression, and debates” (Young, 2000, p. 172), seeking and nurturing 

“subaltern counter-publics” (Young, 2000, p. 171),11 which are conceived as part of the public 

interest and part of the definition of “common good” rather than as private interests and therefore 

outside of it. 12 Young contends that a civil society that facilitates this type of public sphere13 can 

																																																								
	
11 The concept of subaltern counter-publics refers to the formations by groups that are historically marginalized and 
subordinated into sites for within-group deliberation, expression, and development of political identities and actions. 
Here, contending with the universalism of the Habermasian public sphere (see following note) and the ‘identity 
politics’ she interprets from Nancy Fraser’s concept of subaltern counter-publics, Young (2000) is advancing a 
notion of just democracy wherein subaltern counter-publics are a part of the public interest while retaining their 
specificity and difference. 
12 Young’s view on a politics of difference is resonant with the work of W.E.B. Dubois. An inclusive democracy 
that situates the ‘counter-public’ as the public stance, confronts the denigration of “identity politics” as “private 
interests.” This standpoint is evidenced in the late scholarship of W.E.B. Du Bois who insisted on maintaining the 
racialized dynamic of democratic struggle rather than assimilating to or “being incorporated as nationalized 
individuals” (Singh, 2005, p. 61). Du Bois gave a stringent critique of liberal hegemony and called for the 
articulation of a Black public sphere to stage a conflict to it while accumulating a power-base to pose a counter-
hegemony to liberal democracy. Du Bois was vociferously rejected by contemporaneous young Black radical 
movements who argued that the ‘racialism’ and elitism earlier in Du Bois’ career had been impediments to the 
liberation of poor and working class Black people, and who, these critics contended, needed to coalesce with poor 
and working class whites to achieve equality and rights in American democracy. Du Bois, however, was steadfast 
regarding the limitations of class-based struggle as the route to Black emancipation (Du Bois, 1935). As Singh 
(2005) summarizes, while Black people could identify with the white working class, the white working class would 
not embrace the Black worker. Referencing Du Bois, Singh (2005) writes: “The race problem and the labor question 
were linked, Du Bois insisted, but this did not mean race could be collapsed into class. Instead, the racialized 
dimension of class formation had to be recognized” (p. 91) and it would be an organized Black public to shepherd 
the “cutting edge of democratic transformation” (Singh, 2005, p. 63).  
13 Young (2001) lays out a framework for how common notions of the public sphere, predominantly rooted in the 
democratic theory of Jurgen Habermas, must be challenged if civil society is to carry democratic influence. 
According to the traditional Habermasian point of view, the public sphere is a political arena where, unburdened by 
power relations, participants can engage in inter-subjective communication to arrive at collective understanding, a 
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have a significant role in promoting self-determination through activities that “expose, protest, 

and sham[e]” (Young, 2000, p. 174) power holders; foster debate about “what ought to be done 

by both the state, economic actors, and groups and individuals in civil society itself” (2000, p. 

177); put pressure on institutions to address needs; and forge solidarities between and among 

distinct groups.  

Young (2000) is clear, however, that while a vital site for the cultivation of self-

determination, civil society is limited in its ability to foster self-development and thus it does not 

constitute conditions enough for just democracy. Importantly, civil society should not replace the 

functions of the state to create the conditions for self-development. Specifically, governments 

must manage the economy and intervene in political and economic systems that inhibit self-

development of individuals and groups. Political subjects, then, in and through civil society, 

must be able to make claims on the state to create and support these conditions for self-

development. In order to do this, however, civil society must “remain independent enough of 

state institutions both to provide alternative spaces for public action and to criticize state action” 

(Young, 2000, p. 188). Thus, to retain the capacity to produce political contestation, civil society 

must neither be an ‘arm’ of governing democratic institutions, nor should its goals be to prop up 

the market economy. In this dissertation, the democratic politics of inclusion brought forth by 

Young are considered alongside the agonistic politics articulated by Ernesto Laclau & Chantal 

Mouffe (1985).  

	

																																																																																																																																																																																			
	
rational consensus through deliberative dialogue and reasoned communication (Purcell, 2008). The view of a 
singular or unified public sphere has been the subject of a long debate, with critics contending that the ‘public’ of the 
Habermasian public sphere is dominated by privilege and power in terms of access, interests, and discursive style 
even while Habermas intends for power to ‘drop away’, so to speak, through deliberative discourse (Young, 2000, p. 
171).	
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Agonistic politics. The political theory of Laclau & Mouffe (1985; Mouffe, 2000, 2005, 

2013) informs the lens of the present study in its advancement of conflict as essential to 

democratic politics. Agonistic democratic theory emphasizes the importance of conflict to 

engage in counter-hegemonic struggles. The agonistic perspective adheres to democratic values 

of liberty and equality and maintains a vision of counter-hegemonic democratic structure. 

Through a politics of contestation, this democratic institution is one that acts as a “vehicle for the 

expression of the manifold of democratic demands which would extend the principle of equality 

to as many social relations as possible” (Mouffe, 2013, p. 75). In this regard, it aligns with 

Young’s (1990, 2000) theorization of an ideal of just democracy as one that includes “all 

affected interests” (Young, 2000, p. 23). Importantly, in Mouffe’s (2013) view, which is 

developed along with Ernesto Laclau (Laclau & Mouffe, 1985), development of a democratic 

institution is a process of antagonistic struggle through the formation of collective identities.14   

First, to understand the use of collective identities: these theorists insist that democracy 

must entail the capacity for struggle between and among adversaries – where adversaries are 

those who “share a common allegiance to the democratic principles of ‘liberty and equality for 

all’, while disagreeing about their interpretation” (Mouffe, 2013, p. 7). Collective identity is 

distinct from the articulation of consensus often espoused in participatory democratic models 

(Purcell, 2008). Instead, as described by Purcell (2008), Laclau’s and Mouffe’s concept of 

collective identity is one that is formed through a strategy of “chains of equivalence” wherein a 
																																																								
	
14 Notably, notions of contingent collective identity and chains of equivalence described by Laclau & Mouffe (1985) 
were influential for Stuart Hall’s notions of identity (from which, as mentioned, I am drawing in this dissertation), 
who agreed that in an increasingly postmodern society there could not be endless warring of differences and 
positions, but that meaning came from a contingent stopping place in the politics of identity. As Procter (2004), 
writing about Hall states, “This is why self-reflexivity, contingency, and difference alone are not enough for Hall: 
‘there has to be a politics of articulation’, a means of linking or bringing together individuals to form new alliances”  
(p. 121). Such alliances are not necessarily nostalgic for a long lost working class identity (Brown, 1998), but are 
formed through a struggle to constitute the alternatives to the prevailing neoliberal hegemony. 
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distinct party “retains its particular character, but it resolves to act in concert with other [parties] 

who occupy an equivalent position with respect to the neoliberal hegemony” (p. 74). Importantly 

the equivalence or collectivity is not dormant, waiting to be revealed, but is created (Laclau & 

Mouffe, 1985). These collective identities are formed through temporary closures of differences, 

expressed through conflict, to constitute a counter-hegemonic antagonism. Put in another way, 

Mouffe (2013) contends that within adversarial politics there is a moment of decision, an 

“establishment of frontiers, the determination of space of inclusion/exclusion” (p. 14), or the 

definition of an “us” and a “them,” however temporary, contingent, and contested. Rather than 

conceive of a contentious politics as discrete moments of insurgency against a prevailing 

hegemony, these theorists believe social actors must engage in the formation of these contingent 

collective identities. Some perspectives on agonistics (e.g., Connolly, 1991) posit “self-

organization and spontaneous insurgency” (Wingenbach, 2011, p. 37) to disrupt the prevailing 

hegemony, theorizing political subjects as having “extra-contextual capacity…to coordinate 

politically [when barriers have been removed]” (Wingenbach, 2011, p. 37). Mouffe (2013), 

however, disavows what she perceives as an anarchic view and disagrees that the removal of a 

democratic structure will open up democratic possibility. Instead, a political subject must, 

through a contingent collectivity, be producing an alternative structure. A dissident subject in 

Mouffe’s (2013) agonistic sense is one more akin to Sparks’ (2016) notion:  

[Dissent] is also not a secretly held belief but a public refusal to acquiesce or 
concede, a disruptive holding of one’s position in the face of strong, possibly even 
overwhelming, opposition. Dissent, finally, also involves a refusal to abandon or 
destroy the institution, community, or polity from which one dissents. To put this 
in perhaps more familiar language, dissent is a public, disruptive practice that 
nonetheless enacts a form of allegiance or loyal opposition. (p. 627) 
 

In this view, dissent and political agency must cohere with a sense of connection to a collectivity 

that is acting to develop a more democratic structure or a polity – a notion that is consonant with 
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Brown’s (2015) rendering of homo politicus as able to think politics and collectivity, not only 

markets and individual interest.  

Second, to understand antagonism: Ernesto Laclau’s and Chantal Mouffe’s theorizations 

of agonistic politics (Laclau & Mouffe, 1985; Mouffe, 2000, 2005, 2013) provide a useful 

theorization of what hegemonic struggle entails with this contingent collectivity in mind. Laclau 

& Mouffe (1985) posit that because the current neoliberal hegemonic order represents a specific 

“configuration of power relations” (p. xvi), it can be challenged through the re-configuration of 

these relations. To do so, however, requires “a credible alternative to the neo-liberal order, 

instead of trying to manage it in a more humane way…[which] requires drawing new political 

frontiers” (Laclau & Mouffe, 1985, xvii). Thus, the collective identity or will must have a critical 

analysis of hegemonic power – the “they” – but it also must articulate the contingent “us.” In this 

sense, it is not enough to critique, though critique is essential, but antagonism requires the 

articulation of the counter-hegemony, a credible alternative, that will face a contest to the one in 

the present.  

A third consideration that Mouffe’s (2013) theory of agonistic democratic politics brings 

about is the role of critical art in hegemonic struggle. Mouffe’s (2013) political theory takes 

seriously both the pressures of subjugation as well as the production of new political subjects 

through the cultural realm and artistic practice to unsettle conditions of the current neoliberal 

hegemony. Echoing Antonio Gramsci, Mouffe (2013) posits that a critical artistic practice can 

play a role in making the ‘common sense’ of the prevailing hegemony uncommon through 

practices that are “making visible what the dominant consensus tends to obscure and obliterate” 

(Mouffe, 2013, p. 93). However, she explains that this proposal is not to suggest that arts can 

reveal some underlying truth or reality which will appeal to our rational selves, and then we will 
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automatically vacate constrained subject positions in favor of more liberated subjectivities. 

Rather, critical arts, Mouffe (2013) contends, can engage “a set of practices that will mobilize its 

affects in a way that disarticulates the framework in which the dominant processes of 

identification takes place” (p. 93). In other words, and here she draws from John Dewey, art can 

create a set of processes through which we engage different contexts, relationships, 

understandings of the world and that through these we form new identities – not just critiques or 

consciousness – through “acting on [our] sensations” (Mouffe, 2013, p. 97). That is, through 

doing, through experience, we can create new identifications.  

	
Conclusion 

	
	

My purpose in thinking with these multiple theorists is not to suggest that they are all 

compatible with one another, nor is it to reconcile their perspectives. However, what I hope to 

make evident is that these perspectives have come together to inform this particular project to see 

political subjects as produced and as producers. In light of Brown’s explication of how neoliberal 

rationality impairs a political democracy in favor of a market democracy, the threats to the 

dimensions of an inclusive democracy per Young (2000) are evident. Neoliberal governmentality 

positions civil society as a replacement for government responsibility to maintain conditions for 

self-development. Further, in its economization of everything (Brown, 2015), neoliberalism 

attaches civil society to the market and predetermines common ends in the well-being of the 

economy. Neoliberal governance eviscerates the kind of agonistics, conflicts, debates, and 

differences that are vital to a robust civil society and to self-determination as well as for making 

political claims to support self-development. As Laclau & Mouffe (1985) insist, developing a 

counter-hegemony is of urgent political importance and will require the political capacity to 
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engage in conflict. Though I believe Laclau and Mouffe’s (1985) notion of “chains of 

equivalence” approaches a more contingent view of democratic politics than Young (2000), both 

of these perspectives advance a notion of the political subject as engaging in productive and 

collective struggle. In their political imaginaries, democratic political subjects are impelled not to 

simply consume democratic process, relations, or conditions that are available, but to produce 

them through collective identities and social groups. 

These theories suggest that democratic practice under the conditions of structural 

inequality and political alienation characteristic of the neoliberal era necessitates disruption and 

expressions of anger. As Young (2000) writes, “disorderliness is an important tool of critical 

communication aimed at calling attention to the unreasonableness of others” (p. 49). Expressions 

of anger and civil disorder can unsettle the “common sense” stability of the prevailing order and 

can form precursors to the formation of an organized force – a “chain of equivalence” per Laclau 

& Mouffe (1985) – that engages in the work of social transformation. In addition to challenging 

structural forces, conflict-based approaches, have been interpreted as a means to gain a sense of 

self and group identity (Himes, 1966; Hayden, 1971). For instance, Hayden (1971) found that by 

engaging in antagonism in the form of civil disorder, the people involved in protests in the 1960s 

were building each other’s “confidence in their ability to demand change” (p. 324).  Similarly, 

Himes (1966) argues that through participation in racial conflict participants combat alienation 

and isolation and gain a sense of membership; in Himes’ (1966) words, “through realistic racial 

conflict America gains some new Americans” (p. 10). These analyses align with Lerner’s (1986) 

contention that expressions of anger are necessary in order to combat our internalized 

acquiescence to sources of oppression and subjugation.  
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A final consideration about how these theories come together. This project takes artistic 

civic practice as the filter through which to examine the wider conditions of public life in the 

neoliberal entrepreneurial city. By privileging a social analysis over a cultural analysis I am not 

claiming to reconcile long-standing debates about the compatibility of artistic and social critiques 

(Boltanski & Chiapello, 2005; Bishop, 2012). Rather, taking guidance from Bishop (2012), I 

submit that the proliferation of artistic civic practices within the sphere of urban politics brings to 

the fore that these vantages cannot be not be smoothed into alignment – “art and the social are [to 

be] sustained in continual tensions” (Bishop, 2012, p. 278) – but that the lens of the social is 

urgent as the arts sector makes more pronounced democratic and economic claims. 

The theories introduced here have served as lenses through which I have engaged the 

research that follows. Deferring to Stuart Hall again, I approach the theories delineated here as 

“providing a language through which to challenge (common-sense) assumptions about the real” 

(Procter, 2004, p. 54) – where the “real” in this dissertation refers to the arts, civic life, and being 

a civic actor. Their consideration was woven throughout my project, helping me to situate and 

sharpen my own observations, curiosity, analyses, and conclusions, but also not constraining 

them. As will become evident in the analyses, different theoretical considerations were 

foregrounded more heavily than others in some instances. In this grounded theory project, the 

methodology of which I will describe in the following chapter, these theories opened up, 

nuanced, and deepened my thinking about the problems and possibilities for political 

subjectivities in the neoliberal era. These relevance of these theories lies not in how they 

constitute a cohesive or normative theory of resubjectivization and social transformation; rather, 

it is in their usefulness for deciphering the common-sense assumptions within a set of practices – 
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here artistic civic practice and creative urbanism – and the implications for a political agent 

therein.  
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CHAPTER II. 
 
 

METHODOLOGY 
 

 
 The focus of this project on political subjectivities requires attending to the multiple 

elements and relationships that form our identities, sense of agency and relation to the world. I 

approach this study in the naturalist paradigm of inquiry (Lincoln & Guba, 1985) by employing 

qualitative methods that are sensitive to context and the multiple influences shaping the observed 

phenomenon and enacting transparency in the process of inquiry. These methods – participant 

observation, depth interviews, and content analysis – are combined through a strategy of 

situational analysis (SA), advanced by grounded theory methodologist, Adele Clarke (2005). 

Clarke’s approach to situational analysis is an expansion of grounded theory methodology that 

approaches the subject of research as the situation itself — that is, the context of research is 

included as part of the phenomenon itself, rather than external to it. Situational analysis calls for 

visualizing the situation and the complexity of relationships in the situation through a series of 

analytic maps; attending to silences, anomalies, or contradictions in positions taken in the data as 

critical to interpretations; and centering social power as a line of inquiry. These understandings 

have informed my analysis of the situation of artistic civic practice in Nashville. 

 This research involved 18 months of qualitative fieldwork in Nashville, Tennessee, 

consisting of several data collection techniques: review of Nashville cultural policy and 

development materials (e.g., municipal arts policies and strategic plans, arts and urban planning 

documents, and arts and economic development plans), participant observation of public events 

as well as nonparticipant observation of a pilot civic practice program called the Metropolitan 

Nashville Arts Commission (Metro Arts) Learning Lab, and depth interviews with artists, arts 
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advocates, and individuals partnering with artists on civic projects. These strategies allowed me 

to pursue four guiding questions toward my overarching inquiry into artists’ political 

subjectivities:  

1) How does creative urbanism construct civic society and mediate the conditions of 

possibility for political subjectivities?  

2) What are the racial logics and meanings generated through creative civic practices and 

how do they influence the conditions of possibility for political subjectivities? 

3) What public habits are instilled by creative civic practices? 

4) How do artists navigate and generate political subjectivities? 

	
Setting 

	
	

The setting for this study, Nashville, Tennessee, is a city of roughly 684,000 residents – a 

number that has been increasing steadily at an average of 8,000 new residents a year since 2000 

(Metropolitan Social Services [MSS], 2017). The city is heralded as among the fastest growing 

cities in America (Sharf, 2018), and successful urban marketing has led to its celebration as the 

“It City” (Severson, 2013). Further, the Nashville-Davidson County region is described as one of 

the most prosperous regions in the country (Peterson & Kelly, 2017). Buttressing this narrative 

of growth and prosperity is the economic development landscape of the region, which is shaped 

by an arrangement of services and incentives for both small and large businesses, including 

property tax abatements, payment in lieu of taxes, tax increment financing, cash grants, and fast-

track permitting support at the levels of both the municipality and the state (Metro Government 

of Nashville & Davidson County, 2018b; Tennessee Department of Economic & Community 

Development [TNDEC], 2018). These resources have attracted high-cost construction projects 
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and expansions of large corporations, many of which promise high paying jobs, but are hotly 

contested for showing little obligation to serve or employ existing residents of the city (Allyn, 

2012; Barnett, 2019; Mazza, 2018; Rau, 2014; Sichko, 2018a, 2018b).  

The city’s narrative of prosperity abuts a contradicting narrative of economic disparity. 

The Nashville terrain is characterized by worsening social inequality – with increasing numbers 

of people living in poverty, requiring emergency food assistance, experiencing homelessness, 

and burdened by housing costs or unable to find affordable housing (Metropolitan Human 

Relations Commission [MHRC], 2018; MSS, 2017). In 2017, the U.S. Conference of Mayors 

published analyses of homelessness trends in cities across the country, demonstrating that 

Nashville experienced one of the highest increases in unsheltered homelessness in the country 

between 2015-2016 (U.S. Conference of Mayors, 2017). The city faces a notable affordable 

housing shortage that is expected to worsen over the next ten years (MSS, 2017). According to 

recent estimates from Metropolitan Social Services (2017), though Nashville-Davidson County 

has a low unemployment rate overall (2.1%), unemployment is three times higher among 

Black/African American residents (6.1%) and more than double for individuals with low 

educational attainment (4.6%). Furthermore, low unemployment figures overall have not 

translated into greater earnings; indeed, the primary reason for housing challenges in the city is 

low-wages. These experiences are borne more heavily by the county’s Black/African American 

and Latino residents,15 who are more likely to live below the poverty level and have a per capita 

income nearly half of that of White Nashvillians (MSS, 2017). 

																																																								
	
15 According to the Nashville Metropolitan Social Services Community Needs Evaluation (2017), demographically, 
roughly 78% of the Nashville-Davidson County population is White, 17% Black or African American, 3% another 
or more than one race, less than 2% Asian, and smaller percentages of American Indian or Alaska Native, Native 
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Nashville’s trajectory of urban growth is also the story of racially uneven development. 

Drawing on analyses of the city’s planning and racial history (Kreyling, 2005; Lovett, 2009; 

Houston, 2012), Thurber (2018) traces the city’s contemporary racial spatiality to the migratory 

history of the U.S. Civil War, wherein the Union Army established “contraband camps” to enlist 

the labor of enslaved Black men and women, promising them freedom after the war. Then, 

following the war, these locations became the first predominantly Black neighborhoods, and 

residents quickly began to establish educational, faith, and cultural institutions to serve their 

communities and build both political and economic strength. Over the course of the 20th 

Century, however, these neighborhoods would bear the weight of racial capitalism. In a 

comparison of federal Home Owners Loan Corporation (HOLC) maps from the 1930s and a 

racial demographics map based on 2010 U.S. Census data, Thurber (2018) depicts the legacy of 

racist planning and banking investment schemes that operated to inscribe racial sorting16 of the 

Nashville by defining locales with poor housing stock and large populations of African 

American, immigrant, ethnic minority, and poor residents as too risky for financial investment 

and mortgage loans.17 Further, investments in urban renewal during the 1960s drove highways – 

Interstate 40, specifically – through urban core neighborhoods, continuing white migration out of 

the city and movement through these areas, transferring capital elsewhere, and leaving a wake of 

dilapidated physical conditions as well as fractured political and social networks (Houston, 

																																																																																																																																																																																			
	
Hawaiian or another Pacific Islander populations. An estimated 10% of the population is of Hispanic/Latino 
ethnicity, and 12 percent of the population is foreign-born. 
16 The term “sort” draws from Hanchett’s analysis of racially segregating urban processes in Sorting Out the New 
South City: Race, Class, and Urban Development in Charlotte, North Carolina 1875-1975 (1998).  
17 Governed by the Federal Home Loan Bank Board (FHLBB) in an effort to recover from banking and foreclosure 
crises, HOLC nationalized a geographic rating system that integrated appraisals of housing stock quality with social 
demographics to denote the “quality” of areas. Through this assessment, areas with Black/African American, 
multicultural, and low-income populations were deemed undesirable and “hazardous” in terms of financial risk for 
mortgage default, paving the way for what urban historians explain as “rampant institutional bigotry that 
nationalized lending bias to an unprecedented degree” (Woods, 2012, p. 1039).  
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2012). The racialized urban history of Nashville is now widely understood as shaped by 

processes of racial steering, block-busting, city zoning policies, and the “devastat[ion of] existing 

neighborhoods via ‘slum clearance,’ [that anchored] the minority poor in the inner city” (Lloyd, 

2011, p. 122) and spelled the flight of white and economically well-off populations to suburban 

areas.18 Today, several of these neighborhoods that were confined, segregated, devalued, and 

disinvested over the 20th century are the same ones seeing a return to the city from the outer 

suburbs, with housing prices and property taxes elevating at a fast pace and their racial 

demographics shifting to become more racially white and more wealthy (Thurber, 2018).  

However, the histories of physical and social deterioration and constraint of 

predominantly Black and African American neighborhoods in Nashville are joined by histories 

of racial struggle and contestation. Many of the urban core neighborhoods that were subjected to 

racialized development schemes of the 20th century were also the sites for the cultivation of 

Black social and political resistance. They were foundational to the Civil Rights movement, 

school desegregation battles, and efforts to resist the destructive highway construction (Houston, 

2012). Further, they have been sites for continual neighborhood-based collective efforts to 

remediate crime and drug use, resist environmental injustices, and fight for improved housing 

conditions (Houston, 2012; Thurber, 2018). Motivated by a Southern “racial etiquette” (Houston, 

2012) that operates to subdue histories of civic unrest, the development trajectory of Nashville 

has elided these narratives or, more accurately, reshaped them.  

Over the course of the 20th century, Nashville’s conditions of racial segregation, violence, 

and struggle have been re-authored as conditions of moderate racial relations. Houston (2012) 
																																																								
	
18 Historian Don Doyle (1985) writes that between 1940 to 1960 the white population in Nashville shifted from 
120,084 whites to 98,085; and the number of whites in the outer areas beyond the city limits shifted from 80,386 to 
224,826, making them 98 percent of the out-of city county population. 
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recounts the ways an ethos of racial moderation has pervaded the Nashville landscape, which he 

describes in the following way: 

an upper-class emphasis on manners, decorum, and a hypersensitive avoidance of 
civic unrest. Moderation meant a more or less genuine sympathy for black 
advancement undergirded by deeply felt assumptions of black inferiority and 
white superiority. (p. 4)  
 

Thus, the Nashville of the New South was characterized by a superficial approach to racial 

equality and a paradoxical eagerness by white Nashvillians to celebrate the achievements of 

Black civic and cultural institutions in a way that many black Nashvillians, Houston (2012) 

notes, interpreted as “empty and self-serving” (p. 4), controlling Black political power, and 

enforcing dependence on white economic systems. As Houston’s (2012) historical examination 

attests, this ethos of moderation continues into the present. Creative urbanism does not just take 

place on this contested terrain of development, inequity, racial sorting, and racial moderation, it 

is informed by and works to shape both their meaning and lived experience. 

	
Creative Nashville 
	

Nashville has long claimed a creative urban identity, evoking it most famously with the 

moniker “Music City.” The label is said to have come from Queen Victoria of England in 1873 

who, upon hearing the performance by the Fisk University Jubilee Singers, called Nashville the 

“city of music.”19 The relationship between music and the city’s identity developed further with 

the establishment of the Union Gospel Tabernacle – later the famous Ryman Auditorium – and 

later the growth of record label companies, recording studios, and publishing companies made 

																																																								
	
19 The Fisk Jubilee Singers ensemble consisted of eleven members, all but two former slaves, who were students at 
Fisk University, established within months following the Civil War to serve the education of multiple generations of 
freed Black men and women. Performing what are now called Negro Spirituals that were sung by slaves before the 
Civil War, the troupe successfully saved Fisk University from bankruptcy, and remains today an international 
celebrity (Thanki, 2015). 
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possible, in part, through the expansion of radio broadcasting beginning in the 1920s 

(Metropolitan Planning Commission of Nashville and Davidson County, Tennessee [MPC], 

2015, p. 77). Radio broadcasting catapulted the music industry in Nashville, to where today the 

music industry is inseparable from the business operations and economic development of the 

city, boasting economic impacts of $5.5 billion to the local economy and $9.7 billion to the 

Nashville MSA (Harper, Cotton, & Bennefield, 2013); plans abound for ensuring Nashville’s 

place as a “global center of music production” (Harper, Cotton, & Bennefield, 2013, p. 56)  

However, Nashville’s creative economy is comprised of a wider range of occupations and 

venues than those within the music industry. Much of this variation is captured in reports of the 

city’s performance on the Creative Vitality Index™, which has become a nationally adopted 

comparative indicator of the “health” of cities’ creative economies, serving primarily as an 

advocacy tool for the creative arts sector in a city.20 The CVI™ uses data from both the non-

profit and for-profit sectors, calculating weighted measurements of two main components: 

community participation in the arts sector and occupational employment in the arts. Community 

participation is based on non-profit humanities organizational income, per capita book store 

sales, percent of per capita electronic media stores sales, per capita performing arts revenue, and 

per capita art gallery and individual artist sales. Occupational employment is based on “incidence 

of jobs associated with measurably high levels of creative output” (Cole & Hoover, 2013, p.59), 

which includes, for example, fashion designers, landscape architects, set and exhibit designers, 

																																																								
	
20 The Creative Vitality Index ™ is analyzed by the company WESTAF and is calculated from two data sources: the 
Urban Institute’s National Center for Charitable Statistics and Economic Modeling Specialists, Inc. (EMSI).  The 
Urban Institute's National Center for Charitable Statistics draws from the U.S. Internal Revenue Service 990 forms. 
The EMSI draws on data from the Bureau of Labor Statistics, the U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis, the U.S. 
Census Bureau, and as well as industry-specific occupational data that from several federal, state and private sources 
(Cole & Hoover, 2013). 
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sound engineers, media equipment workers, graphic designers, radio and television announcers, 

musicians and singers, and gallery artists.	According to the CVI™ figures from 2011, the 

Nashville MSA’s creative economy is considered significantly stronger than the nation as a 

whole and Tennessee overall.21 The city is particularly “strong” in terms of revenues from 

performing arts participation as well revenues generated from art galleries and individual artists, 

writers, and performers. What is more, the CVI™ indicates that the Nashville MSA is growing 

the number of creative jobs at a rapid pace. While not all types of creative occupations 

experienced growth, and some experienced losses, overall Nashville was growing the number of 

creative jobs at a rate of more than 9% from 2010 to 2011.  

Though Nashville’s cultural identity and infrastructure are dominated by the commercial 

music industry, the public and nonprofit arts scene has gained significant recognition and 

investment since 2000 (Shaw, 2013; Bressi & McKinley, 2017). According to data collected by 

Americans for the Arts for a national study of the economic impact of the arts — the Arts and 

Economic Prosperity 5 study — $429.3 million in annual economic activity in Davidson County 

is attributed to the nonprofit arts and cultural sector. Further, nonprofit arts and cultural 

organizations support 14,277 full-time equivalent jobs and account for $51.1 million in local and 

state government revenues (Americans for the Arts, 2017). In 2016, the city celebrated the title 

“second most vibrant creative city in the U.S. – beating out Los Angeles and New York” (Metro 

Arts, 2015), according to the National Center for Arts Research, bolstering the city’s claims that 

arts and culture serve as “Nashville’s unique competitive edge” (Metro Arts, 2015).  

The cultural scene is concentrated in the downtown area of the city — a “nexus of arts 

																																																								
	
21 The CVI™ figures reported in 2011 report that the Nashville MSA had an index of 2.15 (the national average 
being 1.0) and Tennessee with an index of 2.01 (Cole & Hoover, 2013). 
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and culture facilities in the [sic] Middle Tennessee” (Cole & Hoover, 2013, p. 11). These 

facilities include the Schermerhorn Symphony Center, the Ryman Auditorium and several other 

live music venues, the Tennessee Performing Arts Center, The Country Music Museum and Hall 

of Fame, the Frist Center for Visual Arts, Bridgestone Arena, and LP Field. The National 

Museum for African American Music will add to this scene in 2019. The city celebrates this 

landscape as “clear evidence that Nashville has invested heavily in arts and culture facilities over 

the past 25 years…[the result of which] is a surging central business district, into which public 

and private capital is flowing at unprecedented rates” (Cole & Hoover, 2013, p. 11).  

The vision for the city’s creative landscape extends further. The Arts and Culture 

Background Report of the city’s major planning document, NashvilleNext, outlines several goals 

for the city to achieve by 2040 (Cole & Hoover, 2013, p. 15): 

• Property values of at least 5 designated cultural revitalization districts will increase at 

20% higher growth rate than the metro area as a whole.  

• The number of creative facilities will have grown by 300% 

• Nashville will be universally recognized as the most culturally diverse city in the South. 

• A diverse revenue stream will be in place to fund public art in gathering places in every 

neighborhood in the county. 

• The number of people served by of [sic] Community Arts Organizations will have 

increased by 200% 

• Nashville will graduate 200 Masters of Fine Arts each year. 

• All public school students will have access to arts education from kindergarten through 

graduation in any medium they choose. 

• Metro Nashville Public Schools will integrate the arts as a teaching tool in all core 
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curriculum subjects. 

• There will be at least 15 functioning Business Improvement Districts. 

• Creative enterprise will be the pillar of the Nashville economy, spurred by new Creative 

Entrepreneur Centers and a sustained public relations campaign. 

• Nashville will have an economic development incentive program to attract existing 

creative business into the county. 

Metropolitan Nashville Arts Commission (Metro Arts). At the helm of efforts to 

achieve these goals is the lead public arts agency, the Metropolitan Nashville Arts Commission 

(Metro Arts), which was established in 1978 amidst the establishment of state and city arts 

agencies nationwide (Cole & Hoover, 2013, p. 100).  Pursuant to the Nashville Metropolitan 

Code establishing the Commission, the function of Metro Arts is to: 

promote the study, participation in and appreciation of the visual, performing and 
literary arts, as well as to support and participate in the presentation of displays, 
exhibits, recitals, concerts, lectures and symposia and to cooperate with and assist 
public and private educational institutions, the media, and other private and 
governmental entities involved in artistic and cultural promotion. The 
Commission also provides information and recommendations to the Metropolitan 
Council and the Metropolitan Mayor with respect to the architectural design and 
aesthetics of public places and property. (Metro Government of Nashville & 
Davidson County, 2018a). 

 
To fulfill its goals, Metro Arts provides grants to civic and charitable not-for-profit organizations 

as well as funding to individual projects that “enhance the built environment of the city 

and…enrich the lives of its citizens” (Metro Arts, 2011, p. 1). In 2000, a public art ordinance was 

approved by Mayor Bill Purcell and the Metro Council, dedicating funds from the capital 

spending plan to public art projects — the Percent for Art funding mechanism. By this 

ordinance, “one percent (1%) of the net proceeds of any general obligation bond issued to fund 

Construction Project(s) shall be deposited and set aside to fund public art” (Metro Arts, 2002, p. 
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1). These funds are managed according to Public Art Guidelines by Metro Arts. The ordinance 

also expanded the function of Metro Arts: 

The purpose of the public art program is to strengthen the positive reputation of 
the community, enhance the civic environment, and enrich the lives of citizens 
and visitors through the involvement of professional artists to integrate public 
artwork throughout Metropolitan Nashville and Davidson County. (Bressi & 
McKinley, 2017, p. 7) 

 
The broadening of responsibilities for the public arts agency reflected in the language of this 

ordinance is indicative of larger shifts happening in public arts agencies across the country. 

Whereas at the time of their establishment public arts agencies were charged with growing and 

enhancing “the supply and quality of primarily non-profit-based arts activities” (Cole & Hoover, 

2013, p. 100), overtime their work became woven into a larger framework of a “creative sector” 

— where their role was not just to distribute funding, but to become a vital player in supporting 

the health of an interdependent network of for-profit, non-profit, and public-funded arts entities 

toward the generation of economic impacts. As stated in Metro Arts’ Strategic Plan 2020 

adopted in 2015: “Our work is about facilitating/cultivating/strengthening this ever-changing 

ecosystem in the community that ultimately creates and drives art, culture and creative economy” 

(Metro Arts, 2015, p. 4).  The agency is celebrated for having achieved a prominent role in the 

development and functioning of the urban ecosystem. Arts advocates in the city proclaim that the 

“city wouldn’t be what it is today without Metro Arts” (Steine, participant observation, 

2/27/2017).  

 Both the content and processes of Metro Arts’ work — its organizational structure, 

budget, grant-making, and programming — have changed overtime. At the time of data 

collection, Metro Arts was comprised of an 11-employee staff and 15 member Board of 

Commissioners, which is appointed by the Nashville Mayor. In 2016 it received the first budget 
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increase in a decade, adding $285,000 to make the total budget $2,195,200 (Metro Government 

of Nashville & Davidson County, 2016); then in 2018 it received another increase, bringing the 

2019 fiscal year budget to $2,470,200 (Metro Government of Nashville & Davidson County, 

2017). The agency supports major arts institutions in the city (e.g., ballet, symphony, etc.) and 

nonprofit organizations and individuals through grantmaking and vendor payments, and 

coordinates or partners with other organizations to run a variety of festivals, exhibits, and other 

cultural events in Davidson County.  

 Since 2015, Metro Arts has embarked on several efforts to fulfill a newly articulated 

mission, “To Drive a Vibrant and Equitable Community through the Arts,” and vision, that 

“Every Nashvillian Participates in a Creative Life” (Metro Arts, 2015). Such efforts have been 

facilitated by increases for the arts in the city budget as well as large state- and federal grants 

from the Tennessee Arts Commission and the National Endowment for the Arts. The 

programming has included expansions to the THRIVE program to fund community arts, the 

Racial Equity in Arts Leadership (REAL) program to bring antiracism training to Metro agencies 

and partners, the Restorative Justice and the Arts program to bring arts programing to court-

involved youth, and the Learning Lab artist professional development program. In 2017, the 

agency also released an extensive Public Art Community Investment Plan (Bressi & McKinley, 

2017). Each program has different social and civic goals, and they represent collaborations with 

multiple non-government organizations: the Vanderbilt Curb Center for the Arts, Enterprise, and 

Public Policy, Scarritt Bennett Center, Juvenile Justice Center, Oasis Center, Nashville Arts & 

Business Council, and the Center for Performance and Civic Practice. In this study, I focus 

attention on the Public Art Community Investment Plan (PACIP) and the Learning Lab program 

to investigate civic practice and artists’ political subjectivities.  
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Learning Lab. From 2016-2018, I observed the Learning Lab pilot program and engaged 

with its participating artists as an example of creative civic practice. The Learning Lab (LL) 

program was implemented in June 2016 as an initiative to train 25 emerging and mid-career 

visual artists in the areas of community engagement, placemaking and public art project 

management. While the components of the program will be discussed in greater detail in Chapter 

3, I introduce its emergence in Nashville briefly here.  

The Learning Lab program was funded through a National Endowment for the Arts 

(NEA) Our Town Grant ($75K) and through funding from the Mayor’s Office ($50K). The 

NEA’s Our Town Grants program supports creative placemaking on a national level with the 

goal to “transform communities into lively, beautiful, and resilient places” (NEA, 2017, n.p.), 

and it disburses grants to partnerships of “arts organizations and government, other nonprofit 

organizations, and private entities to achieve livability goals for communities” (NEA, 2017, 

n.p.). For the pilot year of the Learning Lab program, Metro Arts collaborated with the Arts and 

Business Council of Greater Nashville (ABC) and the national organization Center for 

Performance and Civic Practice (CPCP) to develop a year-long program that builds upon 

common understandings of creative placemaking practice by centering community partnership 

and public engagement strategies to improve public problem-solving. Both of these entities are 

non-profit partners, with the former based in Nashville, and the latter working nationally. The 

Arts and Business Council focuses on providing resources, training, and legal support to 

Nashville’s artist community; it organizes multiple efforts to foster connections between the 

city’s arts and business communities and cultivate artists’ business acumen. The Center for 

Performance and Civic Practice works with universities, government and non-government 

organizations to convene opportunities for non-arts related entities to connect with the arts sector. 
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The overarching goal of such collaborations and across CPCP’s initiatives is to build “civic 

health, equity and capacity” (CPCP, 2017, n.p.). 

While the Nashville cultural terrain is comprised of arts educational institutions, arts and 

culture media, professional artist associations, independent artists, grassroots arts organizations 

and collectives this study focuses on those actors who have been engaged in Metro Arts’ artistic 

civic practice work through the pilot year of the Learning Lab program.  

	
Study Emergence  

	
	
 This study emerged from multiple intersecting experiences traversing the cultural terrain 

of Nashville. In 2015, I collaborated with Metro Arts and the Curb Center for Arts, Enterprise, & 

Public Policy at Vanderbilt University to develop an issue brief outlining the current status and 

challenges to promoting cultural equity in Nashville’s major non-profit arts institutions (Gupta, 

2015). Following the release of the report, I became a facilitator and curriculum developer for 

the Racial Equity and Arts Leadership (REAL) program, a joint-initiative of Metro Arts in 

collaboration with the Vanderbilt Curb Center to convene artists and arts administrators in 

Nashville to explore the dimensions of institutional racism and assess their own and their 

organization’s capacity and willingness to take action. From these two experiences I gained a 

strong sense of the mounting energy — sometimes anxiety — around the creative sector taking a 

lead on shaping controversial public conversations in the city (as perceived by many arts and 

cultural institution leaders in the city). During this same period I began developing a connection 

with the Center for Performance and Civic Practice (CPCP), one of the three organizational 

partners on the Learning Lab. Working with the Theatre Department at Vanderbilt University in 

2016, I assisted CPCP with an audience interactive production called “How to End Poverty in 90 
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Minutes” on the Vanderbilt University campus. I served as the Community Partnership 

Coordinator, conducting outreach to local social service, advocacy, and anti-poverty 

organizations, requesting their involvement in the performance piece. I became involved in this 

project at the request of Dr. Leah Lowe of the Theatre Department, who knew of my interest in 

local development politics as well as my relationship with Metro Arts. Through reflections with 

Dr. Lowe, this project became a starting point for developing questions about the relationships 

between arts, civic engagement, and urban processes. 

 However, the experience that most propelled the questions examined in this present 

project was one that began on Jefferson Street in North Nashville. In April 2016, I attended a 

community conversation focused on gentrification and its impact on young people and education 

at a venue on Jefferson Street.22 It was a panel format, about 60 people were there, the audience 

was primarily African American, a range of ages (not just parents with school-aged kids), the 

questions were particularly incisive, and the conversation uninhibited.  Two aspects struck me 

about this event. First, I was struck by the palpable agitation in the room. It was not antagonistic 

in the sense of attendees expressing anger at developers and about cultural loss in neighborhoods 

or decrying a lack of municipal intervention — this anger would have been warranted and 

common with other public events on this topic. Instead, the agitation that was striking to me was 

comprised of nuanced tensions arising from contestations over the meanings of positive change, 

community, racial identity, class divides; about the possibility of “synergy” with city efforts to 
																																																								
	
22 This event was convened by an organization called “Conscious Conversations,” started by Mr. Isaac Addae, a 
business professor at Tennessee State University, who saw a need in Nashville to connect “young, progressive, 
urban professionals” around “issues of community and economic development in metropolitan communities” 
(Conscious Conversation, 2017). With sponsorship from local businesses, he began convening events with the aim 
to “bring the community together, facilitate networking, and generate synergy amongst like-minded individuals; to 
engage in healthy dialogue on issues that plague downtrodden communities. And to formulate strategies leading to 
collective action on identified issues” (Conscious Conversation, 2017). The conversation I attended was the second 
event the organization hosted. 
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address gentrification; and about whether the accumulation of goods, services, and wealth should 

be universally interpreted as solutions to the legacy of dispossession or marginalization 

experienced in North Nashville. The second aspect of the meeting that was striking to me was 

the place itself: Art History Class Gallery and Lifestyle Lounge. Art History Class (AHC) had 

been gaining attention in local arts magazines and among Metro Arts staff as “place for the 

people” and a “living museum.” The following description is from the venue’s promotional 

materials:  

Art History Class LLG has been a “place for the people": exhibiting the works of 
established local area artists, providing emerging artists and students a platform to 
showcase their art, and acting as a community epicenter for an area of Nashville 
that has been historically marginalized and forgotten.  As a “living museum” and 
gallery, Art History Class LLG has presented a traditional African American 
aesthetic through curated, cultured and classic materials (e.g., art works, antiques, 
books, records, artifacts), displayed to keep the mind constantly engaged, 
challenged, and inspired. As a gathering space it has attracted visitors and 
residents to be in fellowship and authentic interaction, as well as to learn from 
North Nashville’s rich African American history. (Waters, personal 
communication) 

 
I wondered how the cultural character of the venue contributed to the conversation dynamics. 

Furthermore, it was curious to me that AHC had been garnering much positive attention in the 

Nashville arts and cultural scene (Ciccaronne, 2016; Shaw, 2016; Siner, 2016). I began keeping 

closer attention on mentions or representations of the Art History Class space and having 

discussions with its founder. Through this focus I began interacting with other artists working in 

North Nashville, many of whom were using their artistry to express social and political messages 

about racial struggle and the cultural history of North Nashville. What I heard from them about 

the burgeoning attention to the cultural scene in North Nashville was excitement, nervousness, 

conviction, frustration, skepticism, and deep gratitude for the community they were building. 
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 In May 2016, as my academic interests were being shaped around political geography, 

race and place, and democratic urban processes in Nashville, I learned of Metro Arts’ Learning 

Lab pilot program through the agency’s website and, in consultation with Dr. Paul Speer, 

identified it as a key site to explore questions that were arising for me at the intersection of my 

academic scholarship and my experiences in the city. My request to observe the Learning Lab 

program was approved by Metro Arts.23 After observing the Learning Lab sessions and gaining a 

sense of the discourses and project ideas of participants, I was able to identify lines of inquiry 

around civic practice and the creative economy of Nashville that shaped additional data 

collection. These lines of inquiry have been modified, expanded, and refined in an iterative 

fashion through continuous observation and interactions within the research setting. 

	
Data Collection 

 
 
 Systematic data collection for this exploratory study began in June 2016 and ended in 

December 2017. The approach I sought to cultivate through this project was one of “thick 

description” (Geertz, 2001), thus I engaged qualitative techniques that prioritized deep listening, 

observation, and reflection. I began data collection with observation of the Metro Arts Learning 

Lab program and then used this experience and reflections about it among participants to inform 

additional phases of data collection. In the second phase, to gain a wider perspective on the 

cultural landscape in which the Learning Lab program and other civic practices are situated, I 

engaged in participant observation of public events and meetings related to creative urbanism in 

																																																								
	
23 In May 2016 I placed a request to Metro Arts agency staff to observe and record the Learning Lab program, and in 
June 2016 my emerging research questions pertaining to the Learning Lab were brought before the Metropolitan 
Arts Commission during their monthly board meeting. The Board of Metro Arts Commissioners approved my 
request to pursue the project. Following approval, the executive director of Metro Arts informed the federal funders 
of Learning Lab at the National Endowment for the Arts (NEA) of my research, and they were glad for my interest. 
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Nashville and reviewed several municipal documents related to creative urbanism and cultural 

policy plans and goals. Finally, I conducted depth-interviews with artists engaged in civic and 

social practice work, municipal actors involved in creative urbanism and artistic civic practice, as 

well as individuals who partner with artists through their organizational work. These research 

activities are depicted in Figure 1 below; I expand on each in this section.  

 
 

Figure 1. Data Collection Activities, June 2016 – December 2017 

 
 

Participant observation 
 
 Learning Lab. Collecting data on the Learning Lab (LL) program entailed observing all 

training sessions as well as events where Learning Lab participants were enacting or exhibiting 

their artistic civic practice or reflecting on their experience of the program (Table 1).  

The primary purposes of these observations were to explore: 

Public Events on Creative Urbanism & Artistic Civic Practice
(n=16 events)

Learning Lab Artist Interviews (n=20)

Creative Economy and Cultural Development Materials 
(n=6)

Organization Interviews
Creative Urbanism Advocates, Partners (n=11)

June 2016 January 2017 December 2017

Metro Arts Learning Lab Pilot
Training Sessions, Related Meetings and Events, Funded Project 

Exhibits/Workshops (n=18 events)
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• how civic meanings were being constructed by actors in the settings — what governing 

relationships were assumed or advanced, what kinds of civic problems were being 

diagnosed, what kinds of knowledge were meanings based on and whose knowledge 

prioritized, what needs or solutions were prescribed, what understandings of urban space 

and civic actors’ relationship to it were being advanced. 

• what practices or democratic habits were being inculcated — what skills, behaviors, and 

attitudes were being instilled or discouraged — and  

• how was the training received or processed — what lessons and understandings were 

elevated, where was there contestation, debate, or contradictions, how were people 

interacting in the civic setting being created.  

 Learning Lab trainings and related events took place in locations across Davidson 

County: Belmont University, Nossi College of Art and Design, Cal Turner Family Center at 

Meharry Medical College, McGruder Family Resource Center, Buchanan Street Business 

District, under the D.B. Todd (or the Jubilee) Bridge, and the Metro Arts offices. Table 1 lists the 

LL-related observations included in this study. Having secured permission to observe and record 

by Metro Arts, I introduced myself on the first day of the training by explaining my interests and 

requesting their informed consent to record the sessions as well as related events.  After 

receiving written consent, I recorded all training sessions. Because the training sessions were 

conducted in a range of formats — lectures, small groups, pairs, individual reflections — I 

quickly realized that the recordings would be a limited tool to capture information about the 

program. Thus, I took field notes both during the sessions as well as after and decided that I 

would need to rely on conversations with the participants themselves to capture aspects of their 

training experiences and learning. I did not record non-training LL events, but instead took field 
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notes to capture the LL-participants’ comments and activities, the settings and interactions in 

them.  

 

Event Name Date Data collected 
Program Sessions 

Kick Off w/ Organizational Partners 
Opening Reception w/ LL Artists 
LL Artist Training – Session 1 
LL Artist Training – Session 2 
LL Artist Training – Session 3 
LL Artist Training – Session 4 

6-24-16 
6-24-16 
6-25-16 
7-22-16 
8-27-16 
9-10-16 

Audio/Field notes 
Field notes 
Audio/Field notes 
Audio/Field notes 
Audio/Field notes 
Audio/Field notes 

Participant Meetings and Invitations by LL participants 
USDOT “Every Place Counts” Event –  

LL Artist participation 
*Gentrification course taught by LL artist 
ArtCamp, Nossi College of Art & Design 

LL Artists Panels 
Inaugural Creatives’ Day 
LL Projects meeting with Mayor’s OEOE 
*Debrief of OEOE Mtg with 2 LL Artists 

7-11-16 
 
9-20-16 
0-15-16 
 
10-22-16 
12-19-16 
12-20-16 

Field notes 
 
Field notes 
Field notes 
 
Field notes 
Field notes 
Field notes 

Learning Lab Funded Projects or Exhibits 
Zechariah LL Project  
Angela LL Project  
Marcus LL Project  
Dan LL Project  
Marcus & Jordan LL Project 
Isaiah LL Project  

5-27-17 
6-10-17 
8-1-17 
8-25-17 
8-26-17 
8-26-17 

Field notes 
Field notes 
Field notes 
Field notes 
Field notes 
Field notes 

 
* Indicates meetings where I was invited to attend by a Learning Lab artist. 

Table 1. Learning Lab Program Participant Observation, June 2016 - June 2017 

 
My field notes from the Learning Lab and other public meetings (discussed below) are 

important sources of data in the present study.  Field notes captured methodological, descriptive, 

personal, and theoretical notes related to the specific observations as well as to the development 

of the project overall (Emerson, Fretz, & Shaw, 1995). During participant observation I was not 

comfortable relying solely on memory to record events, so I employed “jot” notes to avoid too 
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much discomfort among other participants in the setting. Within 48 hours of observation I 

developed these notes into more detailed accounts. Throughout my project, I was aware that my 

note-taking was observable and that it identified me as an “outsider.”  Given my protracted 

presence in the field, my note-taking came to be expected by participants —they often joked with 

me about it, or if they saw me at a non-data collection event without a notebook they asked me 

where it was. During a number of interactions with LL participants they expressed gladness that I 

dutifully took notes and interpreted my consistency as a sign of me doing my due diligence.  I 

approach this degree of visibility among participants with guidance from Emerson, Fretz, & 

Shaw (1995) who write that “the fieldworker cannot and should not attempt to be a fly on the 

wall [and] [n]o field researcher can be a completely neutral, detached observer, outside and 

independent of the observed phenomena” (p. 1). In my field notes, I attempted to discern 

possible reactions among participants and to be conscious of how I was being received. 

Creative urbanism public events. The second category of participant observation I 

conducted was public events and meetings related to municipal public arts and the city’s 

approach to creative urbanism. These events included public lectures or panels, public art 

dedications and openings, award ceremonies, and arts advocacy events.  I identified these events 

by tracking the following entities on social media or through subscription to their email list-

servs: Metro Arts, Nashville Arts Coalition, Creatives’ Day Nashville, Nashville Civic Design 

Center, Norf Studios, Art History Class Gallery and Lifestyle Lounge Lounge, and the Jefferson 

Street Art Crawl. I attended and collected field notes at 16 events during 2017 (Table 2). Because 

I was not recording these sessions, I tried to capture as much detail on content, audience, and 

interactions as possible. Like the Learning Lab trainings, I was attentive to the meanings of 

democratic and civic society, civic problems, citizenship, participation, and urban space being 
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constructed. I also made note of references to citizen decision-making, representation, self-

determination, and political influence; understandings of and priorities for racial and ethnic 

equity and inclusion; and discourses of urban benefit, advantage, and competition. 

Event Name Date Data collected 
Curb Center Sustaining Creative Community 
Bloomberg Philanthropies Site Visit 
REAL Rise Wilson Public Lecture 
NAC Award Ceremony & State of the Arts 
UHS 26th & Clarksville Ribbon Cutting 
TN Arts Advocacy Day 
REAL – Aaron Dworkin Public Lecture 
Witness Walls Dedication Ceremony 
 
Metro Arts Public Art Community Investment 

Plan Release 
Metro Council Budget Hearing 
NCDC PechuKuchaX 
Arts & Economic Impact Study Release 
REAL – Marta Morena Vega Public Lecture 
Creatives’ Day 2017 
UHS – Perseverance Dedication 
NAC – Exploring Creative Economies: Civic 

Models that Work  

1-24-17 
2-13-17 
2-16-17 
2-27-17 
2-28-17 
3-1-17 
4-12-17 
4-21-17 
 
5-22-17 
 
5-23-17 
7-21-17 
7-27-17 
10-10-17 
10-25-17 
11-6-17 
11-6-17 

Field notes 
Field notes 
Field notes 
Field notes 
Field notes 
Field notes 
Field notes 
Field notes + 
Audio online 
Field notes 
 
Field notes 
Field notes 
Field notes 
Field notes 
Field notes 
Field notes 
Field notes 

Table 2. Public or Invited Events on Creative Urbanism and Artistic Civic Practice, January - 
December 2017 

 
Municipal cultural policy and development materials 
 
 I approached arts and cultural policy and development documents as both objects of 

scrutiny as well as sources of information about the phenomenon of creative urbanism. Hull 

(2003) summarizes guidance from Latour (1999) that “artifacts are not merely the passive 

instruments of social agents but active in the creation and maintenance of those agents” (Hull, 

2003, p. 290). Considering this, cultural documents in Nashville are both a collection of 

background and historical information about the city and its creative economy, reflecting ideas 

and actions of the groups they describe, and they are participants in shaping the actions, ideas, 
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settings, and behaviors of groups and implicated actors. That is, in this case, they are elements in 

the production of dominant ideologies and political subjectivities.  

 Six documents are included in this study that represent and construct Nashville’s 

approach to creative urbanism. These materials were identified during the course of participant 

observation — both before and during the period of dissertation fieldwork — as documents that 

are influential to cultural and civic leaders in the city. This influence was assessed by noting 

frequent reference at events related to Nashville’s creative economy, in interviews, or within 

other cultural documents; importance was also evident if an event was devoted entirely to its 

presentation and discussion during the study period (e.g., the Public Art Community Investment 

Plan). All documents were publicly accessible and available electronically for download.  

Name Authors/Organization 

NashvilleNext - Arts and Culture 
Background Report (2013) 
 

Jennifer Cole, Metro Arts;  
Craige Hoover, Cultural Arts Solutions 

Culture Here: A Report on Cultural Assets 
and Activities (2015) 

Dr. Garrett Harper, Chris Cotton, Chris Zimmer, 
Riley Scholer –  
The Research Center, Nashville Area Chamber 
of Commerce 

Crafting a Creative City: The Metro Arts 
Commission Strategic Plan 2020 (2016) Metro Arts 

Public Art Community Investment Plan 
(2017) Metro Arts 

Arts & Economic Prosperity 5: In 
Nashville-Davidson, County, TN (2017) Americans for the Arts 

NashvilleNext - Volume II - Arts, Culture, 
and Creativity (2015/17) Metropolitan Planning Commission 

Table 3. Cultural Policy Materials Analyzed 

	
Interviews 
	

Two types of interviews were conducted for this project: 1) interviews with the 
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participants of the Learning Lab program in its pilot year (n=20),24 and 2) interviews with arts 

administrators, artist advocates, and individuals partnering with artists on civic projects through a 

Metro agency or non-government entity (n=11). Nearly all interviews were conducted one-on-

one, with the exception of one group interview with two artists and two group interviews with 

pairs of organizational partners.  The duration of interviews with artists ranged from 45 minutes 

to two hours and 15 minutes. The duration of interviews with administrators, planning or 

development professionals, and arts advocates ranged from 36 minutes to one hour and 53 

minutes.  They were held at a place of the interviewee’s choosing — these were coffee shops, an 

artist’s studio space or their home (frequently this was the same), or, for administrators and 

organizational partners, their offices. Meeting at artists’ studios felt particularly rich, as this 

provided me an opportunity to get to know the artists beyond their verbal descriptions and in 

spaces that were very familiar and comfortable to them. 

 Artist interviews. Learning Lab artists were individuals who had self-selected into the 

Metro Arts Learning Lab program and came from a range of backgrounds in terms of their 

artistic practice (e.g., sculptors, muralists, art historians, photographers, creative re-use, theater 

and performance art, vocalists, and mixed media). The purpose of the interviews with Learning 

Lab artists was to explore how they interpret, experience, enact, and navigate their civic roles 

and agency in the city. Using a semi-structured interview guide to balance focused inquiry and 

conversational and informal style (see Appendix A for the guide), I wanted these interviews to 

engage participants in reflection on their work — their trajectories, their desires, and their 

struggles. Further, I wanted to engage these artists in reflection about the environments in which 
																																																								
	
24 The original plan for research included interviews with non-Learning Lab artist; however, as the project 
progressed I decided to focus on the experiences of those involved in the program. Nine additional interviews with 
Nashville artists were not analyzed for this study. 
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they are learning about and doing public-engaged work — the partnership/program, community, 

urban, national or global — and how they relate to these contexts. The first cohort of Learning 

Lab artist participants were the sampling frame for this study (n=25). In this study, 19 of the 25 

artists in the program participated in interviews (76% response rate). One interview was 

conducted as a group interview with another participant because of the collaborative nature of 

the artists’ work, their close partnership, and the participation by both of them in Learning Lab 

events. Contact information for the cohort of Learning Lab artists had been provided to me as 

part of the program materials. Recruitment to interviews was conducted through email and 

phone, and requests were made three times before removing someone from the list.  

Municipal and private sector arts advocates and partners. The purpose of the 

interviews with municipal and private sector arts advocates and partners to artists in creative 

urbanism efforts was to inquire into the history, perceived value or purpose, and practices of 

creative urbanism in Nashville from the perspective of key non-artist actors or entities in the 

creative urbanism landscape. This group includes individuals involved in decision-making about 

the city’s approach to creative urbanism, vocal arts advocates, or individuals working within 

non-arts organizations (public or private sector) to integrate artists in their operations and 

processes. As with the artists, I used a semi-structured interview guide (Appendix B) to ask 

about the rise of creative urbanism in the city (the rationale, how they have seen it unfold, how 

they hope it will continue or evolve), the role of artists in the city’s development, and their own 

practices of integrating artists into their organizations’ work, including the motivations and goals 

for pursuing projects, lessons and challenges, outcomes, and plans for future integration or 

partnership. Interviewees were identified through several mechanisms over the course of 

fieldwork: through a scan of public financial or programming supports for artists and creative 
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urbanism efforts, attendance at public events, and examination of partnerships with Learning Lab 

artists. Individuals were contacted through email outreach, with three attempts made before 

removing the potential respondent from the contact list. The individuals interviewed represented 

arts administration and advocacy, urban planning and design, and housing development. 

	
Human Subjects Research 

 
 

 This study was reviewed and approved by the Vanderbilt University Institutional Review 

Board (IRB #160981). Prior to data collection, I obtained written informed consent from 

Learning Lab program and interviewees, whose participation was audio-recorded. I did not 

request informed consent during participant observation of public events and meetings, and these 

meetings were not audio-recorded. All names of participating individuals have been changed to 

pseudonyms. The names of individuals speaking at public events have been preserved.  

	
Data Analysis 

 
 
 In this study I employ a situational analysis approach to examining the various qualitative 

data sources, taking guidance from grounded theorists Kathy Charmaz, who describes analysis as 

an “interaction between the observer and observed” (Charmaz, 2001, p. 337), and Adele Clarke, 

who urges an attention to the social power as well as an extensive examination of complexities 

and contradictions in the situation of inquiry (Clarke, 2005, 2015).25 The interactive and iterative 

nature of this project has facilitated an abductive process (Atkinson, Coffey, & Delamont, 2003), 

																																																								
	
25 Clarke’s approach to situational analysis was developed from a growing concern that grounded theory studies 
were tending toward a quest for causal relations, were lacking an adequate account of researcher reflexivity, were 
oversimplifying social phenomena in ways that did not address differences and complexities, and avoided analyses 
of social power (Clarke, 2005; Clarke, Friese, & Washburn, 2015). 
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wherein grounded empirical qualitative research has interacted with my own knowledge of and 

experiences in the research situation to form ideas; and these ideas are used to provoke 

examinations of relationships between elements in the data and relationships between emerging 

categories or patterns within the data. Data analysis was highly iterative in this study, and it began 

in the early stages of research. While taking observational field notes during the Learning Lab 

program and attendance at public meetings and events, I included analytic notes to take account of 

interpretations that were beginning to emerge and connections I was making to existing knowledge 

about the observed phenomenon (based on empirical and theoretical literature). I also developed 

informal memos throughout the time of data collection and coding to expand on analytic notes 

(Charmaz, 2001).  

 Though Clarke (2005) recommends that situational analysis begin in the early stages of 

inquiry to aid in research design, I was exposed to the approach far into my data collection 

process. I was introduced to situational analysis by Dr. Sarah Suiter who suggested I consider 

situational analysis as a means to expand my thinking about the phenomenon, organize the 

multiple components of the research setting that I was engaging, and integrate an analysis of 

power through a grounded theory process. Because I began pursuing situational analysis toward 

the end of my data collection, I drew from basic diagrams used during the research design phase 

and combined them with existing knowledge of the creative urbanism literature, the setting of 

research, and what I was observing in data collection to construct a “messy map,” as Clarke 

(2005) recommends, that captures all elements in the research situation (Appendix C). This map 

served as a point-in-time depiction of my conceptualization of the creative urbanism as civic 

intervention phenomenon. Following the development of this map, I began a grounded theory 

coding process that was facilitated through the use of MAXQDA Standard 2018, a qualitative 

data analysis software.    
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 In this study of creative urbanism, the cultural policy materials are included in the 

grounded theory process; however the process of coding them was already somewhat focused.  

As Fairclough (2001, p. 21) writes,  

[i]n seeing language as discourse and as social practice, one is committing oneself 
not just to analysing texts, nor just to analysing processes of production and 
interpretation, but to analysing the relationship between texts, processes, and their 
social conditions.  
 

With this consideration, I coded the cultural materials as discourses in the situation that are doing 

work and that are put to work by individual and collective actors (Gagnon, Jacobs, & Holmes, 

2015) in ways that reflect and construct relations of power. Further, Clarke (2015) draws on the 

work of Foucault to describe the approach to discourses in situational analysis: “A discourse is 

effected in disciplining practices, which produce subjects/subjectivities through surveillance, 

examination, and various technologies of the self — ways of producing ourselves as properly 

disciplined subjects” (p. 90). I adopted this approach to the cultural policy materials, inquiring 

into the discourses that are actively shaping the conditions of possibility for political identities, 

expression, and agency – noting that this approach leans toward an analysis of subjugating 

forces. I coded these documents using two types of codes: (1) descriptive codes (Saldaña, 2016, 

p. 102) to help organize the vast amount of data contained in the documents and to identify those 

segments most germane to the guiding research questions, and (2) concept or analytic codes 

(Saldaña, 2016), which applied a meaning to the topic, action, or behavior indicated in the data. 

Because concept codes are highly interpretive, short memos were written to explain the 

decisions, “abstractions and generalities” (Saldaña, 2016, p. 122) that brought about the code. 

Coding cultural materials and field notes from public meetings and events in these ways 

generated 60 preliminary codes. While developing these codes, I also created discourse maps 

(Appendix C) as a way to depict the emerging discursive themes in these data. To view them in 
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relation to other elements of the situation, I then developed an initial version of an ordered 

situational map (Appendix C), following the fifteen categories suggested by Clarke (2015), 

which collects all elements in the situation in an organized fashion as a means to facilitate the 

exploration of relationships among elements (Clarke, 2005; 2015).  

 I continued a recursive process of coding Learning Lab field notes and interview 

transcripts with an emphasis on values coding. These codes reflect a participant’s “values, 

attitudes, and beliefs, representing his or her perspectives or worldview” (Saldaña, 2016, p. 131), 

particularly as they related to civic society, participation, expression, roles or responsibility, 

belonging, power and agency.  A participant was, at times the organization or social group 

represented by the speaker being interviewed, and this distinction was made within the codes. 

Together with the codes from the cultural materials, 185 open codes were developed, then 

categorized, synthesized, and compared. To aid the comparison process, a social groups map was 

used to depict the key organizations constituting the assemblage of actors in the creative 

urbanism situation of Nashville – this graphic is included in Chapter 3. Further, I employed a 

variation of Clarke’s (2005) positional maps to consider dimensions of the main categories 

emerging as well as silences, convergences, and contradictions within them (Appendix C).  

Through this iterative processes of coding, mapping, comparing and relating, I distilled the major 

categories related to my guiding research questions. These processes, together with memo-

writing, discussion with a critical research partner (discussed below), and discussion with my 

dissertation chair, served to narrow the final analytic codes of this study (Appendix D). 

	
Trustworthiness and credibility of the research 
	 	

As explicated by Lincoln and Guba (1985) and Erlandson, Harris, Skipper, & Allen 

(1993), the credibility of qualitative research, especially that in the naturalist paradigm of 
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inquiry, can be enhanced through a variety of mechanisms. The credibility of this dissertation is 

derived primarily from prolonged engagement and persistent observation in the field, which 

served to enhance my analyses of the most salient themes and relationships. As noted in the 

discussion of the study emergence, I began attending meetings and events as well as forging 

relationships with both Metro Arts and cultural workers across the city a year before systematic 

data collection began for this research, and I engaged in fieldwork for 18 months in multiple 

settings. These strategies not only support the credibility of the project but have allowed me to 

conduct research that honored the time to think, develop, learn through the experiences in the 

field as well as outside of it, and exercise care during the process of scholarship (Mountz, et. al., 

2015).26 The credibility is also supported by triangulation of research methods and sources – 

observation, interviews, and review of cultural policy materials – which has enhanced 

understandings and interpretations throughout data collection and analysis.  

The credibility of this research is also supported by my interactions with others to discuss 

and develop the ideas reflected in the following pages. During the course of data collection and 

analysis, I developed memos. One of these memos I shared with the Learning Lab project team 

at Metro Arts to update them on my process and provide a chance for them to integrate my 

observations into their planning for the second round of the Learning Lab program. During an in-

person meeting to discuss this memo I was able to receive their feedback on my initial 

observations. Additionally, the process of analysis was aided by a critical research partner, 

Janine Christiano, who was completing her master’s degree in Community Development and 

Action. Ms. Christiano is in the same department at Vanderbilt University, has several years 

																																																								
	
26 See Appendix E (Self in the Research) where I have included a reflection of my own subjectivity as a researcher 
in this project and in the setting. 
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working in the creative sector of Los Angeles, CA, and has partnered with Metro Arts in various 

capacities during her graduate program. Her knowledge of both the arts sector and debates in 

community development as well as her experiences in Nashville made her an excellent partner to 

read cultural policy documents, interview transcripts, and my own writing in order to challenge 

my interpretations and identify opportunities for additional analyses or clarity. 

Finally, this dissertation includes thick descriptions of observations and extended quotes 

from participants. The use of several extended quotes might appear overwhelming, however it 

allows the reader to engage their own interpretations and identify what additional interpretations 

might have been possible. In addition, the use of thick descriptions and contextualization aids the 

reader in considering the transferability of the interpretations (Lincoln & Guba, 1985).	

	
Conclusion 

	
	

When discussing how she sees her role as an artist and as a civic actor in Nashville, one 

participant, Brenda, told me the following: 

I think of it sometimes as like a stiletto blade. No, you're not gonna chop anyone's 
head off … but all you really need is to pierce him in the heart. And I think that 
art has the ability to do that… And as such, we have a lot of responsibility for that 
… not that you have to do work that is dealing with social issues, or that you have 
to do work that's just civic practice. But you have to be conscious that your work 
is having a conversation, and that that conversation often extends outside of the 
things that you intended to say with it. And you have to take responsibility for 
that. 

 
Throughout my writing of this study, Brenda’s words have stayed with me. As much as 

this story has been a critical examination of creative urbanism and both the local and non-

local actors or institutions that constitute it, it is more so a story about the conditions for 

public life that I, the many participants in this study, and the scholars and theorists I have 

drawn on believe are vital and necessary. This is not to dull the interpretations that unfold 
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in the following chapters. Rather, it is to note that while I have been in relationship with 

artists and advocates for creative urbanism and artistic civic practice, I have navigated my 

own subjectivity in terms of my willingness and capacity to stage conflict through my 

analyses. I have developed a project that seeks to keep the desire for public life at the 

fore, while also treating seriously the obstacles to it – obstacles that we sometimes 

knowingly and other times unknowingly navigate, experience, reproduce, and contest. I 

hope to have done so thoroughly and compassionately and with a transparent 

commitment to showing the contradictions and complexity of democratic life.
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CHAPTER III. 
 
 

CIVIC CONTEXT 
 

 
In 2017, the national arts advocacy organization, Americans for the Arts (AFTA), 

released a study of the economic impacts of arts in geographies across the country, 

demonstrating that the economic impact of the nonprofits arts culture industry in Nashville-

Davidson County far surpasses that in other regions of comparable size (AFTA, 2017). At the 

public discussion of the report, one of the most outspoken advocates for creative urbanism, 

Councilmember Nancy Van Reece, proudly proclaimed Nashville’s arts and cultural 

infrastructure as “our economic infrastructure for communities.” Based on the data from the 

report (discussed in the previous chapter), Van Reece emphasized that “when we diminish the 

capacity of arts organizations we have a decrease in other industries” in terms of local jobs. She 

insisted that Nashville “must champion our organizations as cutting edge” and that public, 

private, and individual commitments to the arts must grow (Van Reece, observation, 7/27/17).  

Nashville has long relied on cultural tourism and the arts for economic development. 

However, Metro Arts, the leading public arts agency, has pushed a goal for the arts not for 

tourists, but for “Every Nashvillian” (Metro Arts, 2015 [strategic plan]). This “civic value 

proposition,” as one administrator terms it, is facilitated by an artistic civic practice that entails 

creative placemaking (Markusen & Gadwa, 2010), siting of public art works, and partnerships 

that integrate artists in planning and infrastructure projects of the city. Overall, these practices 

claim to blend artistic workers into a civic infrastructure and not just an economic one. A leading 

arts administrator describes the vision this way: 

Success, for me, in five years is any artist who wants to do [civic practice] has 
access to training, a vibrant peer network of people who are experts… and we 
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have a variety of funding streams for you to earn your living …We will have done 
a good job if lots of different municipal entities are thinking about artists as 
intrinsic to their community engagement work and there's a growing and diverse 
set of revenue streams to fund artists to make that living. 
 

This vision is seen as a shift for the cultural terrain of the city – no longer focused on cultural 

experiences in large venues, but experiences in neighborhoods and non-arts institutions.  The 

pivot to artistic civic practice in Nashville’s public arts landscape is situated in the city’s 

trajectory of urban entrepreneurialism. 

 As I will argue in this chapter, the turn to civic practice extends the entrepreneurial 

trajectory, with civic goals becoming intertwined with economic ones. This intertwining is 

brought about through the social and political coordination among public and private sector 

actors, producing the conditions for how artists and communities interact in, inform, and make 

claims on the city. In this discussion I examine the production of conditions as elicited from 

analyses of cultural policy materials from Metro Arts, the Nashville Area Chamber of 

Commerce, and the Metropolitan Nashville Planning Commission (MPC), public discourses 

gleaned from arts and community development events, and interviews with municipal arts, urban 

design, and urban development professionals.  

Through these sources, what becomes evident is that artistic civic practice is intertwined 

with the privatization of urban governance in the city.  Commitments to creative urbanism and 

creative civic practice – primarily through different forms of public art and creative placemaking 

– demonstrate how this privatization operates to produce “common ends” in the wellness of the 

market economy, creating a consensus among urban actors and eliminating the need for debate, 

never mind expressions of conflict. While the shift to civic practice might be primarily a 

discursive one, it has material implications through the intensification of urban growth to 

“peripheral” areas of the city, the addressing of social needs through cultural solutions, and 
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defining the parameters of artists’ political subjectivities. 

	
Trajectory of Growth 

 
 

The pivot to a community-based and civic-oriented arts approach by Metro Arts was a 

response to two main sets of forces. Internally to the arts world, it was instigated by growing 

concerns within the cultural industries about the relevance of the arts for a broad spectrum of 

populations in communities (i.e., not just patrons of traditional arts venues) and a diminishing 

philanthropic environment (McDonnell & Tepper, 2014; Arts administrator, personal interview). 

Beyond the arts world specifically, creative urbanism and artistic civic practice have been 

spurred by the elements I elucidated in the introduction to this dissertation – trends of urban 

entrepreneurialism and creative city politics. In Nashville, current policies, programs, and 

partnerships to integrate artists into civic roles enter into a political terrain that has been 

governed by entrepreneurial imperatives and characterized by murky commitments to local-

level, meaning neighborhood, decision-making (Johansson, 2007). Throughout the 1990s and 

early 2000s political leaders and economic strategists cultivated a shared commitment to creating 

environments suitable for urban growth and entrepreneurialism. To do this, they have needed to 

secure alignment between community interests and economic interests. Figure 2 depicts those 

entities in the public and private sectors that have constituted the assemblage of creative civic 

practice in Nashville. In what follows, I briefly trace the elements and actors that have produced 

the civic conditions for political subjects. 
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Figure 2. Creative Urbanism Social Groups Map 

 
Nashville’s entrepreneurial coordination 
 

Even before the consolidation of Nashville and Davidson County in 1963, business 

interests have influenced the political geography of the city, though the pressure to coordinate 

governance and economic interests intensified in the early 1990s. The trajectory of Nashville’s 

political economy reflects what Johansson (2007) describes as a shift from an urban growth 

regime to urban entrepreneurialism, reflecting Harvey’s (1989) description of changes from a 

managerial to an entrepreneurial neoliberal state. From the 1960s through the 1980s a white male 

business elite enjoyed influence on the city through relationships with political decision-makers, 

though they largely stayed out of direct governing roles (Johansson, 2007). During this time, the 

commercial real estate industry mushroomed through supportive Regan-era tax policies and 

financial deregulation; however, a downturn in the late 1980s shook the city’s established 

networks and its image of prosperity.   

In 1990, with the weight of an economic recession, Nashville took on the image of a 

“boom and bust city” (Johannson, 2007), faced critiques for lacking a “growth control 
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mechanism in the local political system” (Johansson, 2007, p. 303), and came to see the need for 

a longer-term and coordinated economic development and political strategy. The political 

leadership at the time under Mayor Bill Boner, mayor from 1987-1991, was being criticized for 

having delegated management of neighborhood-based development to respective 

councilmembers, and, according to economic strategists, this had the effect of fragmenting land-

use planning and decision-making. As Johansson (2007) describes, this fragmentation was seen 

as creating antagonistic public debates between various stakeholders; and such a degree of civic 

unrest was not conducive to cultivating the image of a good business environment that would 

woo outside investment. As Johansson (2007) summarizes:   

[In this period] Resources could not be pooled efficiently, and urban boosters 
could not overcome the impression of Nashville as a politically inept city when 
the imperative for local economic prosperity was public-private cooperation in the 
emerging neoliberal era of state devolution and municipal entrepreneurialism. (p. 
306) 

 
The imperative for political and economic coordination to smooth entry for economic 

investments led to the leadership of a business-savvy mayor, Phil Bredesen, who could advance 

the goal of alignment as “more enlightened, democratic, and efficient” (Johansson, 2007, p. 313). 

The alignment of public and private sector interests has continued to materialize through the 

pressures of inter-urban competition and recapitalization of the Metro region as a whole.  

The shifts in political leadership and local governing priorities through the 1990s 

coincided with changing urban design principles and practices at the turn of the century – 

specifically a turn to a participatory planning ethic and New Urbanist principles. In broad 

strokes, these interventions sought to remedy suburban sprawl and revitalize urban life in 

accordance with Jane Jacobs’ spatial imaginary: “densely populated public spaces (‘activated 

sidewalks’) that engender lively and serendipitous encounters” (Lloyd, 2011, p. 121) and that 
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prioritize improvements to urban quality of life. Together with a change in leadership in the 

Metro Planning Commission (MPC) and the emergence of what has come to be an influential 

non-profit urban design organization, the Nashville Civic Design Center (NCDC), these 

principles shaped Nashville’s planning and priorities for economic development (Planning 

professional, personal interview). Within Nashville, quality of life considerations emerged from 

an 18-month participatory planning process, spearheaded by NCDC, which began in 2002. The 

result was The Plan for Nashville (Kreyling, 2005), a book outlining the extensive process of 

research, analysis, and participation as well as findings and ten emergent principles to improve 

the quality of life of Nashvillians, framed in terms of current residents, existing communities, 

and communities of color that had been ravaged by interstates and urban renewal. While 

advocacy for “quality of life” was first seen as an obstacle to development by economic 

strategists, it was quickly reinterpreted by the Chamber of Commerce, the city’s lead economic 

strategists, as a means to push economic development across the Metro region and to attract and 

keep newcomers (Planning professional, personal interview). Indeed, this shift was instigated by 

the realization that The Plan (Kreyling, 2005) coincided well with the Chamber’s goals to 

remedy the decentralized planning pattern that had been inscribed after the 1963 consolidation – 

a shift to “planning as a whole,” as one planning professional described (Planning professional, 

personal interview; Harper, Cotton, Zimmer, & Scholer, 2015). Further, “quality of life” was 

becoming a common phrase for heads of companies, seeking places where their employees could 

live in “good places” and not just have good jobs. As one informant described:  

 [Companies] want to be in a place that has physical aspects that they can get out 
and enjoy. And once [the Chamber of Commerce] realized that was what [NCDC] 
did, it was kind of like…That's important now whereas before it wasn't. That's 
just a natural progression of cities. (Planning professional) 

 
The infusion of quality of life principles into Nashville’s development and the alignment 
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between design, planning, and economic development priorities in both the public and private 

sectors has not gone uncontested. As Lloyd (2011) expresses, the translation of New Urbanism 

principles onto Nashville’s terrain constituted a revanchist enterprise that rationalized 

gentrification, devalued existing populations in the urban core, and intensified demand for public 

partnerships with private developers. These critiques notwithstanding, the NCDC, through both 

its advocacy for quality of life priorities and its facilitation of participatory processes, became 

authoritative in the city’s urban planning and development, including through its advocacy for 

public art.  

	
The emergence of the arts as an urban strategy 
 

The evolution to business-minded political leadership combined with the New Urbanist 

design principles espoused by influential municipal actors created fertile ground for creative 

urbanism strategies to take root in Nashville. Though it would be Karl Dean, mayor of Nashville 

from 2007 to 2015, to embrace the Creative Class paradigm of Richard Florida (2002), it was 

under the administration of Bill Purcell, mayor of Nashville from 1999 to 2007, that notable 

commitments to the non-music arts scene were made. Specifically, the Percent for Public Art 

Program was established in 2002 and 5th Avenue in downtown Nashville was designated the 

city’s first arts district. The ordinance forming the Percent for Art funding mechanism states: 

The purpose of the public art program is to strengthen the positive reputation of 
the community, enhance the civic environment, and enrich the lives of citizens 
and visitors through the involvement of professional artists to integrate public 
artwork throughout Metropolitan Nashville and Davidson County. (Metro Arts, 
2002, p. 7) 

 
Though public arts advocates, Metro Arts staff, and a Metro Arts Public Art Committee had 

participated in the participatory process for the Plan for Nashville (2005), the Percent for Art 

program formalized a partnership to guide the utilization of funds with the goal to “Integrate 
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public art into the design of the city, its buildings, public works, and parks” (Alexander, 2010, p. 

5). Through its joint efforts, the NCDC and Metro Arts developed the Nashville/Davidson 

County Public Art: Location Study & Typology Recommendations (Alexander, 2010) and 

conducted community-based workshops to inform the development of four public art projects 

(seven structures total) within an eight-year period (Alexander, 2010). Though the location study 

(Alexander, 2010) celebrated the achievement of these projects, an arts advocate describes the 

emergence of a crisis for the public art program. With reports that the Percent for Art funds had 

been poorly managed and disappointment with the slow speed of public art proliferation, there 

was mounting consideration with Metro Council to do away with the ordinance. Thus, in 2010, 

with new executive leadership, Metro Arts shifted its approach to a more expansive and 

ambitious one, protecting the 1% program from being dissolved, aligning with changing interests 

in national cultural policy27 (Arts administrator, interview; McDonnell & Tepper, 2014; Novak-

Leonard & Skaggs, 2017), and aligning, too, with growing interests in the Creative City 

paradigm. 

This crisis point spelled an opportunity for Metro Arts to begin what its leaders have 

called a “pivot” for the agency — that is, framing its public arts program and agency-wide 

efforts with a “civic value proposition” that the arts had to be for everyone, at a neighborhood 

scale, and administered with greater transparency. Rather than concentrate its investments in 

major cultural institutions (e.g., the Nashville Symphony, Nashville Opera, Nashville Ballet), 

this approach would focus on expanding access to the arts across the county, be community-

integrated, and more community-responsive. Further, a more “civic” arts program was defined as 
																																																								
	
27 This pivot was aligned with national trends in the arts and cultural sector that was grappling with an anemic 
philanthropic funding environment, increasing discomfort with the widely accepted Eurocentrism of established 
cultural institutions, and mounting pressure to consider cultural inequity in the arts (Grantmakers in the Arts, 2015). 
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both more responsive to local artists and as more integrated with Metro government (Arts 

administrator, interview). This expanded view of the arts as having ‘civic’ value was still 

consonant with the growing popularity of the creative class paradigm (Florida, 2003) among 

Nashville’s political leaders and the Chamber of Commerce. Indeed, the calls to invest in a 

creative city strategy were felt locally, as Richard Florida himself and economic growth 

consultants like the founder of CEO for Cities, Carol Coletta, made local visits to encourage its 

uptake to drive competition with other cities (Lloyd, 2011).  

The intertwining of Metro Arts’ civic proposition and the city’s economic growth agenda 

was carried through, in particular, by focusing on attracting and retaining ‘creative’ workers. The 

alignment of interests was made clear at an event of the arts advocacy group, the Nashville Arts 

Coalition (NAC), called “Exploring Creative Economies: Civic Models that Work” in 2017. One 

Chamber of Commerce representative at the event described the intertwining as a shift in the last 

five years to the Chamber prioritizing “talent as everything” because cities are “having to 

fight…over migration of talent and figure out what attracts [a] young and an educated 

population.” This clear adoption of the creative city paradigm is reflected, too, in the comments 

of an arts advocate who described Metro Arts and the Chamber as a good match because of their 

shared focus on the well-being of artists and on leveraging cultural amenities as a means to 

attract employers:  

…the Chamber [is] really open to the conversations about [artists’] wage equity 
and growth and overhead development…from a general standpoint they get that 
in order to retain freelancers they have to make it easy for people to freelance 
their income here and that also means safe places, jobs, transit, all this stuff. The 
other thing is that as they’ve been recruiting mid size and large size companies for 
relocation here, having a vibrant cultural sector of individual artists and cultural 
institutions makes a different - they get what [Metro Arts has] is important to a 
good city. (Arts administrator) 
 

Indeed, the need to attract jobs was of particular importance to Nashville during this time of 
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mounting investment in an expanded arts approach to civic and economic development. Over the 

ten-year span from 2001 to 2011, Tennessee had reportedly lost more than 165,000 

manufacturing jobs (“TN lost more than 150K manufacturing jobs in the last decade,” 2011), and 

the pressure of this was felt at the municipal level (Arts administrator, interview; Allyn, 2012). 

Strategic alignments for Metro Arts were a navigation of this political-economic context. With 

the Dean administration heavily focused on both development and the creative class paradigm, 

Metro Arts pushed for seats at the table of development projects, including the six-acre 

Convention Center in downtown Nashville, to leverage opportunities for local artists, gain 

political currency, and grow the Percent for Art funding stream. One arts administrator describes 

this strategic effort to build the political will and financial possibility for the “civic turn” within 

Metro Arts this way: 

[Metro Arts] could have decided to make all these changes in the shadows or [it] 
could've navigated some positioning relative to some of these big things. One of 
the very first things [Metro Arts] did is get a seat at the table with the Convention 
Center and say this is the big thing. You're gonna do this. It's gonna happen. No 
one had been thinking about an art collection for this... We needed something 
there for local artists because we had none, and most of them [artists] weren't 
gonna be picked to do giant scale objects, so that was the first big framing [of 
civic value] - around local artists. (Arts administrator) 

 
The focus of the launch of the “civic turn” on enhancing opportunities for local artists was 

carried through into alignments with the Metro Planning Commission, and from there it led to 

strategies for expanding creative urbanism more broadly in terms of types of projects and their 

spatial implications as evidenced in Metro Arts’ 2017 plan, the Public Art Community Investment 

Plan, PACIP (Bressi & McKinley, 2017).  

 	
NashvilleNext.  The expansion of Metro Arts’ urban footprint has been enabled by its 

integration into the city’s planning efforts, brought together in the NashvilleNext plan for the 
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city’s growth through 2040 (Metropolitan Government of Nashville, n.d.). Metro Arts was a core 

partner in developing the NashvilleNext plan, including specifically developing the Arts & 

Culture Background Report  (Cole & Hoover, 2013) and informing the Arts, Culture, & 

Creativity element of the plan (MPC, 2015). Through its involvement in NashvilleNext and in 

collaboration with artist advocacy groups like the Creative Edge Coalition,28 Metro Arts was able 

to continue its civic strategy of supporting local artists by securing a zoning code amendment to 

make it easier for “artisans and makers” to find and utilize manufacturing space. Having heard 

from artists regarding their challenges in finding affordable live and work space, Ordinance No. 

BL2015-1121 was passed in 2015, allowing light industrial use (e.g., amenable to fashion design, 

for instance) and defining relaxed terms for outdoor space, retail, commercial amusement, and 

residential use.  

 The NashvilleNext plan makes evident the ways creative urbanism in Nashville has also 

become a strategy for urban multiculturalism. Taking a cue from Florida (2002), the 

NashvilleNext Arts, Culture, & Creativity element (MPC, 2015) states, “In order for cities to 

compete in the 21st century, a concerted effort must be employed to increase a region’s capacity 

for talent, tolerance, and technology” (p. 79). This understanding was articulated extensively in 

the Arts & Culture Backgrounder (Cole & Hoover, 2013), a precedent to the Arts, Culture & 

Creativity element (MPC, 2015); there the goal is stated as “Cultural diversity is a prerequisite 

for a successful creative city, as it signals that it embraces new and different opinions, ideas, 

cultures, and preferences” (Cole & Hoover, 2013, p. 14). Indeed the Backgrounder proclaims a 

bold vision for branding its multicultural identity, aiming for Nashville to be internationally 

																																																								
	
28 In 2015, in advance of the Nashville’s Mayoral elections, the Nashville Arts Coalition was formed to promote the 
Creative Edge Platform, representing the interests of the city’s cultural workers (Nashville Arts Coalition, 2015).  
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recognized “for its unbridled celebration of diversity, creativity, innovation, and 

entrepreneurship” (Cole & Hoover, 2013, p. 2) and as “the most culturally diverse city in the 

South” (2013, p. 16) by 2040. This vision will materialize through celebrations, cultural festivals, 

investments in multicultural centers, minority entrepreneurial organizations, and neighborhood 

identity initiatives, all serving as a means “to attract and retain creative people and enjoy the 

social and economic benefits of their presence” (Cole & Hoover, 2013, p. 14). In these ways, 

Metro Arts’ civic turn to employing arts as a strategy for multiculturalism is, in part, embedded 

in these conditions of neoliberal multiculturalism. 

Most significantly, however, involvement in the NashvilleNext efforts served to expand 

acceptance of creative placemaking, a civic practice in its promotion of participation and 

engagement through the arts to create vibrant public life  (Markusen & Gadwa, 2010). The 

translation of creative placemaking into a Metro planning strategy, however, frames the civic 

aspects as economic boons, less so as democratic. The intertwining of economics and civics is 

stated clearly in the NashvilleNext Arts & Culture Backgrounder (Cole & Hoover, 2013) where 

rather than a strategy of civic engagement, creative placemaking is a strategy of alignment with 

business:    

In an economic downturn, cities around the country are finding that significant 
returns can be realized on modest public investment by concerted efforts by the 
artist community, public officials, and the private sector. Creative placemaking 
involves businesses, artists, households, and civic institutions to increase 
economic opportunity, the quality of public amenities, and flows of capital into 
the built environment. Private resources influence public action, public 
investments enable private flows of capital, and both are enabled and nurtured by 
civic organizations. (p. 8) 

 
This notion that returns on investment can be had from a strategy wherein civic organizations are 

‘nurturing’ the flows of private capital is captured, too, in the push for Business Improvement 

Districts (BIDS), also outlined in the NashvilleNext Arts & Culture Backgrounder (Cole & 
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Hoover, 2013). As described in the report, BIDS take on a local governance role – that is, where 

business and property owners pay taxes and fees to the BID rather than the government to take 

on responsibility for programming as well as enhanced public services like “cleaning streets, 

providing security, making capital improvement, construction of pedestrian and streetscape 

enhancements, and marketing” (Cole & Hoover, 2013, p. 17). As evidenced in the excerpt below, 

creative placemaking is seen as a means to ‘prop up’ BIDS and the private sector, rather than 

serve as a civic strategy of debate or challenge. Further, through BIDS, the arts are enrolled in a 

strategy of privatizing public services. These various dimensions of entanglement are evidenced 

in this selection from the NashvilleNext Arts & Culture Backgrounder (Cole & Hoover, 2013, p. 

17): 

Businesses improvement districts are often the best tools to generate the resources 
necessary for sustained artistic programming in a district…Nashville must 
encourage, entice, and empower these BIDs so that property owners are excited 
about forming them. Nashville should contemplate an incentive structure that 
would reward BIDs that endeavor to include creative placemaking efforts into 
their charter. BIDs galvanize communities and foster civic engagement, which in 
turn fosters creative and cultural expression. Creative placemaking works best 
when accompanied by a committed private sector that is propped up by civic 
engagement.   

 
This vision of civic relations evinced here is one of working hand-in-hand: what is good for 

community will be good for business, and what is good for business will be good for community.  

The push for creative placemaking as an economic strategy has materialized through funding 

streams to the Metro Planning Commission (MPC), the Nashville Area Metropolitan Planning 

Organization (MPO), and Metro Arts. The Nashville Area MPO, a regional transportation 

planning agency that is federally-designated, has adopted creative placemaking as one of its six 

core strategies of Nashville’s Regional Transportation Plan, specifically as a “creative 

community engagement” strategy (Planning professional, interview). Attesting to the funder-
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driven nature of the growth in this strategy, a planning professional notes that MPO “didn’t 

identify [creative placemaking] as a strategy; it was funders [who did],” and it resonated as a 

strategy because of the need to cultivate more advocates for transportation development. 

 	
Public Art Community Investment Plan (2017). Along the trajectory of Metro Arts’ 

“pivot,” the Public Arts Community Investment Plan (Bressi & McKinley, 2017) marks the 

culmination of efforts over the last two decades to build public will for a more civic proposition 

for the arts. In an extensive 133-page discussion of its new directions, it sets out a plan for 

advancing its civic and its economic goals, including several components on how the execution 

of its public art efforts will depend on relationships with private developers. It declares its core 

values as “related to promoting social and economic equity, supporting public art practice as a 

unique cultural and economic endeavor, and strengthening Nashville’s public realm” (Bressi & 

McKinley, 2017, p. 8). Further, it sets out its main goals as “strengthening the pubic art 

ecosystem, fostering deeper civic and cultural participation, catalyzing vibrant creative 

neighborhoods, and building a vital public realm” (Bressi & McKinley, 2017, p. 8).  Three new 

directions are identified as part of its public art practice: social practice, creative placemaking, 

and tactical urbanism  – indeed the Learning Lab program, which will be discussed in Chapter 4, 

brings together elements of all three of these. A key articulation of Metro Arts’ vision for its 

public arts strategy is in its description of the agency’s goals to support a vital “public realm.” As 

evinced in the quote below, the public realm is conceived as physical space that supports the 

functioning of societal institutions – where these institutions have a “shared purpose.” The 

agency lays out five key outcomes of a vital public realm, including enhancing the visual 

appearance of public places, growing both public and private investment in public art projects, 

inspiring peoples’ sense of public places as open and accessible to them, and cultivating both 
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understanding of the value and shared ownership of the public realm. In this way, public artists 

are enrolled in cultivating and stewarding these spaces, making them aesthetically appealing and 

productive. Lost in this imagination of a functioning society, however, is the public realm as a 

space for contestation and debate – where what is productive for the space is being worked out. 

As captured in the PACIP (Bressi & McKinley, 2017): 

The public realm is the physical places that are built to support the shared 
purposes of civil society. Some of the public realm, most notably streets, squares, 
parks and places, actually consists of public spaces. The public realm also 
includes buildings, facilities and infrastructure that have a specific societal 
purpose—police stations and court houses; libraries and schools; water, electrical 
and transit systems; even markets, fairgrounds and stadiums. The public realm is 
the part of Nashville where Metro Public Art focuses its efforts. (p. 38) 

 
Throughout the remainder of this chapter, discussion of the PACIP will be woven into 

consideration of how the artistic civic strategy shapes the civic conditions in Nashville’s creative 

economy.  

	
Creating Common Ends 

 
 

The civic conditions created by the coordination of actors, policies, and practices 

elucidated thus far demonstrates that Metro Arts’ “civic value proposition” is an economic one. 

The economic framing is rationalized by arts administrators as a “react[ion] to the 

environment…[and] navigating the leader that you have” (Arts Administrator, personal 

interview). However, while couched in a long-term intention for equity and a vital public realm, 

the “civic” turn has the effect of reinforcing relations of market authority and power in the city. 

The priorities of developers and the private sector are privileged through deference to the 

Chamber of Commerce and the Conventions and Visitors Bureau, and these priorities focus on 

retaining new-Nashvillians and attracting future populations. As these priorities elevate, the 
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interests of long-time and current residents (unless they are part of the creative industries) in 

existing communities become obscured, creating the appearance of common civic goals in the 

wellness of the market economy. The shifting and redefining of valuable needs and who qualifies 

is antithetical to Metro Arts’ expressed goals for “Every Nashvillian” (Metro Arts, 2015), 

energizing a politics of separation in artistic civic practice and channeling the “civic work” of 

artists into development subjectivities. 

	
Paradox of wholism 
 
 Accomplishing the goals of economic growth across the Metro region and of remedying 

years of fragmented planning is conceived through a strategy of creating a vibrant node structure 

and then connecting these nodes through a transportation infrastructure. Creative civic practice 

has become a means to facilitate both the cultivation of the nodes and the flows of capital to 

them. This strategy reflects a paradoxical process of separation and rejoining. Drawing on 

theories of capitalism’s technologies of separation or “partition” and “antirelationality,”  

Melamed (2015) describes this processes as a “dialectic in which forms of humanity are 

separated…so that they may be ‘interconnected in terms that feed capital’” (p. 78). The 

recapitalization of urban land that is brought about through creative civic practice is not just a 

strategy to reinvest in individual places, but a strategy that has intentions of smoothing the flow 

of capital in and out of these places as well. 

 The goals for capital movement are reflected across cultural planning materials. The 

PACIP defers to the NashvilleNext plan to guide the spatiality of Metro Arts’ work. In particular, 

the PACIP refers to the NashvilleNext Growth and Preservation Concept map, which focuses on 

directing future growth and de-growth in the county and therefore infrastructure investment. 

According to the public art plan, “This map identifies priority areas for investment in public art, 
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either through Metro Public Art or through private development” (Bressi & McKinley, 2017, p. 

13).  The placement and energizing of public arts is thus part of a plan for cultural revitalization 

articulated in the NashvilleNext Arts & Culture Backgrounder. These goals are stated as: “By 

2040, property values of at least 5 designated cultural revitalization districts will increase at 20% 

higher growth rate than the metro area as a whole” (Cole & Hoover, 2013, p. 15). Further, to 

achieve this goal, the MPC recommends that the five areas be given priority for Tax Increment 

Financing (TIF) that can specifically be applied to “encourage the inhabitation of artists and arts 

organizations” (Cole & Hoover, 2013, p.15). These artists and organizations would have the 

effect of ushering in greater investment, a view articulated in the Arts & Culture Backgrounder: 

Artists would in turn infuse their creativity on the built environment and the social 
fabric of the place, making the neighborhood ripe for conventional private sector 
investment, as the perceived risk diminishes. (Cole & Hoover, 2013, p. 15) 

 
This same view of enticing capital to locales previously perceived as “risky” for investment is 

expressed in the Culture Here report issued by the Chamber of Commerce (Harper et al., 2015):  

Priority for organizations that engage geographically peripheral areas is one way 
city polices can advance what the marketplace alone might view as less 
compelling. Combining these polices with other efforts to strengthen sense of 
community, along with other social and economic objectives, can forge new 
opportunities to understand the pivotal role culture and arts play in communities 
in general. (p. 11) 

 
Thus, through planning, economic development, and cultural policy strategies, more art in 

communities and in the public realm is conceived as a means to bring previously divested 

neighborhoods – neighborhoods that are culturally lacking – into the urban entrepreneurial 

‘whole.’  

	
Defining needs. The framing of civic value as economic value relies on definitions of 

peripheral and under-invested geographies (the nodes to bring into the whole) as 
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“underperforming” (Harper et al., 2015, p. 18) and culturally in-need. The defining of divested 

communities’ needs as cultural needs is demonstrated in the following excerpt from the Chamber 

of Commerce Culture Here report (2015):  

The recognition that many historic nodes remain comparatively [to downtown] 
dormant or struggling and other populous areas lack even the setting or 
infrastructure for a community node all point to the high importance of 
intentionality of planning, resources and collaboration to infuse momentum 
throughout many parts of the city for cultural activity. (p. 15) 

 
However, critiques of creative city policymaking (Peck, 2005) note concern that priorities for 

cultural investment, like those expressed above, have the effect of downgrading public priorities 

for addressing social needs (e.g., affordable housing, jobs) in historically divested 

neighborhoods. Even Florida (2017),  in an update to his creative class theory, laments that 

applications of this paradigm – particularly in the manner through which cities invest in cultural 

amenities, attractions, and opportunities for artists –	have had the effect of exacerbating urban 

inequality and segregation.29 Despite these concerns, in practice, the joining of cultural 

revitalization with urban development and growth priorities employs a rhetoric of political and 

social neutrality of this partnership, with little consideration for how those initiatives might 

reproduce social unevenness.  

The development rationales exhibited by the Chamber of Commerce erase the racialized 

mechanisms by which divested communities have become culturally “underperforming” (Harper 

et al., 2015, p. 18). The Chamber’s encomium for “intentionality of planning” (Harper et al., 

																																																								
	
29 In an interview in 2017, Richard Florida remarked that “Nashville has a moderate to potentially severe case of the 
‘new urban crisis.'… As Nashville becomes a quite vibrant knowledge creative and tech hub, it needs to be doubly 
committed to ensuring that it doesn't experience this dramatic surge in inequality, this dramatic surge in economic 
segregation, this dramatic divide that characterizes the leading places” (Plazas, 2017), referring to a new urban 
ranking system he developed called, “The New Urban Crisis Index Ranking.” Nashville is ranked 71st out of 359 
metro areas on that list. 
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2015, p. 15) is a response to what the organization describes as “The pattern of urban migration 

in North America [that] has typically been movement away from central cities to less dense 

areas” (Harper et al., 2015, p. 7). However, urban histories and community studies of Nashville 

have demonstrated that it was ‘intentionality of planning’ that produced racialized processes of 

financial divestment, urban renewal, racial steering, block-busting, and “slum clearance” (Lloyd, 

2011, p. 122) that created patterns of segregation and uneven development – now commonplace 

understandings of planned urban change across the country. What is more, the artistic strategy 

conceived by the Chamber of Commerce to boost neighborhood marketability is void of 

understanding its racial implications. In the Culture Here report, the organization invokes the 

broken-windows policy theory, which has been debunked in the legal field (Harcourt & Ludwig, 

2001) and has been critiqued for having disproportionate impacts on communities of color 

(Golub, Johnson & Dunlap, 2007). As the report states: 

Just as the "broken-window" theory states that a negative public perception of 
safety and well-being can lead to more serious community failure, so a modest 
infusion of energy, resources and attention can allow a small anchor presence to 
serve as a coalescing agent for the image and reality of communities, leading to a 
“beautiful-window” effect. (Harper et al., 2015, p. 18) 

 
In this way, artistic practices that build social capital in communities or are aestheticizing 

development can serve to reverse “community failure” (Harper et al., 2015, p. 18), and elevate 

the ‘assets’ that can define valuable neighborhood qualities. Paradoxically, such ‘assets’ include 

histories of racial and civil rights struggles, demonstrating the contradictions of neoliberal 

multiculturalism, which will be discussed further in this chapter. 

Not only are the social needs of places that have been historically divested framed as 

“cultural needs” but the “social needs” of populations are directed at artistic populations.  

Reflected in both the Culture Here report (Harper et al., 2015) as well as in NashvilleNext Arts & 
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Culture Backgrounder (Cole & Hoover, 2013) is an orientation toward creative workers as not 

just the harbingers of desired growth and investment, but also, or therefore, as the populations 

who are deserving of various material social needs. The Arts & Culture Backgrounder (Cole & 

Hoover, 2013) makes clear that “[p]riority could be given to artist life/work housing” (p. 15), and 

Culture Here (Harper et al., 2015) suggests that “support for a range of supportive practices can 

bolster cultural growth in more marginal areas, including programs encouraging artists housing, 

co-op space, maker communities, mixed-use retail/housing, pop-up venues and other innovative 

examples” (p. 11).  Defining the social needs of communities as cultural ones and addressing the 

social needs of artistic communities as a priority come together in the case of a redevelopment 

project spearheaded by a non-profit housing development organization, Urban Housing 

Solutions.  

Urban Housing Solutions (UHS) maintains affordable residential and commercial 

properties across the city and connects cost-burdened populations of Nashville to both housing 

and supportive services like transportation and health. (Urban Housing Solutions, n.d.).  In 2014, 

UHS purchased six-acres of property in North Nashville using federal, state, and municipal 

grants as well as a Community Investment Tax Credit (CITC) loan to redevelop the site in two 

phases (White, 2018). The design and purpose of the development have been planned with the 

creative arts community in mind, aiming for the project to be an arts-inspired community 

(Development professional, Interview; White, 2018). Ten out of the 63 affordable housing units 

have been designated for artists’ affordable housing, and a portion of the new development will 

be set aside for artists’ work- or gallery space. The organization situates this redevelopment 

project in the wider goals of the city to invest in the North Nashville community and to use the 
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creative arts to do so. The tying together of these priorities is evinced in one developers’ 

comments:  

I think that [the North Nashville] development has definitely been kept in mind as 
a community asset that may tie into a number of other organizations in the 
immediate area. Rather it becomes a key focus point…I do think we've got a 
number of great assets around. Obviously we're right up the hill from [a family 
resource center], which has a wonderful arts program. We've got Watkins 
[College of Art and Design], we've got TSU [Tennessee State University]. So I 
think we're just trying to consistently make sure that we keep our touches with the 
arts community. If 26th and Clarksville [the redevelopment] becomes…an 
organically connected part of the artist community in and around North Nashville 
that would be something that would be great to see. (Development professional) 

 
In this comment, the cultivation of an artistic node is seen as a boon for the “organic” 

development of the area. Another development professional referred to the processes of 

reinvestment in areas peripheral to the urban core as the “natural progression of cities” and an 

arts administrator noted that these processes would have come about whether or not Richard 

Florida’s ideas had become popularized. However, the nature of such arts-focused development 

is far from natural – indeed, as the foregoing discussion attests, it has been coordinated through 

multiple state and private actors.  

	
Repurposing racial struggle 
 
 While the histories of racialized planning and land-use decision-making that created the 

material conditions of deterioration in communities slated for cultural revitalization are obscured, 

representations of racial difference and multiculturalism are elevated to the extent that they can 

be economically productive. Separating and defining places in terms of cultural need and then 

reassembling them for capital is accomplished by leveraging cultural identities and histories of 

racial struggle for the market economy. As noted, the assemblage of creative urbanism advocates 

elevates multiculturalism as a central feature of the Creative City. While the desire to uplift racial 
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and ethnic diversity is not inherently a ‘bad’ thing, the civic conditions produced by Nashville’s 

creative urbanism depoliticize racial politics by packaging diversity “as the essence of neoliberal 

exchange” (Melamed, 2011, p. 145). Nashville’s cultural planning reflects goals for racial and 

cultural differences to be cultivated and celebrated at the level of the neighborhood or 

community, and then, at the scale of the municipality, brought together with differences across 

the city to form a concatenation of racial and ethnic diversity.  

	
Depoliticization through separation. The definition of communities’ needs as cultural 

needs serves to essentialize the identity of a place once it has been defined culturally and 

scrubbed of its politics. Public arts practices are a means to create these asset-based identities. 

Conexion Americas, a Nashville-based non-profit that provides a range of serves to promote 

“social, economic, and civic integration of Latino families in Middle Tennessee” (Conexion 

Americas, n.d.), has been active in promoting creative placemaking. Speaking on a panel at the 

public release of the Public Art Community Investment Plan, a representative from Conexion 

Americas spoke to the need for communities to create “self-representations” through a story of 

place. Conexion’s creative placemaking work has focused on improving transportation 

infrastructure and increasing connectivity to Southeast Nashville. The need to define place-based 

stories in the context of a project focused on connectivity to the wider city infrastructure reflects 

the aspirations for anchor-activity in peripheral geographies that can then be knit together with 

the activity in other locations to form a cultural infrastructure for the whole county. The panelist 

noted that artists, by collecting these stories, can unearth “what assets exist there.”  In this 

conceptualization, the narratives that risk becoming obscured are those of struggle. As 

experiences from other cities have warned, such asset-unearthing serves as “ethnic packaging” 

(Catungal & Leslie, 2009), selectively narrating racial and ethnic differences in a city so they can 
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energize competition that will drive the economy (Abu-Laban & Gabriel, 2002; Goonewardena 

& Kipfer, 2005; Hackworth & Rekers, 2005; Lin, 2011; Mele, 2012).  

However, it is important to highlight a tension here and in so doing raise another 

consideration. Elevating expressions of racial or ethnic identities in or of a neighborhood space is 

not inherently extractive. Rather, cultural expression may be a crucial means through which 

racial and ethnic collectivities form a sense of belonging, or a sense of a “shared destiny” 

(Outlaw, 1995, p. 182), that also serves to shape ways social groups navigate lived experiences 

of power inequities and oppression (Young, 1990). Indeed, I will examine in the following 

chapters how cultural expression among a collective of Black artists has provided a grounds from 

which these artists have formed a sense of collective identity and political community. Under 

conditions of neoliberal multiculturalism, however, the political valence of expression risks 

subjugation when turned into “assets” for the market – a tension that is ever-present in this 

artistic civic practice. One planning professional evinces the tensions of expression and 

extraction when speaking about the importance of arts-narrated stories and symbols in the 

following way: 

Future development on [the Jefferson Street] corridor needs to have recognition of 
what was in not so distant past there, and I think that a public art strategy can 
help. It’s not going to bring it back, but remember the past and honor the memory 
of what was there. I think… if you take away people’s art and symbols of culture, 
then you’re taking away a lot of who they are as a people. (Planning professional) 

 
In one sense, this comment speaks to a packaging of culture for the market, specifically as a 

symbolic gravestone or pacifier for communities that might otherwise contest neoliberal 

development. However, in another sense, it reflects a desire to cultivate mechanisms for self-

determination and to recognize the lived experiences and humanity of, in this example, long-time 

Black residents of the North Nashville area (Lebron, 2014). Further, the PACIP articulates the 
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value of public art as a means for racial and ethnic subgroups to participate in the public realm. 

As the plan reads, “Public art [that] can give public visibility to specific cultural narratives that 

might not be widely understood, thereby making voices of subgroups part of the public or civic 

consciousness” (Bressi & McKinley, 2017, p. 33). However, a tension arises when the “civic” 

value of cultural expressions is in its providing a “consciousness” about subgroups though this 

consciousness is diluted of its political valence. Young’s (2000) political theory of inclusion and 

difference provides a means to engage this tension. While Young’s (2000) theory gives import to 

fostering “subaltern counterpublics”— groups of individuals who are historically marginalized 

and subordinated engaging in within-group deliberation, expression, and development of 

political identities and actions – these counterpublics are not just expressive but political, making 

demands on the state for redress of inequity and for the achievement of equanimity of access to 

self-developing resources, for example. Further, the politics and interests of counterpublics must 

not be conceived as separate from the “common good” but integral to it (Young, 2000, p. 171).  

However, the geographic nodes of cultural difference and expression that are formed through 

artistic civic practices, like creative placemaking, for instance, are conceived as ‘unique’ to the 

specific places, maintaining a somewhat private rather than common nature.  Further, such 

artistic strategies are seen by municipal and private sector actors as a means to quell tensions and 

ensure social order, not to energize politics or debate that might alter or question the course of 

development. This is reflected explicitly in the NashvilleNext Art & Culture Backgrounder: 

Creative placemaking has evolved as a means of reconciling the natural tensions 
between civic goals and private sector incentives, physical design and social 
utility, and the integration of the old and new. Arts and Culture is uniquely 
equipped to resolve these tensions. (Cole & Hoover, 2013, p. 4) 

 
Thus, the urge to represent the racial and cultural diversities of neighborhoods and the city is also 

tied up in the urge to manage social difference and civic debate – priorities that have long been 
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part of Nashville’s approach to quelling racial tensions (Houston, 2012) and that reflect a wider 

neoliberal multiculturalism that obscures issues of structural and institutional inequity in favor of 

celebrating diversities as market assets.  

	
Sacrificing for the whole. Melamed’s (2011) warning about racial and ethnic 

representation under conditions of neoliberal multiculturalism provides another vantage on 

cultural expression in relation to the social and public whole. As Melamed (2011) describes, the 

discourse and practices of cultural representation, for example through the representation of 

neighborhoods’ “unique” identities, become a means to equate all expressions of difference as 

equal, masking underlying ideologies of racial superiority. The effect of this is that cultural 

“heritage” becomes neutral currency, which blends claims on White heritage as equally 

justifiable as claims on Black heritage. For instance, in the NashvilleNext plan the Hermitage,30 

sites significant to the Civil Rights Movement, and the Tomato Arts Festival31 are listed together 

as key cultural tourism attractions, where each is its own marker of ‘cultural identity’ and 

heritage that contributes to the city’s “creative soup” (MPC, 2015, p. 71). Here cultural symbols 

that mark histories of social and racial struggle are bestowed equal value to symbols that elevate 

histories of exclusion and ideologies of racial superiority. By grouping these all together as 

economically useful, because of their depiction of shared memory or identity, the politics of 

																																																								
	
30 As home of seventh U.S. president Andrew Jackson, the Hermitage mansion and cotton plantation is a key tourist 
attraction in Nashville. The predominant narrative of the site is one that celebrates the military and presidential 
history of Jackson, however an alternative narrative exposes the site not just as home to Jackson but to the slaves he 
kept, revealing a more brutal and less heroic image; further, stories told from the perspectives of slaves kept at the 
Hermitage contest a popular portrayal of Jackson’s benevolence (Phillips, 2015). This racial history of the 
Hermitage complicates its portrayals as a cultural attraction. 
31 The Tomato Arts Festival is a popular summertime festival in East Nashville that attracts visitors from across the 
city and has received national attention. Since 2004, the festival has become a symbol of the transformation of the 
area from one of dilapidation and divestment to an “increasingly consolidated identity as a hip and progressive 
cultural center in the New South” (Lloyd, 2011, p.116). Critics characterize the Tomato Arts Festival as a perverse 
celebration of gentrification (Lloyd, 2011). 
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these sites and stories become obscured.  

 These civic conditions of artistic civic practice wherein racial struggle is repurposed for 

the market economy are also evident in the dedication of the Witness Walls memorial. As noted 

in the introduction of this dissertation, in April 2017 Metro Arts unveiled and dedicated Witness 

Walls, the city’s first memorial to honor its Civil Rights Movement history. On the day of its 

formal dedication, a crowd filled the Council chamber to celebrate this achievement. Dr. 

Matthew Walker III, the son of Matthew Walker Sr. who was a Freedom Rider, gave remarks, 

remembering his late father and imagining how his father might have responded:  

Dad would thank 100s of people for the 4 years they have operated with the 
intellectual, physical, and spiritual agency to help awaken us to the cultural 
amnesia that has forgotten the substance and impact of the movement and movers 
of our highest moral greatness. (Walker, observation, 4/21/2017) 

 
This idea of cultural amnesia, he notes, means that society has forgotten the violence, pain, and 

seriousness of the movement. He notes that this cultural amnesia “may be a spinoff to progress” 

and calls for a pledge “[to] seize the day in a way that embraces our paths and enhances our 

future, pledges to not be reactive but to be proactive and engage all citizens in the collective 

largesse and growth of the city…” Dr. Walker’s comments bring a tone of morality, spirituality, 

and transcendence that are difficult to package for “urban progress.” Indeed they bring into the 

“public consciousness” the struggle for civil rights and not simply their achievement or 

resolution. In her comments that follow, Mayor Megan Barry claims that this violence is not lost 

on her and that the legacy of the struggle is part of her work every day as mayor. While 

acknowledging that the city’s progress has not always been positive for everyone, she turns to 

positioning the Witness Walls project and its reflection of racial struggle as boons for economic 

development. This repurposing of the event and the struggle are reflected in her comments:  

[Witness Walls] is a great example of what I like to talk about when I’m talking 
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about Public Private Partnerships -- collaborations like this are made possible. 
When we look and see what came together: Arts, public library, parks 
department, schools, historical commission, took you our veterans of the Civil 
Rights Movement to make it happen. (Barry, observation, 4/21/2014) 

 
Then, speaking directly to the Civil Rights Movement veterans, she remarks “you helped us 

create jobs – as mayor I’m always thinking about jobs – this redirected 50-75% money back into 

the local economy.” She celebrates that more than 15 local companies helped create the 

structure, which speaks to what “we search for everyday: hope for our community…We learned 

so much from the marches, including the one that ended right here.” Though celebrated as 

antidotes to the “cultural amnesia” of the violence of struggle for civil rights, the memorial is 

used to convey a message of the “end” of struggle. The civic project conveys a notion “that now 

that we have paid our respects to a [cultural] trauma, we are now justified in forgetting about it” 

(Smelser, 2004, p. 53).  In the case of Nashville, civic practice does not facilitate ‘forgetting 

about’ the Civil Rights or social struggle itself as much as it facilitates repurposing the struggle 

to communicate a message of progress: that the city has moved past the violence and struggle. 

Through this repurposing, the veterans of the Civil Rights Movement are cast as having made 

their sacrifice for the benefit of the city – that their struggle was a sacrifice for the betterment of 

the economy.  

	
Contested Subjectivities 

 
 
 While the trends in creative cities around the world have been examined extensively in 

urban scholarship as artists become entwined in processes of neighborhood change and, in some 

cases, gentrification (Groadach, Foster, & Murdoch, 2014; Peck, 2005; Rosler, 2013; Zukin, 

2010), the focus of this study is on how these trends are shaping civic actors who are enrolled in 

showcasing the democratic nature of development. Artists’ recognized social position, earned, so 
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to speak, through their role in driving the urban economy, is perceived as granting them an 

elevated political voice. This voice is explained by one arts administrator in the following terms: 

I think artists have incredible power as civic leaders…I think the role of artists as 
just straight-up neighborhood leader is really important…And I think they have 
incredible political power in naming issues that the general public may or may not 
be paying attention to. I think it's interesting that [the Mayor’s Office is often 
asking] what does this artist think of this thing, and I'm like I don't know. Why 
don't you ask that artist? I mean, I don't think 10 years ago the general public or 
the Mayor's Office was saying what does this artist think of this thing…(Arts 
administrator) 

 
The respected position of artists is put differently by a planning professional who explain artists’ 

contribution as bringing in other voices; for this informant, artistic civic agents are enrolled in 

getting people aware of projects, making planners more relatable, and helping projects meet less 

push-back. This perspective is explained in the following way:  

[Working with artists]… it wasn’t changing the outcome of projects so much as 
just getting more people to even know how to plug in…[In the past, working with 
artists was] didn’t invite negative energy from community as perhaps has been 
more routine in the past... [Funders] have been seeing that this is actually 
beneficial and is helping contribute through that work…[Arts-led engagement] 
opens it up to people who aren’t learning about projects on their own, who are 
more likely to be a thorn in the side or whatever. (Planning professional)  
 

As the comments of both the arts administrator and planning professional demonstrate, artists are 

positioned in competing roles— respected for what they think on one hand and pressured to 

solidify what the planning organization thinks on the other. Indeed, political subjectivities are 

shaped by pressures to reduce conflict that would prevent development decisions from 

progressing – or to drown out dissent with more voices. Artists’ purpose, as the informant notes, 

is not to impact actual decisions. Indeed, this view speaks to goals of creative placemaking as 

articulated in the NashvilleNext Arts & Culture Backgrounder (Cole & Hoover, 2013), noted 

previously to “reconcil[e] natural tensions” between civic goals and private sector incentives” (p. 

4).   
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The pressure to bring out non-conflictual voices or expressions is demonstrated by 

another development professional who is enthusiastic about artists’ freedom and expressive 

spirit, but under the condition that they channel positive messages about a community. This 

informant talks about the work of collaborating with artists in artistic civic practice as a 

compromise between an organization’s objectives and what may be “near and dear to the artist”: 

…in your organization you have a mission… You may have your own, not 
necessarily leading objectives, but you know objectives that are like kind of 
parallel to an artists’ objectives... I think that that's the area where there's some 
finessing…Let's say that we want a piece of art that speaks to the community. An 
artist may have a million different interpretations of what speaks to the 
community. It could be something that's true to the community, but like ‘wow.’ 
Although it speaks to something that maybe the artist views as very near and dear 
to the artist, that the artist wants to express, maybe that's not necessarily what is 
mutually seen as the ideal use of that canvas. Maybe you don't necessarily want 
people to just associate what's negative in the community. Maybe you want them 
to see what's positive about the community. (Development professional) 

 
In the speaker’s voice there is hesitation to be too prescriptive about an artists’ role, but also a 

need, given the goals of the partner organization, to constrain the artists’ expressions if they are 

too provocative. What emerges here is consideration of the subjectivity not only of the artists 

enrolled in the partnership but of the employee within the organization who must navigate the 

tension between their own ideals of free expression and that of their organization, which has its 

own development mission. Similarly, an arts administrator seeks to balance the view of artists as 

drivers of change, as uniquely positioned with their expressive and reflexive skills, and with an 

ability to “drive discomfort” with a view of artists as tempering political expressions and 

occupying positions of privilege relative to more caustic civic actors (i.e., activists). As 

demonstrated in the following comments, this balance is sought through terms that necessitate 

both conflictual and non-conflictual roles for social change, but artists’ political subjectivities are 

defined by the latter:  
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I believe artists have a political ability to drive discomfort around issues that are 
already probably front and center for cities, but who can uniquely bring it to their- 
so that more people can understand it…I believe a group of angry neighborhood 
activists who are angry about, insert whatever issue, get one level of attention, and 
I believe an artist who does a thoughtful, neighborhood engaged, long term 
project, who then surfaces that exact same frustration in a different way is heard 
in a different space. I think they are both important for civic change. I think an 
artist has a very unique way to surface an issue and to gain credibility with people 
outside of an immediate circle in a way that, insert random neighborhood activist 
group, does not. That's why I feel like artists, and I think 10, 15, 20, 40 of those 
artists, even working on different issues in different places, begin to have a sense 
of collective power in a different kind of way. (Arts administrator) 

  
While advocates of creative urbanism and artistic civic practice celebrate this potential for 

artists’ political power and voice, they also interpret artists’ elevated civic positions with some 

confusion – sometimes frustration – as they realize that artists still do not get their social needs 

met even when they are privileged. Indeed, Brown’s (2015) contention that the economized 

neoliberal subject as “an instrumentalizable and potentially dispensable element of the whole” 

(p. 38) comes to bear on artists’ subjectivities.  

As discussed above, artists’ social needs have been elevated above the social needs of 

other populations, and this preference translates into political importance, as well. For instance, 

during the height of campaigning for a Davidson County transit referendum, Mayor Barry spoke 

to the arts community as a special interest group at a large gathering of the Nashville Arts 

Coalition (NAC) – an advocacy group for cultural policy and public funding (Nashville Arts 

Coalition, n.d.). To advocate for the transit referendum, she appealed to both the precarious 

nature of creative individuals’ daily lives that necessitates an improved and reliable transit 

system as well as creative individuals’ desires for employment opportunities in terms of public 

art through the capital improvement budget, referring to the Percent for Art program.  Despite 
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the recognition received by political leaders,32 however, public events artists express feelings of 

being undervalued. Their recognition by political leaders – or “enfranchisement” as Brown 

(2015) writes – has not led to a sense of political power to make demands for their everyday 

needs. Continuing struggles to have social needs like affordable housing and accessible 

transportation, though these are struggles shared among non-artist residents, have led to greater 

artist advocacy efforts through affinity groups, like the NAC and Creatives’ Day. 

An advocacy effort for Nashville’s “creatives,” Creatives’ Day was begun as an annual 

citywide celebration to focus on acknowledging and committing to addressing the social needs of 

artists and “creatives” writ large. Since its establishment in 2016, Creatives’ Day has evolved 

into an organization with events occurring throughout the year to elevate the notion that 

“Nashville is what it is because of the creative here” (Arts Administrator), to honor those 

bringing the “energy…the hipness,” and to “protect what we hold kind of near and dear to our 

hearts -- [the artists] that helped establish the growth of the city” (Arts Administrator). The 

organization’s goals are summarized by one arts administrator as the following:  

Artists are being pushed out of the city, and the artists are what make this city, 
and we have to find a way to be able to continue to encourage, and accommodate, 
and honor the people who have created the social fabric of the city…as [people] 
out there see the creative community slipping away, and not being served, and 
like losing out on opportunities and housing, and being priced out…you gotta find 
ways to be able to fix that. (Arts Administrator)  

 
By addressing the needs of the city’s “creatives” as a special interest, the organization positions 

itself as a balancing force to uneven development more broadly. Even with the city poised to 

incentivize and support artists’ housing and other social needs, and even when celebrated by 

																																																								
	
32 U.S. House of Representatives congressman Jim Cooper spoke at an annual event of the Nashville creatives 
advocacy group, Creatives’ Day, to provide remarks in celebration of the crucial role ‘creatives’ have played in 
Nashville’s development success.  
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political figures and having a sense of pride and identity as major contributors to the city, the 

Creatives’ Day group still communicate a sense of invisibility and powerlessness.  The social 

needs they express are shared among urban denizen in Nashville. As noted in the previous 

chapter, Nashville is characterized by growing inequality and economic disparity. However, 

rather than forge what Laclau & Mouffe (1985) conceptualize as a “chain of equivalence” or a 

collective identity with other groups that are in a similar position relative to the uneven 

development in the city, Creatives’ Day and other arts advocates rely on the “creative class” 

identity assigned to them and lean on this identity to make their civic claims, reflecting an 

internalization of the creative subject-position.  

However, the celebration of artists as a political interest group does not go uncontested. 

As one planning professional expressed, preferential treatment is beneficial for the marketing of 

a city, but a roadblock for addressing social problems more broadly. This informant speaks to the 

limitations of catering to artists, expressing cynicism about the role of artists in neighborhood 

change and also noting contradictions and tensions that arise for artists themselves. He describes 

his desire to pay attention to how artists’ roles are being conceived at every step in the 

development process, noting that every step along the way of artists’ integration into planning 

and development processes the idea of artists benefitting neighborhood change seems 

“reasonable” until the end when people are up in arms about the unevenness or gentrification that 

has happened. Instead of preferential treatment, which he sees as on a trajectory of failure for 

achieving equitable development, he posits a more collective approach to addressing social 

needs. I quote this informant at length to demonstrate the multiple aspects of the civic tensions 

he raises and the political possibilities he sees in a larger “chain of equivalence” (Laclau & 

Mouffe, 1985) of all those affected by the growing unevenness of the city: 
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I'm really resistant to artist housing because I want affordable housing for 
everyone, an affordable workspace for everyone. I think one of the things we're 
looking at…is how do you maintain affordable space for makers and artists but 
also there's huge service jobs …for auto repair and granite countertop work, and 
those are solid urban jobs that are suburbanizing. I think it's a detriment, and we 
need to find something that works for everybody and not put a few groups on a 
pedestal…Everyone is struggling with these things, and we need to think about it 
in terms of everyone who has those kind of difficult things that they're juggling in 
terms of their job and careers and that sort of thing, whether it's because you're 
piecing together arts and teaching and something else or because you're piecing 
together sort of piece work thing, like Uber and you're working at Starbucks and 
you've got to deal with the shift changes from week to week and you still got to 
get your kid to school. Those wind up being very different conversations, but 
there's a lot that linked them together and I would rather focus on where they 
overlap. (Planning professional) 

 
Indeed, as these comments show, even among the municipal actors partnering with artists for 

civic engagement or “creative civic engagement,” there is a tension in politicizing a group to 

serve market purposes, a tension that leads municipal actors to step away from rather than toward 

solutions to social problems.  

	
Conclusion 

 
 

During a yearly conference for artists to share learning and network called ArtCamp, 

Mayor Megan Barry gave keynote remarks to celebrate Nashville’s creative community. She 

jokingly remarked that we should be putting “art on the cranes” – referring to the pervasiveness 

of development and the important relationship between arts and development in the city. She 

took this opportunity to comment on the relationship between the arts and tourism, telling artists 

that rather than shaking their fists at the Pedal Taverns that roam about central corridors of the 

city and irritate local residents with their slow-moving vehicles operated by tourists seemingly 

oblivious to their surroundings, artists should be thanking them – they are a symbol of the 

tourism that is supporting the city and supporting their work. This charge to be thankful and limit 
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critique of the processes (not just the Pedal Taverns but of the tourism and development 

industries more broadly) that contribute to exacerbating inequality in the city reflects a neoliberal 

rationality that deteriorates a vision of a wider public good while inducing civic actors to see 

themselves as only market actors, responsible for supporting a speculative market, and their 

well-being deeply tied to the well-being of the economy (Brown, 2015).   

These civic conditions – in which business and private sector interests are universalized 

as common interests and civic actors are enjoined to conduct themselves as agents that smooth 

the operations of market interests, which are conceived as their best interest — constrain political 

subjectivities by stymieing contestations of the prevailing political economic order. One advocate 

of creative urbanism and artistic civic practice describes the entangling in this way:  

I think it's unfair to say that tourists don't contribute to who we are economically. 
I think what is very fair is to say that that's not clear. We don't sometimes send 
that message that tourists are contributing this much to the bottom line, which 
then helps with schools and helps with all the things that people assume other 
people are paying for but we're paying for 80% of our school money. 20% we're 
getting from the state and Fed, the rest of it - we're paying that and we're only able 
to do that because of [tourism]. It's very hard to disentwine them. (Arts 
administrator) 

 
The interdependence complicates artists’ sense of their civic identity. As the same informant goes 

on to describe “Now, the difficult part is the individual artist who sits in the middle of that and 

says well, I'm not big enough to be [a popular artist] on some billboard. What does that mean for 

me? And I think that's a very fair question.” Where the underlying goal — the big civic pivot — 

of supporting individual artists as a mean to serve the public was the starting off point for Metro 

Arts’ push for artistic civic practice, the endeavor has become covered with multiple levels of 

navigations and strategic alignments. Working in concert, various entities have orchestrated a 

context where, in Brown’s (2015) framing, the values of liberal democracy (personhood, 

equality, and freedom) are transformed into values of market democracy. The economy and 
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politics have become so entwined, that the exercise of politics as limiting and critiquing 

“capitalist productions of value and market distributions” (Brown, 2015, p. 208) and producing 

alternative “democratic aspirations” (Ibid.) has become the exercise of self-investment and 

responsibility for ensuring market well-being. 

The contradiction of artistic civic practice in the context of neoliberal development is felt 

at the level of experience, with individual actors navigating the tensions and paradoxes of the 

“market democracy” (Brown, 2015). While Metro Arts as an institution is positioned in the 

crosshairs of creative urbanism, individual actors – staff and artists – must navigate the 

relationships, obligations, conflicts, and desires that these alignments bring about. What is 

apparent through the discussions of creative urbanism and its civic interventions in the changing 

landscape of Nashville is that acquiescence to an economically driven democracy comes with 

uneasiness and reluctance. With the leveraging of Percent for the Arts funds for civic projects or, 

alternatively, partnerships with private development, Metro Arts is in an awkward position as are 

the artists who undertake these projects. As informants described, to partake might mean 

engaging an uphill battle or becoming the voice box for development projects that threaten 

existing communities. To not engage in these projects is to pre-emptively limit the possibility of 

having critical ideas and civic engagement present in the work. Indeed, Metro Arts puts itself in a 

complex position – at once integrating with and deferring to the authority and spatiality of urban 

growth while seeking to be a leader for equity within the spaces of community development.  

 In October 2017, a celebrated leader in the field of cultural equity, Dr. Marta Morena-

Vega, visited Nashville as part of Metro Arts’ Racial Equity and Arts Leadership (REAL) 

program’s lecture series. Situating her comments in a national political context of “overt racism,” 

she proclaimed the arts field as “the most apartheid system” in the country, with arts and cultural 
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industries focusing on narrow programs of inclusion, representation, and diversity. When asked 

about the responsibility of arts agencies, Dr. Vega reframed the ask – “the Overseers?” With 

palpable tension in a room filled with mix of arts administrators and local artists she went on to 

explain that she started with the statement of being in an apartheid system because we are in a 

moment where we must understand that institutions were not set up to be equitable or fair; she 

states, “I’ve never wanted to infiltrate white institutions – they don’t want me. That’s not the 

model I want to build” (Dr. Vega, participant observation, 10/10/17). Following the event, I 

approached an arts administrator to hear her thoughts, and she stated succinctly with heat on her 

face, “Some days I just want to burn it all down.” This self-reflection about the arts’ efforts 

toward civic and social change is poignant. In this comment, she speaks to the discomfort, an 

awareness of the highly imperfect nature of working from within the ‘apartheid’ system, and her 

own constrained subjectivity. Indeed, the angst of negotiation, navigation, and compromise form 

the political subjectivities of the very agents of artistic civic practice who have been its strongest 

advocates. 

 Expressions like that of the arts administrator’s here, the planning professional who is 

leery of prioritizing artists, or the development professional who wants to honor political 

expressions but must navigate organizational pressures signal the need to connect such 

indignation and frustration to the repoliticization of public life. The spaces to do that  – to 

reconstruct a vibrant ‘demos’ (Brown, 2015), to make claims for both self-development and self-

determination (Young, 2000), to engage in rather than avoid conflicts with governmental actors 

and corporate or development interests, and to form collective identities with similarly 

positioned groups in relation to the prevailing hegemony – are encumbered in Nashville’s 

cultural terrain. The Learning Lab, the focus of the following chapter develops political subjects 
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through a professional training program. Like the civic conditions of creative urbanism that 

produce political subjectivities that secure public order and cultivate market democracy, the 

Learning Lab’s professionalizing processes crate depoliticizing pressures, but also occasion 

encounters that provoke consciousness, conflict, and negotiations of the parameters of political 

agency.
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CHAPTER IV. 
 
 

CIVIC PRACTICE 
 

 
The Metropolitan Nashville Arts Commission’s Learning Lab is a professional 

development program for local artists to become trained in artistic civic practice. It is constituted 

by in-person training sessions, phone consultations between artists and professionals in artistic 

civic practice, funding for social- and civic- engagement projects (both artistic products and 

processes), and the dissemination of the civic practice model through artist engagements as 

panelists or speakers (Figure 3). As previously described, the Learning Lab program (LL) has 

been a collaboration between three main entities – Metro Arts, the Arts and Business Council of 

Nashville (ABC), and the Center for Performance and Civic Practice (CPCP). In the pilot year of 

the program, the year during which this research was conducted, the first two entities took the 

lead on selecting artists, coordinating the logistics of the program, managing the funding 

mechanism, and communicating with artists; the latter organization, CPCP took the lead on 

developing program content and facilitating the training sessions, bringing “expertise” in civic 

engagement and its intersections with artistic practices. The program was funded through a 

National Endowment for the Arts (NEA) Our Town Grant, which funds creative placemaking 

efforts, and through the Nashville Mayor’s Office in 2016.  In these ways, LL represents the 

convergence of national and municipal investments in creative urbanism and “expert” knowledge 

in civic engagement to develop artists’ civic roles and sensibilities – that is, shaping them as 

political actors. 

The Learning Lab promotes artistic civic practice as a vehicle through which artists’ work 

in the public realm can become visible and, through this visibility, as a way to stimulate greater 
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advocacy for artists in the city. The means to gain such recognition, as demonstrated in the 

definition below, is through partnerships with non-arts organizations and agencies and through 

the dissemination of a shared vocabulary among these entities (artists and non-artists). The CPCP 

defines artistic civic practice in this way: 

‘Civic Practice’ [is] arts-based partnership work that is developed in service 
to the needs of a partner organization or agency that does not have an arts-
centered mission.  Artists engage in this work with regularity, but the work 
isn’t always visible – not within larger community conversations, and not 
within artistic disciplines themselves. There isn’t a shared vocabulary, and 
artists and communities can end up working in isolation, often without access 
to networks of support and opportunities to develop their own 
practice.  (CPCP, 2017) 

 
As indicated in this definition, artists are not necessarily seen as civic actors by non-arts entities, 

nor do artists see themselves or each other in this way. The codification of civic practice 

advanced through the Learning Lab serves to produce political subjectivities – both how non-

artists come to understand artists as civic actors with voice, expressions, demands, and 

relationships to communities and authorities (e.g., municipal agencies or their private sector 

partners) as well as how artists come to understand and conduct themselves in these ways. After 

providing a description of the components of the Learning Lab, I discuss how the program 

creates a context where political subjectivities are developed and through which artistic actors 

are also shaping their civic conditions and positions.  

	
Learning Lab Program Components 

 
The vision for developing a cohort of local political actors is to create a group of 

professional civic leaders who are navigating the role of intermediary between institutions and 

communities. As one advocate for civic practice described, the vision is for a “vibrant peer 

network of experts who are doing [civic practice] locally” and who can eventually gain enough 
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political currency through employing a “standard for civic art” such that development would not 

occur without a project being “civic art certified.” The Learning Lab (LL) can be read into this 

broad vision of developing such a “certification,” though CPCP offered a soft approach to 

codifying civic practice rather than expecting artists to demonstrate a particular set of skills or 

capacities. As described in Chapter 2, the CPCP is a national organization that has been 

developing its civic practice model over several years, primarily from a performance theatre 

vantage. Much of the training content that the facilitators developed for the Learning Lab was 

derived from their experiences applying performance-based approaches to addressing social 

problems with community engagement (Rohd, 1998; CPCP, n.d.). The Learning Lab was a pilot 

venture for Metro Arts, the Arts and Business Council, as well as CPCP, with all entities seeking 

to develop new ways of conceiving collaborations between the arts and municipalities. In the 

pilot year of the program 25 artists participated. 

There were four main components of the Learning Lab program (Figure 3) – trainings 

(including kickoff meetings and training sessions), public meetings or events, project 

consultations, and project funding. Trainings consisted of six sessions: five with artists and one 

with representatives from organizations that might be interested in collaborating with an artist. 

These representatives or their organizations were invited to participate by Metro Arts staff with 

knowledge of existing civic practice advocates (e.g., Metro Planning Commission, Metropolitan 

Planning Organization, Urban Housing Solutions) as well as potential new partners (e.g., Metro 

Health Department, Meharry Medical College). Public meetings consisted of events where LL 

artist participants were asked to attend as a representative of their LL work. These included 

community meetings on transportation planning, panels where LL artists discussed their work, or 

meetings convened by Metro Arts LL staff with participants outside of the LL training sessions. 
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The project development and consultation component consisted of individual meetings LL artists 

had with the LL program staff (either in Metro Arts or CPCP) to develop their project ideas or 

that the LL artists requested as their projects were materializing. Finally, the funding component 

of the program included funds ranging from $1000 to $9500 to conduct projects, integrating 

lessons from the program. Eleven projects were funded out of 24 proposals from artists, falling 

into three thematic categories (see Table 4).  

 
Figure 3. Learning Lab Program Components 

Learning Lab Training Component

Introduction to Learning Lab Luncheon 
with Partner Organizations

Artist Reception Kick-Off with CPCP, Metro 
Arts, ABC, 25 Learning Lab Artists

Session 1: Explore public, civic, and social 
practice work. Identify what assets and tools you 

currently utilize in your practice and how they 
might be suited for collaborative and community 

engaged work.

Session 2: Recap Session 1 and work with 
community partners on potential project ideas

Session 3: Subject matter experts will explore 
basics of public art and project management 

through lectures, panel discussions, and group 
activities

Session 4: Work on project proposals and reflect 
on previous sessions

Learning Lab Funding 
Component 
11 projects:

partnership development (3) 
project implementation (8)

LL Artist Meetings, 
Speaking Engagements, 

Public Events

Project Consultations
 Artist meetings with 

CPCP and Metro Arts staff
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Project Partner/Description Funding  
Theme 1: Addressing neighborhood change, sustainability, affordability, gentrification 

1 Partnership development with a community development corporation 
around issues of affordable housing and displacement,  $1000 

2 Partnership development with a neighborhood group around issues of 
sustainable community building $2,500 

3 Billboard campaign addressing gentrification & displacement in 
communities of color $9,500 

4 Mural series and community workshops on affordable housing issues $9,500 
Theme 2: Facilitating and expanding arts programming with specific communities 
5 Art activations/arts programming with the family resource center $9,500 

6 Partnership development with the Kurdish community of Nashville to 
facilitate storytelling & functional art traditions $2,500 

7 Developing and facilitating arts immersion program with Juvenile 
Detention Center $9,500 

8 Pottery studio employment program for adults with intellectual 
disabilities $9,500 

Theme 3: Projects aiming for general social impact or public art 

9 Coloring book featuring influential African American figures in 
Nashville history $9,500 

10 Mixed media visual art campaign addressing social issues and student 
mentorship $8,600 

11 Interactive audiovisual/video projection public artwork activated by 
participants movements   $9,500 

Table 4. Learning Lab Funded Projects 

 
 Through these components, the Learning Lab created a multifaceted context in which 

notions of public art practice and civic engagement are produced. Taking caution not to define 

too rigid a practice, CPCP promoted a “Spectrum of Arts Practice in Relation to Process and 

Intention” as a framework for understanding various public art practices. Along this spectrum are 

three types of practice: Studio, Social, and Civic Practice. According to the facilitator’s 

characterization, studio practice is what most people are used to thinking about art – “artists 

make stuff and I take it in.” Social practice entails artists engaging a non-artist (e.g., an audience, 

a client, a community) with some intention of social impact that stems from the artist’s own 

sense of purpose or values. Finally, civic practice is defined as artists co-designing with publics, 
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where the spoken intention is to serve a public partner’s self-defined need. Explaining civic 

practice to the LL artists, the facilitator notes that while the studio-social-civic practice 

continuum is flexible, service is firmly at the heart of civic practice. In the facilitator’s words: 

There aren’t rules [emphasis in voice]. The only rule of orthodoxy, for me, is 
when community partner is self-defining need instead of me presuming a need – 
when my response is in service [emphasis in voice] to that self-defining need; not 
about presumption- or the privilege of presumption.” 

 
Not all of the eleven projects funded through the Learning Lab met this particular definition of 

civic practice; rather, Metro Arts took a flexible approach to evaluate how artists might integrate 

concepts from Learning Lab into their project design and execution. I include all practices 

conducted as part of the Learning Lab in the analysis of artistic civic practice. Artists integrated 

the concepts in diverse ways and all were part of a wider Metro Arts “civic strategy” that adopted 

the ethos of community and civic engagement even while not explicitly following the 

“orthodoxy” of partnership. 

The Learning Lab offered artists the “Collaboration Continuum” (Figure 4) to enhance 

their public work. This continuum was framed by the facilitators as a means to plan for issues of 

“power, privilege, and difference” within public collaborations – a tool to facilitate “ethical 

process” and to avoid getting mired in conflict. The notion behind this device is for a group to 

explicitly discuss where it is situated in terms of project leadership and decision-making. CPCP 

recommends that artists use this continuum in the beginning of a project and throughout. 

 

Figure 4. Collaboration Continuum 

Consensus Democracy Hierarchical

Leadership

Authorship
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Here, “consensus” is defined as “everyone making decisions together. It isn’t that everyone has 

to agree, it’s ‘we have to agree to move forward (not block)’ since it’s rare that everyone 

agrees.” The hierarchical category refers to when there is a single entity making decisions and 

one entity is viewed as the author of a product. Finally, “democratic” is used to denote project 

management and delivery processes where leadership and authorship are distributed and 

determined through “majority rules” procedures. While offered as a tool for partnerships, this 

continuum was interpreted as having wide applicability to pursuing publically-engaged art. 

In addition to providing a framework to conceive artistic practices and professional tools 

to employ in collaborations with non-arts entities, LL provided artists with examples of civic 

projects to illuminate civic possibilities and artist roles. These examples included a land-use 

planning partnership that integrated performance artists to help different stakeholders understand 

multiple dimensions of a space; a civic engagement project to collect residents’ and commuters’ 

perspectives on transportation and gentrification in Tempe, Arizona; and another performance 

project to highight the spatial needs of elderly home-bound clients of a Meals on Wheels 

program – a project called “Islands of Milwaukee.” Of the examples CPCP shared,  “Islands of 

Milwaukee” was the most evocative; it was used repeatedly by Metro Arts, partnering 

organizations, and artists to explain the value of civic practice both in the research interviews as 

well as in public discussions. Through a partnership between a CPCP artist, a faculty from the 

University of Wisconsin, and Meals on Wheels the project team set out to engage elderly people 

in Milwaukee who were isolated and homebound. Through review of responses to a simple 

needs assessment (one question a week was posed to recipients of meals at the time of delivery, 

and responses were collected on notecards and by phone), the team uncovered information about 

the group of seniors and their daily struggles. One of the primary lessons was that many seniors 
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were not leaving their homes because of difficulties crossing streets and concerns over their 

safety. This lesson prompted the development of street actions in the form of parades – artists 

walked with community members, organizational partners, and elderly people with whom they 

had interacted through the crosswalks, stopping traffic and attracting attention while singing, 

dancing, and waving signs. The purpose of the parades was to give visibility to the senior 

population and to demonstrate the challenges they were navigating as they attempted to traverse 

the city. The project garnered so much attention – including from the mayor who joined one of 

the parades and held a press conference about it – that, within days, it resulted in altered traffic 

lights and extended crosswalks implemented by the municipality. While this example was a 

partnership with a social service agency rather than a municipal program or agency, the 

experience highlighted the way these interests could be forged and residents’ needs recognized 

and addressed. 

 Finally, the training program included a component of rehearsal for artists to practice the 

methodology. During the second training session representatives from 13 organizations were 

invited to attend one afternoon of the Learning Lab training.33 The event was framed to the 

artists as an “opportunity for artists to get to know various organizations and organizations to get 

to interact with artists in a different kind of way.”  Coaching the artists before this “meet up” 

session or “speed-dating,” as one artist later referred to it, the facilitator’s guidance was for 

artists to ask questions – to focus less on “me” and more on “tell me about you,” conjuring a 

consultation-type interaction rather than dialogue. Based on their organization’s experience, the 

CPCP facilitators prepared the artists to anticipate that organizations would have needs around 

																																																								
	
33 In attendance were staff representing a range organizations including affordable housing development, planning 
and other Metro government agencies, social services, health care, criminal justice, and neighborhood groups. 
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organizational capacity-building and advocacy and the artists’ roles would be to figure out “how 

can we help? How can our tools help?” The agenda for the session was set by the CPCP 

facilitators:  First, the facilitators asked organizational representatives to share about any 

institutional experiences with arts/artists; second, they asked artists to describe their arts practice; 

and third they asked the representatives to discuss the mission and purpose of the organization. 

Following these discussions between artists and partners, the large group was divided into caucus 

conversations: artists talked with artists to discuss the question “What do we offer?” and 

organizational representatives talked with other representatives about the question “What might 

artists offer us?” After caucus conversations, the groups came together to digest the day. As I 

will discuss throughout this chapter, the partner meet up session was formative for artists – both 

for projects they developed as part of the program and for the self-understandings as civic agents. 

Over the course of LL, the CPCP facilitators garnered broad acceptance for their terms of 

public arts practice among both the artists and organizational representatives who participated in 

the various sessions. The definitions they advanced, processes and reflections they guided,  and 

examples they shared became part of a wider discourse being used outside of the Learning Lab 

spaces (e.g., at public events, in informal conversations) to refer to artists’ roles in Nashville and 

public arts more broadly. These components operated to validate artists who had already been 

doing community-engaged arts. Many were bolstered by having a vocabulary and a setting where 

they could build confidence around applying their artistic selves to social and civic practice, see 

how others were processing and applying the concepts, understand how artists’ integration into 

social and civic infrastructures was becoming visible across the country, and learn that Metro 

Arts was investing in building an environment conducive for it in Nashville. As one participant, 

Richard, expressed it: 
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For me, I wanted to learn what they knew…[What] I was so grateful for is - I 
think that [the facilitator has] come up with a really effective vocabulary to talk 
about what these art forms are and then how you can apply them to different 
situations. I've found that having that as a tool to discuss it with people has been 
incredibly useful because it's taken this thing that I knew, but I hadn't taken the 
time to create words for. I think he's really done an effective job of giving us all a 
vocabulary with which to talk about [these practices].  
 

In the discussion that follows, I examine how the LL program, its various components, lessons, 

and practices around doing “civic work” have shaped civic conditions and how, working through 

the LL program, artists shape both their civic identities as well as the conditions to practice them.  

	
Shaping Individuals 

 
 

Within an artistic civic practice that is based in an orientation of service to an 

organizational partner, artists are enjoined to exercise listening and engagement with a project 

partner and apply a set of “assets,” which demonstrate their “selves.” The ‘self,’ as it is framed in 

the Learning Lab context, is constituted by a set of values and a purpose. As a facilitator 

describes, “the work [of doing public art] is about figuring out where you’re at [along the 

spectrum of studio-social-civic practice] and what you care about. Are you where you want to be 

on this [spectrum] or are you interested in figuring out a different spot?” Once the artist has a 

sense of their ‘self’ then, according to the LL partnership framework, they can engage with 

potential partners. The framework of partnership as service approaches the ‘self’ as something 

‘deep within,’ as the facilitators describe, a set of values – or the abstract ideas like ‘community’ 

and ‘public’ that reflect our purpose. Even while the facilitators apply rhetoric of artists’ 

identities as “dynamic” and “idiosyncratic,” these qualities are, paradoxically, framed as 

essential aspects of artists. The work for artists moving into artistic civic practice is to make their 

qualities and their selves legible in order to engage in a partnership. As the facilitator contends, 
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the work that an artist does may look distinct from the “purpose” of the work; that is, as the 

facilitators explain, the art an artist produces might not be legible for its undergirding values 

though it is grounded in the artist’s ‘self.’ Thus, the Learning Lab training emphasizes that in the 

context of social and civic artistic work the ‘art’ needs to be broken down into decipherable 

capacities and skills that can be put towards the service of partners, public problem solving, and 

community change.  

	
Productive selves 
	

The work of translating one’s self into decipherable skills – what the LL facilitators call 

“process tools” – is itself a process of forming artists ‘selves.’ In particular, the model of civic 

practice advances notions of an ‘authentic’ self, and this ‘authentic self’ is a productive and 

serving self. Through several interactive exercises to help artists identify their “process tools” 

and “assets,” the LL was preparing artists to engage in relationships of service to an 

organizational partner. As a facilitator noted about the partner meet-up session: “Then when we 

bring in community partners, [you’ll] figure out where they are and how they want to engage 

with you.”  Several artists found this definition of their concrete skills (e.g., measuring wood, 

using a tablesaw, teaching, writing, interpretation, organization, etc.) to be a useful means to 

make themselves recognizable as an asset for potential partners. The following quotes from 

Brenda and Elisa speak to this production of their selves as useful and that the definition of 

‘uses’ brings a greater understanding of their value as a person: 

Brenda: …especially with civic practice and even social practice, a big part of that 
is taking those individual skills, but stepping outside of your ego as an artist. 
Where you have a way that you go about doing things and methods that you, tools 
in that toolbox, but sometimes you have to take those individual tools out and just 
use those, you're not using the whole toolbox. And I think that that was really 
helpful for people to think about their work and their process and their career in 
that sense. And I feel like that's something that I've really seen other people kind 
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of expand, where they really just stopped and thought about what they were 
doing   
 
Elisa:  I create [artistic] pieces right ... and this is what I'm finding to be the 
greatest struggle when I as an artist go into a group of the people who are not 
artists and say ‘I'm an artist and I'm coming to be a facilitator and just be in the 
conversation.’ There's an automatic assumption that I want to do an art piece. 
That's what people expect…Whereas I'm trying to communicate over and over 
and over again. Actually I can do a lot of things from an artistic perspective. I can 
do interpretation, I can do organization. I'm a holistic human being who can do a 
lot of different things, but I have an artistic perspective. 
 

Doing an inventory of skills became a means to define their assets so that when entering into 

partnerships LL artists would be legible as civic actors while still being their “authentic selves” 

in collaboration, a neoliberal subjectivity that Brown (2015) describes as civic actors defining 

themselves in terms of human capital that is “at once in charge of itself, responsible for itself, yet 

an instrumentalizable and potentially dispensable element of the whole” (p. 38). Under the 

conditions created through civic practice partnerships, organizations can select what aspects of 

the artist are ‘useful’ to them, or better, artists should define for the organization what parts of 

themselves are worth investing in – what will be ‘useful’ to a partner.  The political consequence 

of this ‘useful’ subjectivity in the context of civic partnerships is that “citizens are rendered as 

investors or consumers, not as members of a democratic polity who share power and certain 

common goods, spaces, and experiences” (Brown, 2015, p. 176). The political limitations of 

thinking about and acting on a self that is identified as human capital are extended through 

productions of this self as not only productive but as serving. 

Navigating the tension of being instrumentalizable and being part of a whole is evident in 

comments among artists grappling with the meaning of being in-service. Lucy’s interpretation of 

the civic role is expressed as entering the role of a ‘liaison’ rather than an artist. For her, to be a 

part of the civic whole – that is, to be included as a partner in relationship with a community or 
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organization – requires a serving self who loses one identification and picks up another. In her 

words: 

So, anyways, so it was like partnering with someone and listening to them and… 
saying, ‘what can I do for you,’ in a way…like ‘we want to serve Nashville and 
we want to serve your community best with a public art project, and what does 
that mean to you?’ … and so it's having that conversation and then having the 
intelligence to understand what they're saying and translate it into art and problem 
solving art. And that was something that I just hadn't ever thought about before. 
Like, you go to them, listen to them, and then you're the liaison, essentially, of a 
project. You're not necessarily the artist. 
 

Evident in Lucy’s statement is an ethic of selflessness as a matter of civic responsibility– giving 

up the artist identity. This giving up, however, seems to contradict her fellow participants’ claims 

that the LL model, particularly through the framing of “assets,” is a way to see the self more 

holistically. Theresa reframes this selflessness. Rather than seeing the civic relationship of 

service as being one of losing one’s self, she interprets the relationship as forming something 

new through relationship – a fugue – such that neither the artist nor the partner would have to 

choose whose interests will prevail, but they will combine: 

I think you can do both, you know? …There's that…immediacy of [an 
organization’s needs]. But then I think that's one piece of it, and then the longer 
term body of work that you build from that experience or in conjunction with that 
experience, that's a whole ‘nother layer… I kinda see them as just all overlapping, 
and instead of a linear path, it's more of a fugue...we don't have to choose. You 
can do it. You can have both. And I think that the important part is just building 
the relationships. And it may be that it's just a one-off. Maybe it is just a one time 
opportunity to collaborate with an organization or agency. That's okay too, 
because everything, if you're lucky you get to learn from everything each time.  

 
In both Lucy’s and Theresa’s comments, serving selves allay differences of interest between 

partnering entities. In Lucy’s comment, an artist is enjoined to use “intelligence” and the position 

as “liaison” to address a partner’s interest, and in Theresa’s comment the interests can be 

overlapping without having to choose. For Richard, the ethic of service in civic practice is like 

“graphic design for a city…you have a client;” for him, this framing would be useful for more 
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artists to understand, even if it can be frustrating because a partnership might not represent an 

artist’s “pure vision.”  These interpretations of civic work as service create a challenge in 

practice, which is evident in the case of Elisa.  

Elisa ’s project is a case of how the artist’s position of service is confusing for her own 

identity, for how she is perceived, and ultimately the civic role she exercises. Elisa received 

Learning Lab funds to develop a partnership with a neighborhood organization based in a 

community facing redevelopment and gentrification. She had connected with the organization 

through the partner meet-up session during the Learning Lab, and the organization representative 

seemed to have taken an interest in working with Elisa. Because she had a partnership 

development project, she was not under pressure to produce a full project but could focus on 

relationship building and understanding the organization’s needs. Through her efforts attending 

community events and meetings with her project partner, Elisa struggled to ascertain what type 

of role she might play, and her project partner did not have a clear vision for Elisa’s potential 

role either though she liked that the artist brought the “process tools” of being a good listener and 

interpreter. At one meeting Elisa attended, a representative from a different resident organization 

in the same neighborhood called upon Elisa as “someone from [the Coalition],” which surprised 

Elisa. Though she did not identify in this way, and neither had her project partner fully adopted 

her into that position, other entities experienced Elisa in that way. The absence of these 

definitions or commitments led Elisa to adopt a neutral stance in relation to the different 

organizations or entities with an interest in the neighborhood’s development.  

Elisa shared her experiences in the neighborhood at a meeting among Metro Arts, a 

representative from the Mayor’s Office of Employment and Economic Opportunity (OEOE), and 

several other Learning Lab participants working on neighborhood change and gentrification 
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projects. This meeting had been organized by Metro Arts staff to create a connection between 

these artists and the affordable housing expert from the OEOE. During the meeting, Elisa 

explained what she was observing in her project neighborhood:  the people she has encountered 

through the Coalition (her project partner) were suspicious of ‘outsiders’ and governmental 

actors, and government officials were speaking in jargon about development and planning, and, 

she recalled, one resident in attendance had requested that the planners ‘please talk in plain 

language.’ This observation prompted Elisa to consider how artists might serve as facilitators or 

translators of what people – both community members and planners – are trying to say: How can 

artists help communicate what ‘the community’ is saying? How can artists help communicate 

what the government is saying – “because it’s all good,” as Elisa says in a project meeting. 

Elisa’s assessment is that “It’s all supposed to help everybody, but it gets lost in the 

misunderstandings and in the mistrust.” Elisa’s uncertain representation – of her self, of the 

Coalition, of residents of the community, of Metro government entities – leads her to adopt the 

view that “everybody is saying good things.” Without a particular stake in the neighborhood or 

the politics of redevelopment there and compelled into a civic position of service and being a 

useful asset to a partner, she takes a neutral position. Ultimately, Elisa did not pursue a project 

with any institutional or neighborhood partner, believing that there was not a role for her to play 

in the neighborhood.  Elisa’s story speaks to a sense of alienation from the politics of the social 

problem being addressed, leaving her with little sense of how, as an individual artist, she might 

engage with the issue or the entities involved. Elisa’s case is not isolated. 

Another LL artist, Rachel received funds to develop a partnership with a community 

development corporation (CDC), which receives funds from the city, trying to build advocacy 

for affordable housing development. She experienced a similar sense of confusion about her role 
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or identity in her project; faced challenges translating her “process tools” or assets to her project 

partner (whom she had met at the partner meet-up session, like Elisa), and ultimately opted out 

of developing a project past initial relationship building when neither she nor her partner could 

determine a path forward. Even while having shared interests in addressing affordable housing, 

the civic practice model could not facilitate civic collaboration. The partner’s identification of 

Rachel as primarily an artistic asset rather than a citizen with common interests left Rachel 

confined to her artistic identity, stifling a sense of possibility for collaboration. In their service 

roles, even if in the stages of relationship development, the possibilities for engaging the politics 

of development and gentrification were thin. The shaping of serving selves, in the case of these 

two artists, did not yield ‘useful’ civic positions either. 

	
Public selves  
 
 Through being useful and serving, Learning Lab artists are positioned as public actors.  

During the training sessions, many artists interpreted the dimensions of this publicity with great 

optimism. For instance, after learning of the examples from the CPCP’s past civic work, several 

artists expressed feeling like “art is a powerful tool,” as various artists stated:  “we [artists] could 

run this town,” “art can change the world…we [LL artists] can do something special and I hope 

we’re all on board with this,” and “[art could] actually impact peoples’ lives” in material ways. 

The CPCP examples shaped artists’ sense of “what [their] practice could be” and how artists 

could see themselves as powerful civic actors. The program’s primary means for building this 

sense of agency, however, was through a process of professionalization that in practice operated 

to constrain political expressions. Per Young (2000), conditions for a just democracy must be 

ones where individuals can gain access to skills so that they can achieve self-development; 

however, the civic professional development cultivated in the context of the Learning Lab shapes 
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the “parameters of political agency” (Bondi & Laurie, 2005) by creating a trade-off for LL 

participants: to be professional or be political.  

 Consider the case of Zechariah.  An African American artist who had recently moved to 

Nashville, Zechariah’s career blossomed during the Learning Lab year as he made connections 

with other artists in the city and gained acclaim for his project with Learning Lab. For his 

project, Zechariah had a gallery show of photography and mixed media art, depicting bright 

images and text that called upon viewers to reflect on their manipulation, their intake of imagery 

and media, and how these are shaping their lives; several of the pieces from the gallery exhibit 

were then applied to buildings or fixtures throughout Nashville. He expresses his 

professionalization through the program in this way: “[Learning Lab] helps…validate your 

name, and it helps add value to your work.” However, the process of professionalization through 

the Learning Lab public art program was one that operated to discipline his expression. 

Specifically, the reactive elements of his Learning Lab project became subdued by the nature of 

the public funding mechanism. Zechariah explains how his voice was constrained through 

censorship of his project: he had to formally ask for public wall space to do wheatpastings of his 

gallery pieces, which limited the visibility of his work and quelled possibilities for abrasion that 

viewers might experience. He confronts this tension for himself, however, by resolving that he 

needs to abide by Metro Arts’ rules because it’s their shared project:  

It kinda restricts I think the eyes that can see it. You know, I would want to put it 
on the biggest building on the side, and not care what happens, what are the 
consequences behind it, but with it being connected to Metro Arts, I kinda have to 
just, you know, it's a collaborative project, so I kinda have to play in the 
ballpark…And they're paying me to do it. So I'm not mad about it. I'm just like, 
it's our project together so I feel like any, any information that you want to give 
me, I'm willing to listen. 

 
Zechariah internalizes the tension between expressing his work in the way he would want and 
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needing to abide by Metro rules, indicating that going forward he still will modify his messaging 

because it traces back to his name and therefore his career.  Furthermore, while encouraged by 

success from his project – he has had other agencies reach out to him – he also expresses a sense 

of pressure that this is putting on him and his vision. Because of the “validation” and notoriety 

that his work was getting in community-based projects, Zechariah began to feel a strong pull to 

continue doing that work that was “feeding the appetites of audiences.” At the same time, 

however, he believed he was turning down other opportunities. Reflecting on his professional 

success as a result of Learning Lab, he shares: 

I didn’t want to, I didn’t want to like create years and years of work and then look 
back and be like, none of this is mine, you know, this doesn’t even belong to me 
or if it was up to me, I would’ve created something totally different. 
 

He characterizes his current desires in his artistic practice in the following terms, “so now I’m 

just like, I just want to be free and I just want to be able to create at will, you know?”  While not 

all artists who engaged in the Learning Lab or other civic projects expressed this effect, 

Zechariah’s words are poignant. Indeed, the pressure to constrain one’s voice and actions through 

professional civic work is something that comes up among other artists, as well. 

 Like Zechariah, Isaiah was pleased by the public exposure he gained from his Learning 

Lab project, but he also shared that this exposure came with having to subdue his expression. 

Isaiah’s project was among the more evocative of LL projects, garnering much media attention 

and praise from both authorities and activists, alike. A billboard project combined with a gallery-

based art exhibit, Isaiah’s work sought to make a bold statement on behalf of Black Nashvillians 

facing risks of displacement due to gentrification in the city. On six billboards located along a 

prominent thoroughfare in the city, Isaiah’s images spoke to affordability struggles and took on 

the voices of those who are getting stomped on by development. In his gallery pieces, Isaiah 
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represents Black history through depictions of Black Wall Street and reinterprets popular cultural 

icons like the Simpsons and Charlie Brown and the Tennessee flag as symbols to represent Black 

America. Isaiah had originally planned to include an I-40 symbol in the billboard art, referencing 

the effects of urban renewal and the highway construction that damaged much of the social and 

physical infrastructure of North Nashville in the 1960s. However, he agreed to remove the 

symbol when Learning Lab staff voiced concern that drivers seeing it would get confused if they 

thought that the symbol was a road sign. Isaiah expresses a tinge of regret at his decision and, as 

he interprets, censorship of his message:  

I'm like, "Okay." Again, this is my first time dealing with this kind of project, but 
I was just like, "Okay, whatever." I should've put my foot down and at least 
pushed back a little bit, but I was just like, "Okay." I just feel like it was more 
about being too direct with what's going on in history. That's just my personal 
feelings about it. It happened in the 60s; that's not that long ago. Yeah, I think that. 
But that was really the only pushback that I've had. Everything else, people were 
... I guess they felt it needed to be said. You know, needed to be seen. I was just 
happy to put it up… 

 
The experiences of restraint and censorship shape these artists’ public selves as reconciling 

differences with authorities and filtering social and political messages.  

 To a degree, Isaiah internalizes this non-threatening public self. Isaiah’s project was 

exalted as a ‘call to arms’ in public media, with the capacity to energize resistance to 

gentrification, and showcasing the urgency of political art. However, for Isaiah this public 

recognition as an activist identity was neither anticipated nor entirely comfortable. At the same 

time that the article portrays Isaiah’s project as a bold claim, the artist describes that the project 

itself faced no pushback other than the I-40 symbol. An arts administrator corroborated this 

point. Fearing that the project would get Metro Arts staff in trouble, she had warned municipal 

entities about the project in advance to avoid conflict down the line. She was glad, though 

surprised, to find that, quite the opposite, they were welcoming if not excited about the project. 
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The positive nature of this reception calls into question the political capacity referenced in public 

media.  

The Learning Lab program, through its focus on civic work as partnership with and, more 

specifically, service to organizations or municipal agencies produced professional and 

circumscribed public subjectivities – useful, serving, moderate, and non-controversial – attesting 

to what another LL artist, Rachel, described as the non-threatening nature of artists in civic 

collaborations in the city: “people don’t see artists…we’re not looked at as anything that they 

[authorities] should be worried about.” This internalization of being non-threatening is explored 

further in the following chapter. 

	
Shaping Collectivity 

 
 

The Learning Lab program’s civic approach was as much about cultivating the artists 

professionally as it was about building the appetite for arts among municipal authorities, 

decision-makers, and funders.  As one arts administrator remarked during the session of the 

Learning Lab, the “Spectrum of Arts Practice in Relation to Process and Intention” is a 

mechanism to build a “different value” for the arts; through its adoption the city and stakeholders 

“can start to have value in artists being part of civic conversations.” Civic practice is a way for 

artists to gain political currency as a group and on behalf of organizations and agencies.  This 

goal was made evident during the partner meet-up session. During the session, facilitators posed 

the questions to representatives from organizations directly: What did you get from being with 

the artists? What can artists offer you? Representatives reported feeling inspired, fired up, and 

hopeful. They were taken by the artists’ compassionate and caring energy, genuine concern, 

therapeutic and safe demeanor that allowed partners to “share deep stuff,” and their genuine 
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listening that demonstrated care about what the representatives do. They believed that because 

artists are good at working with uncertainty, discovery, exploration, and risk they would be 

helpful for gaining community input and voice, finding different ways to express information, 

and to help the organization to “think differently” and to “think beyond minutiae.” At the end of 

the session, once the organizational representatives had left and the artists were debriefing, the 

CPCP facilitator celebrated the artists’ achievement: “Today you built advocacy for the arts in the 

community. You built stakeholders, not an audience.”  The achievement of “stakeholders” marks 

the achievement of an ethos of market democracy (Brown, 2015), where artists, conceived as a 

cohesive social group, gain political currency through gaining investors. However, the civic 

recognition afforded to artists as a social group is not uncontested. As Whitney describes, she felt 

as though celebrating artists as a force for civic change was a type of “city-initiated type of 

gentrification.” As she comments: 

[Learning Lab] does start to feel like this is a city-initiated type of gentrification 
potentially. I know that there's been some critical writings about how artists are 
used by cities as like free-laborers to get neighborhoods going again and to make 
things desirable. You know, artists move-in to make the area more desirable and 
then rich people move-in. I mean, I'm totally not saying that's what their goal was 
at all, but with all that educating the organizations and then shoving us in a room 
all together, it starts to have this bad flavor anyway. 

	
Whitney’s comments, where she is trying to discern motivations, positions of power, and the 

subjectivity of artists, are salient beyond the specific context of the meet-up day. As the 

following discussion indicates, through its shaping of collectivity – among artists, among artists 

and “stakeholders,” or among artists in geographic or other social groups – LL enters a contested 

terrain.  
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Removal of difference 
 

The Learning Lab civic practice model conceives of partnerships between artists and 

organizational entities as instances of collectivity – they are working together in the public realm 

to address a public problem or engage in social action. The theories of Laclau and Mouffe (1985; 

Mouffe 2013) are helpful for considering the Learning Lab partnerships in relation to their notion 

of collective identity, particularly under conditions of neoliberalism. These theorists emphasize 

that forming collective identities is essential to a vibrant democratic politics and that democratic 

struggle should entail the transformation of institutions rather than abandoning or withdrawing 

from them. In these ways, the notion of a partnership is not entirely contrary to this theory. 

However, in a theory of agonistic politics, where society is not conceived as ‘one’ but as 

consisting of multiple differences and, moreover, divisions (Mouffe, 2013), the formation of 

collective identities in the political sphere must be developed through adversarial struggle. That 

is, to achieve “democratic objectives” (Mouffe, 2013, p. 9) in a society the formation of an “us” 

of the collectivity can only come about through engaging differences and conflicts. When it 

achieves a temporary closure or point of decision, the ‘us’ is more sharply distinct from the 

‘them,’ which is the target for change and transformation. Though the Learning Lab partnerships 

are not on their own positing social transformation, the theory of agonistic politics is still a useful 

lens to understand the partnership model for propelling civic work to address public problems; 

by this theory, the partnership relation would itself need to be considered a site for politics.  One 

Learning Lab artist, Adam, speaks to this notion. He contends that the partnership model might 

work to the extent that the partnership is one where there is a willingness by organizations to 

engage artists as “critical” actors. The following comments from Adam demonstrate the way that 

he thinks about the formation of a collective identity with a partner: 
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For whom is ultimately the question, and it would have to be…a situation where 
an organization understood the kind of critical perspective that [artists] wanted to 
bring and understood that as having value for what they wanted to do… or having 
value in its own right…which is a challenge…because these organizations have, 
understandably, their own interests and have their own goals and they're not 
gonna want to encourage projects that call those into question or that ... you just 
end up drawing artists into the city bureaucracy.  

 
Ultimately, for Adam, there is a sense that this partnership model is not designed to create these 

kinds of critical interactions, and instead, what results, is that artists get pulled into relationships 

that constrain the kind of politics or engagement with differences necessary to bring about social 

change. The challenge that Adam raises plays out through the LL projects where collaborations 

and interactions between partners and artists dilute rather than activate political spaces. By 

shaping political subjects as productive, serving, and professional LL positions artists alongside 

their organizational or community partners, removing a sense that these partnerships might be 

sites of contestation or that the goals organizations advance could be worthy of debate. Indeed, 

the Collaboration Continuum described earlier in the chapter is posited as a tool to work out 

power differences in order for a partnership to operate effectively, not a tool that puts the 

partnership itself in question. Thinking with the agonistic politics of Mouffe (2013), however, the 

importance of such contestations and debates cannot be reduced. The elimination of difference 

between artistic civic actors and “stakeholders” becomes a means to advance urban agendas 

rather than advance the possibilities for democratic tensions and social change therein. 

 Removing differences and assuming linkage between artists and organizational partners 

constrain subjectivities as a-political and, as Adam’s comments note, ‘draw artists into the city 

bureaucracy’ not as a site for contestation, but for acceptance. At the meeting with the affordable 

housing expert in the Mayor’s Office of Economic Opportunity and Employment (OEOE), a 

group of artists were faced with the depoliticization of partnerships around housing affordability 
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and housing services. When asked how artists might be helpful to advancing goals for affordable 

housing, the representative proposed that artists can serve as “conduits” to figure out what “the 

community” wants and to also help communicate the message to homeowners in gentrifying 

neighborhoods to “stay in your homes.” Artists, she urged, can play a role in getting the word out 

about the ability of qualifying residents to sign up for the property tax freeze in anticipation of 

property taxes hikes, which are expected to hurt low-income elderly residents in Davidson 

County. Metro Arts personnel echo that this might be something of interest to artists working on 

gentrification-related projects. However, when asked if there are additional services that artists 

can help provide connections to, the OEOE representative references a few services (e.g., the 

Barnes Housing Trust Fund, Metro Social Services, MDHA), but qualifies that housing supply is 

low and waitlists are long. In this example, drawing artists into civic relationships with city 

agencies to address gentrification positions them to capitulate to an inadequate service 

infrastructure. This capitulation to the city’s interests as authoritative is evident in the case of 

Tanya and in another project conducted by Zechariah where both artists demonstrate being drawn 

into collectivity with governmental authorities and actors in a way that shifts away from alliance 

with subgroups or counterpublics (Young, 2000). 

 	
Tanya. Tanya’s Learning Lab project began as relationship building with the Kurdish 

community of Nashville and it gained additional funds from the Metro public art program as the 

Learning Lab year went on. Like other artists who pursued Learning Lab projects, she took on a 

role that demonstrated care for the community in focus, pursuing relationships with Kurdish 

Nashvillians and community leaders, doing independent research into the history and customs of 

the Kurdish community. Tanya equivocated on whether to pursue the project, as she is not part of 

the Kurdish community herself, felt uncertain about how she might be received, and was 
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challenged to find a partner who was interested in pursuing an arts-based project. However, 

Metro Arts encouraged her to continue pursing a project because, as Tanya explained, “[Metro 

Arts] was excited, [the staff] was like, ‘we want you to do it because we just wanna be in with 

this community more and like try to get them more involved with Metro,’ and so, I think they 

just wanted me to carry on.” As her project carried on, Tanya forged more relationships that 

eventually did uncover the desire for an arts-based project, though not in the way Metro Arts had 

imagined civic projects. She formed a relationship with a partner who was eager to have an 

aristic memorial or gallery honoring the history and civic contributions of Kurdish Nashvillians. 

As Tanya described the vision: 

[The partner said] ‘I think it should be art, and in 1991, when I was trying to bring 
advocacy about the conflicts with Saddam Hussein, I started an art gallery in 
Nashville and I put up propaganda posters’… he wants there to be this sort of 
civic recognition of the Kurdish population here, and what they went through, and 
the reason why they're here, and the struggles they endured, and all that. So he 
sort of wanted like a memorial of that…but that was sort of less of what, I think, 
… it was like less of what Metro had in mind…But then, if you think about it, 
that's interesting because it's supposed to be like what they want ... 

 
Noting the incongruence between the ‘community-defined need’ rule of orthodoxy in civic 

practice and this particular instance of how it was in practice, Tanya set aside the Kurdish 

partner’s proposal and continued to pursue connections that would lead to arts-based projects that 

were more aligned with what Metro Arts had in mind – more process and less product oriented. 

Eventually, this led to the identification of a different community partner with whom Metro Arts 

saw an opportunity for Tanya to partner and connect their collaboration to Envision Nolensville 

Pike – a creative placemaking and infrastructure development project among Nashville Area 

MPO, Transportation for America, and the Nashville Civic Design Center. Tanya went on to 

describe how the project has developed, combining her artistic vision, the new partner’s area of 

expertise in ethno-botany, efforts by a nationally-recognized public artist, and the city’s 
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development of Nolensville Pike. She described the new project as “part street beautification, 

part planting project” where the team will create sculptural planters and benches that “activate 

the space” with Kurdish-specific plants and publications that talk about the plants and Kurdish 

recipes. Though Tanya was excited about the direction of the project, she also expressed a 

tension and some regret about how it unfolded at the cost of her original partner’s proposal. Her 

reflection stated: 

[The original partner] said a beautiful thing to me. He said, we've been here 20 or 
more years now and we've worked so hard to establish ourselves and become 
business owners and get our kids educated properly and we've integrated into the 
community, and now we can focus on our culture and what needs to be preserved 
and what needs to be accelerated in getting our young people interested in 
opportunities to engage in that. To me, I was like, you're right, you do need to do 
an art project, or like an arts-focused art project. So I guess I could've made the 
case to Metro more like, ‘no, we need- this is the project.’ But I didn't do that, and 
I think I'm just such a flowy person in that way, I'm like, well whatever feels best. 
Like, whatever people want.  

 
That Tanya advanced Metro Arts’ vision above the community partner’s speaks to the pressures 

to align with the city’s broader creative urbanism goals, calling into question the parameters of 

artists’ civic agency, their stance and desire, as well as that of community partners whose self-

defined needs are not congruent with the city’s. Tanya was drawn into one collective 

identification and away from another where the partner’s self-defined need to claim cultural and 

political recognition did not align with the development of a cultural and economic 

infrastructure.  

 	
Zechariah.  Drawing artists into partnership with municipal actors at the cost of 

communities is evidenced in another case from Zechariah. After the completion of his Learning 

Lab project, he received a project from the Metropolitan Development and Housing Agency 

(MDHA) to develop artistic programming as part of the agency’s redevelopment initiatives in 
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public housing developments in the city – the Envision projects. With the emergence of Learning 

Lab and the PACIP, MDHA has become more interested in partnerships with artists to aid their 

community engagement and public relations efforts, and it has worked with Metro Arts to send 

out focused calls for artists to match their needs. In one of these partnerships, MDHA partnered 

with Zechariah and a non-Learning Lab artist, Madeline. Together, these artists engaged 

community residents — young people and adults — in arts-making activities (e.g., mask-making, 

poetry writing, photography) to develop a sense of community identity and community pride, 

that could then be captured, preserved, and represented in the redevelopment.  

Through their artistic activities, the artists formed relationships with the residents and 

young people, taking on roles of caring, mentorship, and client advocacy while still employed by 

MDHA to assist with its public relations and engagement in regards to the planned 

redevelopments. In conversation with Zechariah he illuminated the roles the artists took on, both 

entreating residents to understand the reality that redevelopment is coming down the pike and 

taking on a caring role to ameliorate the hardship of displacement: 

…the residents, they don't care anything about the development. They just in the 
moment. Like they don't even think that the development is truly gonna happen. 
But we kept telling them, like, ‘yo, it's gonna happen.’…A lot of people … they're 
not even aware that's what's coming up… and a lot of the kids, they don't really 
understand. You don't want to break the news to them anyway, so it's like you're 
really just trying to, trying best to live in the moment and just enjoy the time that 
you have with the kids and make it productive to where they can actually take 
something from it besides the fact that they're gonna be pushed out of their homes 
in like the next year or so.  

 
In this role of caring and cultivating relationships with community members, Zechariah also 

balances his role as being a representative of MDHA. In this position, he capitulates to the goals 

of the latter. He understands his “caring” self as serving to soothe tensions – existing or future 

ones – between residents and MDHA. This is a function that Zechariah recognizes when 
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discussing the future of art-making in the community: 

I think [MDHA’s] open to like doing whatever to get the community engaged 
because I think that's gonna make their process a lot easier when it comes to like, 
pushing people out. You know, it'll be, I think the people will be more receptive 
to it if they already have their relationship with it. If they just come in and it's like, 
‘yo, we're doing this,’… they might have some pushback. 

 
To draw on the terminology of Mouffe (2013), throughout the conversation with Zechariah he 

straddles the duality of being an ‘us’ with the community residents or being an ‘us’ with MDHA 

(Mouffe, 2013). Where he lands, however, is in an affiliation with MDHA; the extent of his 

affiliation with the community residents in his capacity to speak for their artistic needs in a 

redeveloped neighborhood. MDHA draws him in through his artistic identity rather than through 

the quality of the relationships he has cultivated with the residents and his understandings of the 

concerns they have about their everyday lives, whether or not those have to do with artistic 

expression. To clarify, consider Zechariahs’ own words: 

[Residents are] not going to show up to the meetings and like really voice their 
opinions, so with me being an artist and I have to deal with MDHA and I have to 
deal with the residents, I'm just going to be vocal about how I feel and what I think 
will best serve this area…when it just comes to like the art, I can say, like no, I 
don't think that'll be good, I think people will be more receptive to this versus 
that…I think that's the biggest benefit that they can use me for…I can 
communicate what needs to be done and what people want more so than the actual 
people that want it…and I'm still willing to help them with that…try to find out 
what could be in the new community and how can we, you know, reshape this and 
make it feel organic and natural…  

 
Zechariah’s integration into the civic engagement work of MDHA’s Envision process 

directs the space of engagement to aesthetic decisions about a project that will continue 

uncontested, giving the appearance of having completed community engagement and 

outreach in a congenial and caring fashion. The politics of the Envision redevelopments – 

for instance the knowledge that past public housing redevelopments in Nashville have 

displaced rather than rehoused residents (Armstead et al., 2002) – are effectively 
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diminished. 

	 The experiences of Tanya and Zechariah attest to the politics of shaping collective 

identities through artistic creative practice and the consequences for political subjectivities.	

While professionalization through civic training makes artists recognized civic actors to 

municipal actors (e.g., recall the meet-up event when organizational representatives became 

“stakeholders” in artists as civic actors), this recognition draws them into relationships with 

authorities that are rinsed of difference and tension and, further, attach artists to the broader 

creative urbanism goals of the city. To be acknowledged, to be recognizable to authorities, and to 

have a sense of self-worth are not ignoble desires – indeed they are shared across many if not 

most of us. What is worth noting in the case of artistic civic practice are the conditions under 

which individuals in pursuit of these desires – desires for survival (Gibson-Graham, 2006) – 

“turn [their] back on [their] selves…self-negating being in order to attain and preserve a status as 

‘being’ at all” (Butler, 1997, p. 130).  Indeed, the ‘being’ of collective identity is also made 

precarious. Blomley (2005) notes that the internalization of a professional status by political 

subjects begins to create a distinction between the professional and non-professional: one is who 

is recognizable and deserving of political agency and one who is not. This distinction produces 

social difference, which reinforces or creates social hierarchy. The growing pressure to define 

artists as an identity group, especially as a group of professional civic leaders, can be interpreted 

as a mechanism for this social division. The achievement of valued position and external 

recognition becomes a smoke screen for a collectivity of political consequence that confronts 

social problems. As Laclau & Mouffe (1985; Mouffe 2013) contend, “frontiers” must be drawn 

through a struggle to determine the ‘us’ and the ‘them’; as it would appear, city authorities and 

the entrepreneurial agenda are currently determining those frontiers. However, as will be 
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discussed in the following sections, these frontiers are contingent, and artists do engage in 

redefining them through the Learning Lab. 

	
Authoring relations 
 

The foregoing discussion of the co-opting of artists’ best efforts in civic practices is not 

intended to disparage the work that these artists are doing to build more noble collective 

relations; rather, it seeks to view this authoring of relations as situated in conditions that are 

constraining and to consider how these efforts and the artists involved in them might harness 

their political possibility. Representing stories that are not commonly part of the public 

imagination is a common way that artists worked to author different connections. Natalia, for 

instance, used her Learning Lab funds to distribute money to local artists representing and 

working in a historically Black and economically disadvantaged community. As one of the 

resulting projects, Marcus does a film to represent the neighborhood through the story of one 

woman who is a long-time resident facing economic hardship. He connects her story to a specific 

place, a home, a history, family, life, death, sad and happy stories, human and animal stories, and 

intergenerational stories. Further, he shows the quiet places of the neighborhood – not simply the 

downtrodden or culturally revitalized places — depicting images of the mundane, simple, 

everyday regularity of life that is not commonly traversed by outsiders who drive by these spaces 

on their way to some other destination. Leah, who received Learning Lab money to start an all-

abilities and all-ages ceramics studio as part of an existing social enterprise, talks about the 

alternative story she was telling: 

I think the message, and I was just talking about this with [one of the partners] 
today, is that a lot of times when you hear about people with disability, you hear 
about the people who are really, really like highly disabled. And you hear about 
the exceptionally disabled, they have this amazing gift. But you don't hear about 
people in the middle and you don't hear about the everyday things that you can do 
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that make a difference in their life. And [my project partner] is just an ordinary 
person, she doesn't necessarily feel as though her voice is heard in that way.  

 
Echoing Gramsci, Mouffe (2013) contends that such stories and representations can provide a 

means to challenge taken-for-granted assumptions about social relations that we have come to 

accept as common sense. To this end, as Mouffe (2013) writes, “the objective of artistic practices 

should be to foster the development of those new social relations that are made possible by the 

transformation of the work process” (p. 87), meaning their political possibility lies in their 

capacity to create an alternative to the subjectivities of production and self-investment – new 

subjectivities that are forming collective identities that can occasion a political contest to the 

conditions of neoliberalism.  

 Resoundingly, the most valuable take away from Learning Lab for the participating artists 

was the relationships they forged with other artists and the sense of community that formed 

through interactions with like-minded people. Rather than the relations that formed with 

organizational or municipal agencies, or the external valuation from these entities, the value of 

Learning Lab was in the way it created conditions for artist to author an ‘us’ as the relations 

within the group. They characterized these social relations as fostering their growth and 

inspiration for their own artistic practice, that interacting with other artists in the space opened 

them up to develop existing ideas, explore new ones, and imagine different kinds of relationships 

with or impacts in communities. As Isaiah shared, “To see other people think in the same way as 

you just makes you ... It solidifies your ideas and stuff. Propels you forward.” 

 More than energizing, LL artists created a space of belonging among artists “who care.” 

They reported that through Learning Lab they had found their “tribe” or their “choir.” Through 

this collectivity, during the year of Learning Lab, artists provided mentorship to each other, 

helped to curate each others’ exhibits, made connections to yield other professional 
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opportunities, and shared funding in ways that the Learning Lab organizers had not anticipated. 

Many artists saw this collectivity extending beyond the LL year, reporting a confidence that they 

now have a network of artists that they can draw from or, if an educator, that they could connect 

their students to. In Whitney’s words: 

the community that was developed in the class and the potential connections that 
happened can yield really positive results and we do gain agency out of that, 
absolutely. Maybe that's…where it stops. Maybe that's the biggest success story, 
is the way that these different connections are made and the agency is gained 
through that. 

 
As these comments attest, forming relationships of meaning might have been the most valuable 

part of Learning Lab. Determining the terms of ‘us’ and ‘them’ and creating political spaces to 

do so occurs through artists confronting tensions they experience – not in spite of Learning Lab, 

but through it.  

	
Shaping Tensions 

 
 

As has been apparent, even through the professional successes and gains in political 

recognition, artists expressed significant tension with their Learning Lab experiences – either 

with the model itself or with the interactions that the program spawned through partnerships with 

Nashville organizations. These tensions point to their struggles for political agency – as 

individuals and collectively as artists. For instance, again to quote Whitney, 

…so long as artists have ideas that require funding and then need all these 
different sources to actually go into that funding, you’re always gonna be 
responsible to this institution, that set of people, this dynamic. So the 
control is kind of limited at that point. I don’t know that there’s…I think 
that’s the conundrum. 
 

Through their direct civic learning – that is, through the Learning Lab sessions, related meetings, 

and time in the field researching, forming relationships, or conducting projects – artists engaged 
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in a second type of civic learning. Through these experiences, artists encountered urban 

processes and social relations, gaining insight into and experience with institutional dynamics 

and relationships, complex social challenges, and their own subject positions.  

 Learning Lab artists shared how their encounters through the Learning Lab shaped their 

consciousness of their subject positions as constrained.  Joshua, for instance, after having met 

with potential partners during the partner-artist meet-up session, expressed discomfort with the 

service role he was being positioned in. As he stated, “I thought they had a plan, and I felt like 

‘Oh, what’s my role? Promoter? I want it to be the start of a bigger project, but I might just be 

the producer of their idea – am I cool with that?” Indeed, Joshua had been one of the participants 

so moved by the examples of CPCP’s past projects and had envisioned something much bigger 

and more collective among artists to have civic impact. The meet-up session, for him, came as a 

great disappointment to see his agency re-interpreted and his own sense of his civic contribution 

unrecognized. This sense that artists were becoming little more than a voice box for existing 

ideas and agendas, Adam framed the position as becoming “glorified graphic designers.” These 

comments attest to power differentials rather than balance in the positions of serving and 

professional subjectivities. Further, another Learning Lab artist, #ForTheCulture, raises a tension 

with the presumed equality of “professionalized” civic actors. As the quote below expresses, the 

professionalization of civic actors through training gives the appearance of all actors as 

equivalent, as though anyone can engage the practice with the right set of skills. #ForTheCulture 

contends that the presumption that this training shapes civic actors equally erases the racialized 

dynamics of how people receive, interpret, or welcome Black participation and contributions. As 

she states it,  

I would say that a lot of it, while they presented as things you can just do, is not 
that at all. It's connection based. If it's connection based, who's prejudices are you 
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fighting against to get that connection? Will you be able to get that connection, 
because if I [a Black woman] go and I talk to [a partner], he might look at me 
with contempt and think that I'm full of shit, or might be willing to use me for 
whatever agenda he needs to look diverse. Whereas if my [White] husband goes 
and talks to this same guy he might really make a connection, might invite him 
over to his house for dinner and really want to dive right into what he's saying, 
because he's genuinely interested…It just seems like a bigger uphill battle for us. 
 

#ForTheCulture’s comments contest the depoliticization of civic practice and, specifically, the 

erasure of racial politics. Indeed, consciousness of their depoliticized subject positions shaped 

how artists worked to author the Learning Lab as a political space and, in turn, how they shaped 

their civic positions. 

	
Creating political space 
 
 The Learning Lab occasioned encounters that artists employed to re-politicize social 

problems, the space of Learning Lab, and themselves. While most of the artists who interpreted 

LL as a politicized space developed this analysis through the program, #ForTheCulture notes that 

this awareness is what led her to want to engage in the LL initially. For her, it was a politicized 

space from the start – that is, infused with in relations of social power and a space with which 

she would confront a difference with her own position. In her words: 

I wanted to learn more about how to get the community itself involved. I wanted 
to see basically what these white people were doing, so I could use them like they 
use us all the time, because basically -- there's this book I read called Black 
Labor, White Wealth [Anderson, 1994] ... that same concept. I want to know what 
[they’re] doing. There's one thing we as a community don't do, is get out there, 
see what they're doing, and do it to them or in spite of them, I should say. 

 
Indeed, “see[ing] what they’re doing” became a shared experience among LL artists, both for 

those who sought this information and those were encountered it unexpectedly. As Adam noted 

from his experience, “I learned a great deal about how city institutions work, and that’s good to 

know.” What is more seeing what “they’re doing” operated to begin redefining collective 
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identities, an ‘us’ among artists and affected groups, as distinct from the ‘city institutions’ – 

definitional work that is, according to a theory of agonistic politics (Laclau & Mouffe 1985), 

core to the production of a democratic politics that can bring about social transformation.  

A developing sense of an ‘us’ as distinct from the “city bureaucracy” (to use Adam’s 

words above) can be seen occurring within Learning Lab encounters, as evidenced in 

experiences of the meeting with a representative from the OEOE (recall the affordable housing 

expert introduced earlier). Through this meeting, Learning Lab artists experienced dissonance 

with the messages being given about the possibilities for social change on housing affordability. 

For instance, the OEOE representative had described a pilot program to incentivize developers to 

include affordable units in market rate developments and she noted that the city hoped that after 

the 3-year program, developers will see inclusionary development as an important and essential 

part development and they will “really want to continue it.” Elisa expresses some consternation 

at the experimental and short-term nature of this program: “so, what happens after 3 years to the 

units that were made affordable? Do they go back to market rate? If so – what happens to those 

families? I’m all for being ‘experimental’ and trying things, but…” Though Elisa trailed off, her 

expression was one of concern about the expectations that developers will be willing to sustain 

an commitment to affordable units.  Rachel, reflecting on the same meeting, remembered her 

consternation: “Like when that person said, ‘Tell people not to sell their houses’ it was like, Oh 

you’re kidding — I can’t believe that’s your problem!”  Referencing the same meeting still, 

another participant was taken aback by the very purpose of the meeting, which to him seemed to 

be showcasing all that Metro is doing to confront gentrification as a means to avoid “exposure” 

that they are not doing anything. As this artist described, 

When we went to that meeting, that was kind of the thing. It's like, wait, why do 
they want us on this… It's like, we haven't even started yet. Then you're trying to 
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stop and say, "We want to show you all the things that we're doing so you don't 
expose us." … That was like, okay, that was definitely a red flag because we 
haven't even started… 
 

The consciousness that this engagement stimulated served to draw these artists away from the 

municipal organization as a partner, in the sense of the civic practice model. Though 

consciousness alone does not constitute the definition of an ‘us’ in Mouffe’s (2013) political 

sense, and indeed there was no collective artist reflection following this meeting that could have 

led to deeper consideration of what an ‘us’ might entail, this encounter initiated the possibility 

for such a formation. The case of the Deep End Collective (DEC) provides another example of 

the formation of political subjectivities through engagement with Learning Lab that served to 

shape their politicized approach.  

The Deep End Collective (DEC) is a collective of artists based in a neighborhood of 

Nashville with a long history of racial struggle and that is currently undergoing gentrification.  

Though one member participated in the Learning Lab sessions and received project funds, the 

collective as a whole was part of the effort, and additional members participated when invitations 

were extended beyond the group of Learning Lab artists. With the burgeoning visibility and 

notoriety of DEC over the period of study, the artists expressed an analysis of how their status 

gets used in the context of artistic civic practice. For their LL project, DEC planned to partner 

with a community development corporation in their neighborhood; however, over the course of 

their project, they moved away from that partnership after they concluded the CDC was not 

operating in a way that they believed could bring about positive social change on gentrification. 

Instead, they shifted their collaboration to an affordable housing and tenant organizing group. 

Through the new relationship they convened workshops and events for residents in their 

neighborhood to learn about affordable housing struggles across the city as well as in their own 
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area. Their efforts to reinsert a politicized approach into the Learning Lab stems from their 

consciousness of their own subject positions, which they then brought to the partnerships with 

both Metro Arts and their project partners. As one DEC member explained this navigation: 

[Metro Arts] just didn't want to end up with us smearing them and I get that. … 
They're tied to the government and it's like, since they're getting funding from [the 
Mayor], they can't have us saying, "Okay, they're [the city’s] not doing shit." They 
paid us to show that they're not doing shit. That's where it gets tricky because you 
also see that they're trying to capitalize off of your influence…They can use your 
influence to either stifle it or whatever. It's like…We're going to give you this 
[money], you just can't say this, this, this, and this. It's like, that's not how change 
gets affected, right? That's not how you make effective change. You have to 
sometimes throw the shit up in the fan. 

	
With the growing awareness of constraints on their political expressions, artists leveraged the 

Learning Lab as a way to gain access to resources so that they could pursue a larger body of 

work outside of a contained partnership model, which then allowed them to gain a more critical 

education. As already noted, DEC used their project funding to align with an organizing-focused 

entity rather than service-focused entity to learn about gentrification in Nashville from a more 

politicized perspective than what they heard from the representative from the OEOE. Further, 

they used their project funding to support their larger anti-gentrification initiative which would 

develop a series of community-led workshops to learn about a “current housing scarcity 

epidemic” (the Collective’s website) and develop strategies to confront it.  

 A final case from the Learning Lab highlights both the tensions that have formed for LL 

artists through their engagement with the program as well as the reshaping of the Learning Lab 

as a political space through these counters. What is more, in this case, what develops is a linkage 

with Metro Arts to re-politicize civic practice. Through the program, Metro Arts facilitated 

several connections between artists and a non-profit affordable housing developer, the Affordable 

Housing Group (AHG): the organization participated in multiple Learning Lab sessions, 
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including the partner meet-up session, and artists explored projects to work with AHG through 

the LL funding. Moreover, AHG had convened a “Creative Advisory Board” to support a new 

housing redevelopment, and several of the LL artists had been invited as participants on that 

board. In another way, AHG featured because a group of LL artists from a local arts college had 

come to the program through their desire to grapple with what an arts-based project with AHG 

might look like. They had been approached by AHG earlier in the year and had been 

uncomfortable about the potential partnership (in the following chapter I will discuss the 

emergence of a class on gentrification that the artists initiated in response to the request from 

AHG).  

After the LL trainings, these artists reconnected with AHG with the support of the LL 

funding. During the exploration of a potential partnership, the LL artists attended a public 

meeting to discuss AHG’s proposed re-zoning for the new development, which I will call the 

Euclid project; the artists were surprised by the degree of public awareness and pushback for the 

development among residents, leaving them to question how they were going to navigate their 

own politics, those of the community, and those of the organization. Over the course of several 

months, the lead LL artist on the project, a AHG representative, and a LL staff member engaged 

in “multiple hours of meetings,” trying to develop a plan for a possible project, navigating 

tensions that the artists felt about the development and the community pushback it had 

witnessed, and what seemed to both the artist and the LL staff as AHG “not getting it.” 

Ultimately, the artist and Metro Arts agreed they would walk away from a collaboration with 

AHG, as they did not see a path working together.  Reflecting on the experience, Adam, one of 

the artists involved, describes that the civic practice model was not ultimately designed to engage 

in the kind of politics that would have been required for such a project to occur. In his words: 
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…the kind of project that I think needed to happen was perhaps not the best suited 
for that thing, and so I think we spent about a year trying to model ourselves after 
a kind of program which was constructed in a well meaning way and produced in 
their [CPCP’s] case really some powerful, interesting work. But…considering 
what we felt was the most urgent issues in Nashville, I just don't think it was 
gonna happen. When you sort of have a political perspective, [when] you have an 
idea about what's happening, and you're going to this organization, which has its 
own concerns and its own interests…[it’s] complicated.  

	
While the Learning Lab was not designed for the kinds of critical perspectives that Adam notes, 

in the case of AHG, critical perspectives were engaged and enacted through the program. That is, 

the analysis Adam speaks to – having an “idea about what’s happening”  in terms of a developer 

facing pushback from community members – was placed in confrontation with a possible 

partner, engaging in adversarial encounters (the multiple hours of meetings facing disagreements 

about arts-informed community engagement in the planned redevelopment), and through this 

encounter the artists, along with the LL staff member, drew a line that separated them from the 

organization. Thus through Learning Lab, not in spite of it, the organization became positioned 

as a ‘they’ and the LL staff member along with the LL artists became the ‘us,’  creating a 

contingent political space within the creative urbanism landscape.  

	
Conclusion 

 
 

The “drawing of the curtain,” as one LL artist stated it, that resulted for many participants 

in the program did not happen all together “in spite of” Metro Arts. As the case of the encounters 

with AHG demonstrate, in many instances the civic learning was encouraged and facilitated by 

its staff. And even when Metro Arts was seen as a constraining force, as in the case of the DEC, 

its staff members were seen as having sincere goals for social change, not leaving artists to “‘Go 

figure it out,’” and having an unenviable role of negotiating “competing forces.” I note these 

comments not to simply lift pressure off of the foregoing discussion of the Learning Lab, but to 
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highlight that the political subjectivities of both the artists and of the LL staff were being formed 

through the program and that both ‘groups’ were involved in shaping its conditions of 

subjugation and of agency.  Brenda, from her experiences at the meet-up day, also expressed that 

through the encounters with organizations she came to see the institutions as more human, and 

their representatives as contending with the same difficulties or pressures of daily life with which 

other urban denizens contend. In Brenda’s words:   

[The meet-up experience] was a really good reminder that…this 
[organization/agency] was actually a really small department and this person 
really wanted to see something happen, but they were already totally 
overwhelmed by the amount of work that they were trying to do because of all the 
growth that had been in Nashville… that's why they were there [at the meet-up]. 
But they were also really honest, where they were like, "Yeah, I'm secretary, and 
I'm scheduler, and I'm problem solver, and I'm decision maker, and I'm policy 
writer, and I'm development," like all in the same desk.  

 
These reflections and foregoing discussion of the tensions arising from the Learning Lab 

program point to the ways the LL artists are developing political subjectivities – examining and 

negotiating their positions and selves, a sense of an ‘us’ and a ‘them,’ and the possibilities for 

creating political space. Their critical stances were developed through interaction with municipal 

actors, and indeed participation in Learning Lab reflects a stance of engagement with – not an 

abandoning of institutions or structures, but a willingness to confront these as sites of 

contestation (Mouffe, 2013). In one sense, with its focus on civic practice as partnership with and 

service to existing organizations, Learning Lab represents a “[process] of political 

subjectification, which grants people or groups positions to claim rights, but at the same time 

forces them to accept being subjected to the rules and governing practices of those authorities 

they address” (Schramm & Krauss, 2011, p. 130).  However, the term “forces” seems too strong. 

As I have shown, LL artists, through the LL context, are also shaping their selves and the 

conditions to act – both in line with subjugating pressures as well as countering or questioning 
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them. As the final analysis of this study will discuss, artists’ political subjectivities are produced 

through actors’ internalization as well as redefinition of the terms of neoliberal interventions like 

artistic civic practice.
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CHAPTER V. 
 
 

CIVIC POSITIONS 
 

 
When asked how they see the role of art and of artists in Nashville’s development, artists 

offered responses that ranged from celebratory and hopeful to uncertain, concerned, and cynical. 

The celebratory responses, though the minority, reflected the promise of burgeoning arts 

visibility for artists’ political voice. When the arts are celebrated or when they are valued by 

governmental entities like the Mayor or advocated for by Metro Arts then it signals, to these 

artists, a degree of belonging and inclusion in the urban landscape. It shows that “I can make it 

happen here,” as Zechariah characterizes, while for Lucy it conjures a sense of possibility: “I 

think it's amazing what is possible. I think we have a mayor who is receptive to the arts, who 

would potentially listen to an artist, if an artist had some kind of novel way to solve a problem. I 

think that it would be a possibility that voice could be shared.” While encouraged, Lucy goes on 

to note that this position is vulnerable to the interests of political leaders; as she says, “I don't 

think that would necessarily be true with maybe somebody different as mayor or somebody 

different running Metro Arts, might not be the case, but I think we're lucky in terms of right 

now.” Picking up on this uncertainty, another artist, Jeffrey, called the opportunities afforded to 

artists from Metro Arts and other funders artist “food-stamps” – an unreliable and unsustainable 

mechanism for artists to engage in meaningful civic life. Offering an even more conservative 

estimation of artists’ influence in the city, Adam expresses a view that people in the city want art 

as an amenity – it’s something important to have, as a thing to consume – but that its civic import 

is not central. More critically, one artist interprets the recognition given to artists as extractive. 

Reflecting on several of his public projects done without municipal support, another artist notes 
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that participation in Learning Lab was a way for the municipality to claim his practice. He notes 

“I didn't cost them a dollar and that was a free way for them to say, ‘Metro Arts did this. We 

taught this guy.’ Even though that might not have been true, they had a damn good opportunity 

to promote that for themselves.” The hopeful responses imagine an artistic community of 

consequence as one that is joining artists with each other and with other urban denizens to “get 

loud.” 

These various responses attest to artists’ navigations of their own sense of powerlessness, 

civic identity, and subjectivity. Contrary to the cynical responses shared above, Mouffe (2013) 

contends that artists have a role to play in democratic struggles “by contributing to the 

construction of new subjectivities” (p. 97). This chapter examines the dimensions of artists’ 

subjectivities based on their understandings of their selves, selves-in-the-world, their 

interpretations of their contexts and situations, and their civic desires.  Lerner (1986) writes that 

“when [workers] show that they’re willing to become seriously involved in struggle, new 

calculations are made [by the ruling elites], compromises are struck, and…real changes are 

accomplished” (p. 257). In this discussion I argue that while these artists’ willingness to engage 

in struggle is shaped by subjugating and constraining forces brought on by an entrepreneurial 

urban agenda that hails civic actors into positions of quiescence, as well as by their own sense of 

powerlessness that often lands them in such positions, it is also shaped by a relational sense of 

their selves in the world and their actions to form conditions for political community.  

	
Producing Powerlessness 

 
 

The story that artists tell about themselves and their civic adaptability and ingenuity is in 

some cases a stark contrast to the celebratory narrative that the organizational partners at the 
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Learning Lab meet-up day were eager to employ. The elevated visibility, appreciation, and, to a 

degree, privileging of artists as civic actors does not necessarily translate into a greater sense of 

political voice or influence on addressing public problems. In his psychological theory of 

powerlessness, Lerner (1986) describes two types of powerlessness in modern societies – real 

and surplus. While the unequal distribution of power in society and class domination constitute 

real challenges to individuals’ power to affect change – what he calls real powerlessness – 

people are also contending with surplus powerlessness, or “the ways that we see ourselves as 

lacking real power, limited though it is, that we really do have” (1986, p. 3). In other words, 

surplus powerlessness is an internalization of the powerlessness individuals experience in 

multiple ways that becomes interpreted as a belief that nothing can change. As Lerner describes, 

“Surplus Powerlessness leads us to accept a world in which there is much pain and 

unhappiness…We who build our own chains are also deeply hurt by them, and truly wish things 

could be different even as we desperately strengthen those chains” (1986, p. 5). Lerner (1986) 

emphasizes that there is certainly a dimension of real powerlessness in the face of structural 

forces; however, surplus powerlessness keeps social actors from being able to confront these 

forces. That is, people interpret power as so intractable and so silencing that they curtail the 

expectations they have of themselves and the agency that they do have. The lens of surplus 

powerlessness illuminates dimensions of artists’ political subjectivities. As evidenced in 

conversations with the artists participating in Learning Lab, both real and surplus powerlessness 

were factors in shaping how they see themselves as political subjects.  

	
We’re not seen as anything to be worried about  
  

Artists’ political subjectivities are shaped by their interpretations of social and economic 

power that lead to a sense that their actions are too small to be significant, but their individual 
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actions are the best that they can do. As they contend with their roles as civic actors in Nashville, 

artists see themselves as situated in a context where local power means very little when up 

against the conservative state legislature and a municipality governed by economic interests. 

Highlighting this view, Lucy shares her analysis of artists’ political identities as situated in a 

context of capital and state conservatism. While it is the case that the Tennessee legislature has 

constrained municipal governance – for instance in the municipality’s attempts to pass 

inclusionary zoning policies – what is notable about Lucy’s following comment is the way her 

analysis shapes her sense of agency: 

Just because there have to be people behind the artist to see that it happens, 
because artist can have ideas, but then people with capital, people with resources 
have to back ideas in order for anything to be done. Then what is done on the 
local level, is often stymied at the state level…They've tried to block any efforts 
to have affordable housing... that's not even just can artist do anything, but can a 
city do things …I think [the city is] putting the artists forward, but the drivers of 
an economy are typically people with capital…It's just kind of wait and see what 
happens. Things can still be done, but it may have to be on a smaller scale… 

 
Here, Lucy’s sense that economic power is so intractable that it minimizes her conception of 

civic possibilities – they are reduced to individuals who “wait and see” or to small scale efforts 

to secure social benefits (e.g., affordable housing). While the political and economic forces that 

shape outcomes in cities are certainly constraining – indeed, I have argued this in previous 

chapters – of note here are the ways artists internalize these forces as so powerful that they 

minimize their civic capacities accordingly. As another example, Adam displays a sharp critique 

of urban processes and urban politics as reflected in the following statements, but his critique 

leads him to analyze his own capacity to confront these forces as too diminished. He describes 

the subjugating forces of the city in these terms: 

It's massive concentrations of capital, total displacement of the urban poor, and 
you just feel like we congratulate ourselves. The elites even congratulate 
themselves on not being bigots…Meanwhile, they're implementing policies that 
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more ... I don't know if they're more the same, I don't know if they're worse, but it 
does feel like... I'm not very consoled by this, by this progressive speech... You 
just feel like in some cases, politicians are just waiting out a point where they 
have more amenable constituents because eventually, they'll be displaced. You 
only have to wait for so long before you have more sympathetic people to 
represent… 
 

While Adam wished to conduct an anti-gentrification related LL project that could have been 

poignant, he assessed the affective labor required of such a project, given the intensity of the 

conditions he depicts, to be heavier than he could shoulder.    

With a different internalization, there is Richard, who has been celebrated in Nashville 

for artistic civic practice and has had growing commercial success, as well. Though Richard has 

been active in successful collective efforts to stop unwanted development in his neighborhood 

his sense of political possibility is clouded by the heavy lift of democracy – a weight that is 

easier to bear if a political agent has ownership and money.  In his words “we do have the power, 

but it’s so much easier [with money and ownership], and there’s so many forces at work that are 

pulling strings behind the curtains. It’s all money…” (Richard). 

The internalization of money as omnipresent shapes artists’ sense that financial security 

becomes the grounds from which to speak, and that without financial value, one does not have 

political value. Young (2000) contends that in conditions of a just democracy both self-

development and self-determination must exist. In his comments that follow, Dale’s reliance on 

ensuring conditions of self-development as the marker of respect and therefore civic recognition 

replace his consideration of self-determination – or the ability to determine one’s action and 

conditions for one’s action (Young, 2000). Speaking about artists who are engaged in civic work, 

Dale entreats that artists must be concerned foremost with conditions for their professional 

development: 
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I see these young guys out there and they're doing all this [community based 
work], but they need to make a living. They've got to get paid…I think that's 
incredibly important for artists to realize it is a business and you are in 
sales…You need to have people pay for it… And they need to pay based upon 
your talent and your experience…You can't pay the rent like that…and that's 
where the respect issue comes in. And that's what I want…is that they need to 
realize that this starving artist crap is not worth a damn.  

 
Differently, however, #ForTheCulture, while noting the crucial importance for individuals’ self-

development, stops short of acquiescing to the current conditions for self-determination. Rather, 

she seeks to challenge the authority of the way things are that requires artists to accept the terms 

for their development. I quote #ForTheCulture at length as her comments reflect both an analysis 

and a passion that shape her subjectivity: 

[Being an artist] is a skilled profession that they need training for, they need 
supplies for, they need talent for, an ability to do what you need done. If anybody 
could do it then why don't you do it? You don't need to pay anybody else to do it. 
Why is it that they want to give artists exposure, but you're not telling the plumber 
he needs exposure? You're not telling the electrician he needs exposure. Artists 
don't need your fucking exposure. Artists need money to live…We have no 
power. We're at the whim of the people who don't think we're worth being 
paid…unlike other people in this city, who can demand funds…it's almost like the 
Black community is the arts community, because amongst ourselves-- if one 
person demands this, then the other person will be like ‘I'll take that scrap. Fuck 
them. I'll take that scrap.’ Then it fucks this person and fucks you because you're 
still broke and just working for nothing. Artists as a whole really need to come 
together.  

 
In this quote, #ForTheCulture identifies the powerlessness produced by social hierarches 

but does not capitulate to these conditions. Rather, her comments evince anger at these 

conditions. As will be discussed further, conditions of powerlessness – both real and 

surplus – create frustration and confusion, which some actors navigate by adjusting to 

what they perceive as the inevitability of the current system of rewards. #ForTheCulture, 

however, channels her indignation about the ways things are – how it hurts everyone – 

into calling for collective action. Discussing an ongoing project with inmates on death 
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row, Rachel describes how the success of her work there – being able to build 

relationships with the inmates, plan and design art works, and then fabricate them on the 

outside on behalf of the inmates – is facilitated by the fact that she and her collaborating 

artist are “not looked at as anything that they [the institution] should be worried about.” 

With this consciousness of civic actors’ positions of acquiescence – either self-induced or 

imposed – she imagines political action on development and gentrification that involves a 

coalition that can get loud. The desire for political positions evinced by #ForTheCulture 

and Rachel that are loud, passionate, and collective contrast, however, the positions 

where their fellow artists subdue critique and anger. 	

	
Trying not to be angry 
 

With an awareness of the critiques of artists’ roles in the gentrification of communities, 

several artists shared their frustration and discomfort as being agents that perpetuate the very 

inequalities they seek to contest, for instance through civic practice. However, in contrast to 

#ForTheCulture’s and Rachel’s comments above, their frustration often becomes suppressed in 

ways that make concessions for a system that is causing misery and constraining the possibilities 

for action. This surplus powerlessness comes through from artists who share mixed feelings 

about the growing visibility and valuation of a “creative class.” While not celebrating Nashville 

as a progressive milieu, and often suspicious of the impact of municipal anti-gentrification 

attempts, several artists struggle with their positions as beneficiaries of growing inequality by 

hesitating to critique others and withholding anger. This hesitation is evident in comments from 

Isaiah, who, recall from Chapter 4, has been interested in doing projects related to displacement 

and gentrification as they affect predominantly Black neighborhoods of Nashville. In Isaiah’s 
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tone one can trace the concessions he is compelled to make for a system that has put him in this 

difficult position: 

Yeah. I think about that, in terms of ... I don't want to sound angry or anything, or 
be presumptuous, but I wonder. Honestly, artists are tools in gentrification. Artists 
are kind of pawns in the whole thing…We're even there because artists don't 
make a lot of money and so we go to what's more affordable…Eventually, you're 
pushed out to where you can't afford to live there yourself anymore. Yeah, artists 
are very much ... I wonder that. Honestly I wondered that with this project. I 
wonder, there's only so much that I know and so much I can see from that 
standpoint. It's hard to know. You don't want to assume people's motives too 
much, but yeah.  
 

Similar to Isaiah’s hesitation to get angry or to interpret less-than pure motives, Tanya is an artist 

who is aware of the deal she and others are striking with the development industry that is 

propelling social unevenness in the city, but seeks ways to navigate through it. She expresses the 

conundrum for artists this way: “So it's partly on artists to be pushing themselves to think bigger. 

But when you like can't afford your rent, you know, it's just, it's the chicken or the egg.” For her, 

having to use developer budgets to fund her creative existence is, in her words, bizarre, hard, 

frustrating, and a “gross feeling.” She reconciles this tension, albeit partially, by concluding that 

her best option is to leverage influence by aligning with the development industry that funds her 

work and try to gain enough financial strength so that she can say ‘yes’ to opportunities that ‘are 

good for the world.’ Tanya is encouraged by groups of artists who are starting to come together 

to contemplate having more influence in the city (for example, gallery owners and commercial 

artists who are beginning to discuss social issues as they impact artists); however, she notes that 

even those groups are at a loss for how to have influence, even though they have money. Indeed, 

Tanya internalizes the tension of conceding to developers by limiting her political engagement 

with them and instead committing to work more ethically as an individual or as her business. 
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Navigating of conditions of real powerless with individualized approaches, for some 

artists, stirs tension. Distinct from facing interaction with developers, though still hesitating to 

stir tension, Richard both wants art to be powerful for affecting social change but also wants to 

avoid critiquing art or artists whose work he does not find as powerful – or, to him, might be 

denigrating the potential for political art as a whole. As evidenced in Richard’s tone, he struggles 

to stake a claim on ‘good art’ in the public sphere: 

If you're only a tool of whatever, like [public relations] for a city, you're doing it 
wrong, I think. But I also think that that's why this art form is so tricky because ... 
Those are my goals. Other people have different goals. These are powerful tools, 
quite honestly... We'll use murals as an example. I love the idea of art in a 
city, but I hate bad art. But when murals were contained to a limited group of 
people who were thinking magnanimously and ... Well, shit, that's never been true 
for murals- But the point being, these are all great things when people are using it 
for the right reasons. If they're using it for the wrong reasons, it denigrates the 
whole. It cheapens the noble causes and pollutes the atmosphere. But that's the 
trick about life… the mural I hate is the mural that someone else loves, and I 
guess that just gets down to ... I don't know where I'm going with that. 

 
In this instance, Richard is unwilling to make too bold a claim on what is of consequence and 

what is not –what “denigrates the whole” versus what is more “noble” – and in so doing arrives 

at a place of complacence or uncertainty. Adam interprets this common way of operating in a 

more ethical, a more noble, or a more moral fashion to be a barrier for thinking social change. In 

Adam’s view, rather than artists navigating through tensions in these ways, and rather than even 

singling out artists as at fault for mobilizing gentrification, social change must be more ambitious 

to challenge the authorities governing development. In Adams view,  

There has to be a kind of more fundamental rethinking of what urban policy might 
look like…I think that there's a model of…like [a] moral about what you do, 
where you shop, where you set up your gallery, where you do all these things. It's 
totally neoliberal in its frame of reference because it makes the individual into an 
agent. The sole agent of political life and it lets political leadership off the hook in 
terms of addressing the conditions of the lives of their constituents.  
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Similarly, Whitney calls into question the viability of artists’ attempts to avoid having “adverse 

effects” on a neighborhood. For Whitney, the funding from institutions that are invested in 

neoliberal growth encumbers such attempts. She describes an inevitability of “adverse effects” 

this way: 

It's gonna be hard to avoid any kind of ... Any attention you get is going to put a 
positive spin on an area or a location, a community, that will potentially have 
adverse effects because you'll have outsiders wanting to come in and to be part of 
it. I don't know that that's really avoidable.  

 
These individuals are not advocating that artists abandon their artistic practice due to “adverse 

effects,” nor do they advocate avoiding funding from sources with dubious intentions in regards 

to urban development. Rather their comments indicate their dissatisfaction with political 

subjectivities that are resigned to simply being “in a tight spot,” so to speak – that is, that resign 

themselves to navigating conditions of neoliberalism as individualized subjects, trying to do 

better, not causing a stir, but having very little room to maneuver. The shaping of civic selves 

through creative urbanism has not necessarily meant the shaping of positions of agency – on the 

contrary, it has meant, in some cases, shaping conditions to not act or to act in circumscribed 

ways. I turn next, however, to the parameters of more agentic subjectivities that artists shape and 

the conditions that they bring into being, where artists are navigating the contradictions of 

creative urbanism and redefining its terms. 

	
Conditions for Responsibility 

 
 
The notion of responsibility conjures multiple debates in the context of neoliberal 

governmentality and urbanism. Brown (2015, 2016) argues that individual citizens are 

increasingly made responsible for the success and failure of economic systems; that it constitutes 

a “moral burdening of the weak entity at the end of the pipeline with discerning and following 
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the correct strategies of human capital appreciation [and]… discursively and ethically converts 

the worker, student, poor person, parent, or consumer into one whose moral duty is to pursue 

savvy self-investment and entrepreneurial strategies of self-care” (Brown, 2016, p. 9). While the 

creative urbanism of Nashville and the terms of partnership outlined in the Learning Lab position 

artists to take on responsibility for facilitating growth through a cultural infrastructure that aligns 

with the development infrastructure, and to cultivate a professional posture of service in relation 

to the institutions that are paving this, artists inhabit roles of responsibility in heterogeneous 

ways. Individuals in this study evince a relational sense of responsibility. They change the terms 

of responsibility governed by neoliberal rationality (i.e., to cultivate selves as human capital) to 

terms that prioritize the responsibility to be relationships – especially ones that advance claims 

benefitting a greater social whole. Through developing political subjectivities of responsible 

selves they also shape their civic conditions and the terms of political community. 

	
Relational selves 
 
 Artists in this study develop subjectivities that have a relational sense of responsibility, 

seeing their own interest as the interests of others and creating conditions for mutuality. This 

relational subjectivity comes through in #ForTheCulture’s comments shared above, where she 

stated the need to approach the current conditions for artists as the conditions that hurt everyone. 

This subjectivity is also evident in the following comments from Natalia, who expresses 

frustration with how artists come to be seen as a privileged social group. She explains her 

position this way: 

I feel like all cities sort of fail on what their important structure, who's the most 
important and I don't think it's artists. It's so funny when you're talking about 
affordable housing and people automatically want to assume, "Oh, you mean 
more affordable housing for artists?" I was like, "Well, okay that's great but no! 
We're not the only ones around and we're not the ones who necessarily need 
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affordable housing."…I love artists and a lot of artists don't make very much 
money, and I'm an artist who's not interested in making very much money and 
hasn't in the past, but there's families that need… 

 
Natalia’s agitation around a world that she perceives as shaped by self-investment and her own 

feeling of being part of a greater whole shape her actions. For instance, in her art work, she 

regularly gains funding and then disperses it to other local artists who are trying to develop their 

work, creates small job opportunities for residents in her neighborhood, and is searching for 

ways to exploit connections to financial resources for others’ gain even though she herself, 

during the course of the study year, feared being displaced from her home. Natalia’s efforts are 

not only shaping her social relations or imputing an altruistic identity, they are informed by and 

also shape her political position as one that seeks to make claims for a larger whole – not just 

artists – in the city. 

Political subjectivities that forward a relational sense of responsibility also come about 

through relationships of teaching and mentorship. Through teaching, artists author their own 

civic identities and create conditions for others to develop their sense of relational responsibility, 

as well. Several of the artists who participated in Learning Lab are in either formal or informal 

teaching roles. For those artists who work at a local arts college, they use their positions to 

cultivate a sense of relationship for their students – that is, a sense that their work is situated 

within a wider set of relationships and contexts that necessitate artists to be responsible to those 

relationships. Whitney, for instance, orients her students to “[art] being responsible to a site 

rather than in the gallery,” which to her means beginning her courses with considerations of 

public art as a matter of debate and contestation (Deutsche, 1992, 1996). She encourages such 

engagement as a reminder to her students and herself to keep at the fore a consciousness of the 

political nature of their work. Adam, too, uses his classroom as a site of politicization that 
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entreats students to orient their understandings of art history and contemporary art toward a 

critical worldview. As he explains, 

There's plenty of practices that don't do what I want art to do, and I usually try not 
to focus on them. When I teach contemporary art, when I teach the students, I 
emphasize those projects that address society in the way that I think they ought 
to...I value those works that place us in a position of thinking critically about the 
world we live in. They force us to frame it differently. Artists don't have to do 
that. I also think that work is inferior…I think that work is fine for what it is, but 
it's not ... it might be satisfying on a personal level, but it's not work that I think 
has great consequence and it's not the best way to spend your life. 
 

He employs his educator position to enact his own sense of responsibility for advancing what he 

terms an “artistic community of consequence,” and, by staking a claim on what will be of 

“consequence” avoids, at least discursively, the inclinations to step away from tensions that are 

expressed by his fellow LL participants. Through teaching, he enacts this responsibility to being 

in relationship to the world and, in so doing, also develops relationships with students that 

reinforce or shape this subjectivity. 

Teaching and mentorship are also means through which artists have authored their 

subjectivities as positions of mutuality. For instance, as discussed earlier, through his Learning 

Lab project, Isaiah became identified publically and in his personal life as an “activist” because 

of his bold messaging around anti-displacement and the loss of Black culture. Isaiah grappled 

with this identity, which was not one that he would use to describe himself. Whereas he sees 

himself as an introvert, working in his studio most of his time, in his estimation, an “activist” 

connotes someone on the phone, organizing people, speaking publicly – “active work in 

community on a daily basis,” he says. Through the project, he came to accept his Billboard 

project as an “activist form” of getting a message out there, but he reworks the activist 

identification in a way that fosters relationships of mutual learning and curiosity about the world 

and about history. He describes how his activist subjectivity is being shaped through conditions 
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of mutual learning in classrooms where he seeks to inspire more curiosity, inquiry, and a sense of 

possibility within both himself and among the young people. To quote Isaiah at length: 

I’ve been to more schools this year, speaking to classrooms more than ever 
before... So much Black history is just not known that well, not even by Black 
people…I feel like if I have a platform, then I want to share on that platform what 
I would want somebody to have shared with me when I was younger…There's so 
much that I wish I had known when I was a teenager, you know? That I didn't 
learn ‘til a couple years ago. If nothing else, yeah, I want to be more of an 
education platform than “activist”… 

 
Going on, Isaiah describes that his vision of mutuality is to “not just push on people something 

[but] mixing all these skills together.”  This political subjectivity as educator/activist, he shares, 

comes about through his own experiences of Black identity, growing up as a young artist, his 

current art practice, others’ reactions to his work, and his invited teaching positions. Isaiah shares 

how these have constituted his identity as a Black artist: 

I guess I made a choice at a certain point that because the majority of the people 
that I do draw look like me. I draw a lot of Black people. I draw a lot of people 
from my culture that influence me. It kind of seeing what everybody else was 
doing, it automatically made what I did different. It solidified my viewpoint on 
putting Black people in artwork, but it also forced me to make a 
decision…"Okay…The work that you want to make, who are you making it 
for?"…I just decided, okay. I don't mind the title of being a Black artist. Being 
labeled that, because my work is for everyone, but at the same time…being little, 
growing up, you don't really see a lot of examples…You know, there's artists that 
are in museums and stuff that seem untouchable, but there's not really a whole lot 
of people that are like, "I could reach that." You know?  I wanted to be that 
person. Yeah, that was the decision I made for myself.  
 

For Isaiah, this continuous process of learning and self-making is a navigation of both decisions 

made for himself and decisions made in-interaction with the world he is engaging and the desires 

he has for other Black youth in whom he sees himself.  
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Reckoning selves 
 

In his theory of equality, Lebron (2014) insists, “social justice should take seriously not 

what we provide to the marginalized but instead stipulate what we expect from those who benefit 

from others’ marginalization” (p. 156). Artists are producing political subjectivities of 

responsibility that impel reflexivity wherein they and those who engage with their work must 

contend with human experience and their own role in shaping it. They do this through amplifying 

stories and representation of experiences that are often silenced or disparaged by authorities; this 

amplification is a way to enact their own sense of responsibility but also as means to engender 

relationships of responsibility.  

For instance, Adam characterizes his work in prisons to represent the stories of 

individuals on death row as a means to bring about a public reckoning with how society views – 

or, more accurately chooses not to view – people who have been condemned to die. His work 

with Rachel is to build relationships with individuals on death row, and engage in serious 

discussions about their lives and their time both in and out of prison. Through these 

relationships, they create art projects that the professional artists fabricate in public and gallery 

spaces. As he explains, while victim impact statements have become a clear means through 

which those convicted of serious crimes are impelled to take responsibility for the feelings and 

experiences of victims, the stories of those on death row and the reckoning they do with 

themselves are silenced. For him, this is not just about sharing stories, but about compelling 

those on the outside to consider inmates’ lives and their own relationships of responsibility. 

Adam describes this in the following way:  

[Without these stories] it creates a void where these individuals can't speak, can't 
be heard and will die without ever having been allowed to make their voices heard 
… on some level it lets us off the hook because we're ultimately gonna be 
executing them and it lets them off the hook because they don't really have to 
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account for themselves. I feel like it cuts against any serious reckoning with what 
happens after crimes… You simply… put these people in a far away place and 
destroy them. It never builds towards... like what went wrong and how might we 
redress wrongs that have been committed. It's easier to completely silence people 
who…are going to be killed… I think that [the process of coming to terms with 
their crimes] is really crucial and needs to be - to some degree - public. 

 
Adam envisions that a similar type of project could exist related to gentrification – where the 

testimonies of individuals who have been displaced become “objects for serious consideration” 

in an artistic space. In a space like an art gallery, which is afforded a level of class privilege, he 

explains, a similar type of public witnessing could occur – where audiences are forced to reckon 

with their responsibility for the circumstances of displacement. This notion of fostering a public 

reckoning strikes a different chord than the civic position of ‘bringing a different perspective into 

public problem-solving’ that is valued in Learning Lab. Rather than simply sharing voices for the 

sake of those being represented, Adam’s aim is for those testimonies to provoke consideration of 

what, to reiterate Lebron’s (2014) phrase, “we expect from those who benefit from others’ 

marginalization” (p. 156).  

As another case, Elisa, during the planning for her Learning Lab project, described her 

goals in a related fashion – “my interests as an artist is [sic] to put up a mirror to society and to 

say this is what it is: what do you see? Let’s talk about what you see. And let’s talk about why 

you’re ok with that.”  Through a project to address residents’ engagement in neighborhood 

development, Elisa hoped not simply to “bring a different voice,” though the action might have 

involved representing people who have been typically unrepresented or misrepresented in 

conversations about development; rather, she sought to develop a project that could turn an issue 

like neighborhood development in a way that could provoke reflection on our positions and 

consideration of a shared humanity. Elisa describes this desire in the context of her LL project 

vision: 
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Everyone outside of [the neighborhood] has experienced loss, experienced 
ostracization in some way, in some way, shape or form. I guarantee every human 
being has experienced it. They experienced a tie to something, a love for 
something or someone. All of these human experiences are almost the same. It's 
just the context in which they have experienced is different and the response is 
different. The results are different. But the experience is the same so if you can 
somehow peel away the costume, the clothing on the issue, you can just see the 
issue. Or the human for who they are…If they got it there would be greater 
advocacy for this neighborhood…There would be, I think, eye opening 
experience where all of a sudden people from outside would be able to more 
clearly see what is going on in peoples' lives…Because right now there's a sheen 
of privilege, there's a sheen of non exposure, there's a sheen of preconceived 
notion, there's a sheen there that they are different. 

 
Elisa’s desire for a universal sense of shared experience is grounded in the experience of people 

in the neighborhood getting trampled by development but who are cast as resistant to change. 

She sought to represent human experience not for it own sake, but to provoke the “outsider” to 

see their relationship to that human experience. Elisa’s desire for universalism is more nuanced 

than previously noted.34 Here, she discursively makes the story of the subgroup the story of 

everyone; to take Young’s (2000) frame, Elisa understands the “counterpublic” as the larger 

“publicity,” and the onus is put on the viewer to reckon with their relationship to that polity.  

	
Acting selves 
 

Artists insist that relational, reckoning, and responsible selves are also acting selves. 

Despite resounding echoes of comments like “this isn’t going to change policy” or “impact might 

be small” or “we all fail,” many of the artists are adamant about the importance of harnessing the 

agency they have to affect change in a “system [that] is centuries old” (Isaiah). In Will’s words, 

acting selves respond to a sense of indignation or urgency and in so doing also shape the 

																																																								
	
34 Earlier, Elisa’s universalism was expressed as a position of neutrality where she expressed “everybody 
[developers, municipal planners, and community residents] is saying good things” when it comes to debates over 
neighborhood development. 
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conditions for change. In his words, acting selves react in the following way: “I'm tired of this 

shit being as it is, so I'm going to do something. That action of putting something towards this 

idea of change creates change.” Will’s persistence or pleas to others to be persistent are 

expressed as serious calls to avoid cynicism, despair, and paralysis and to do so with others. This 

sense of action with – to not just have ideas, but to engage them with others and to create 

conditions that inspire exploration with others – is shared in comments from Will: 

We see all this messed up stuff happening around. You start to learn more and it's 
like, what can I do to have some impact on that or some influence? You feel 
helpless a lot of times, but it's like…how can we inspire people to want to learn 
more, to explore more for themselves? … Rather than continually possessing 
those opinions and having those thoughts and ideas, if you see that there's an 
opportunity for something, create it. Show a way and then talk about it.  

 
The responsibility to act and to act in in relationship is evoked, too, in comments from Natalia 

whose civic desire and civic actions entreat fellow artists to employ their practice “to give us 

deeper insight into being a human, how we move in the world, how art can carry these 

conversations.”  

Artists who shape their sense of selves through their consciousness of social and political 

power – that is with an understanding of real powerlessness, in Lerner’s (1986) terms – interpret 

acting as a navigation of co-optation, appropriation, censorship, and the dangers these pose for 

Black artists, especially. Importantly, this consciousness has not meant not acting – rather, it has 

meant acting with a readiness to engage conflict when it arises. This readiness is expressed by 

#ForTheCulture when she discusses her navigation of her racial identity in the context of arts 

partnerships; she insists on making no compromises for her artistic and cultural vision and 

suggests that she’s willing to risk any financial consequences:  

It's like a use or be used kind of game. I would want to further my agenda, and I'm 
going to use their funds to do so. They're going to further their agenda of looking 
inclusive by using what I do. I'm just going to make sure everything I do is 
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unapologetically black. My messages will be very clear and hidden throughout 
whatever I do. They can take away their money funds if they want. That's fine. 
I'm not going to mince words, and I will always continue to put people on blast… 
Yeah, you've got to further their agenda. At the same time, the powers that be, 
you can't really escape from them if you're going to be in a society with them. 
You have to try to effect change... 

 
#ForTheCulture draws out a political subject who, rather than avoid conflict with institutions, 

engages them directly and brings tension with her – displaying the willingness to engage in 

struggle that Lerner (1986) contends is essential to shaping positions of power rather than 

powerlessness. For #ForTheCulture, staking her claim on her position as “unapologetically 

Black” is buttressed through her affiliations with the Deep End Collective (DEC), which will be 

discussed in the following section. 

For Adam, too, acting and interacting with organizations is important for the 

development of his political subjectivity – specifically his reckoning self. He discusses having 

interactions with organizations as “drawing the curtain” and moving artists beyond a predilection 

for “chasing butterflies” to engaging more grounded encounters that enable a sense of 

responsibility – not for solving the problems of the organization, but for facing the social 

problem underlying it. He calls this sense of a responsibility that he feels when confronted with 

institutions – for instance the prison where he and Rachel have an ongoing arts program – a  

“primordial sense of guilt.”  Going on, he describes this feeling: “I don't know. Wrong doing, not 

living up to responsibilities, something like deep that ... it's like…interpolation, right? Soon as 

you find yourself existing in relationship to these institutions, at least for me, I find myself 

defined in a way…” Adam’s comments speak directly to confrontation and interaction with 

institutions as subject-forming. Here, through acting, he develops a relational and reckoning 

subjectivity. 
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Community Production 
 
 
Sharing her hope for addressing gentrification and affordability issues in the city and the 

possibilities for either municipal or civic action to address them, Rachel describes how she 

approached her Learning Lab project: 

So this project was not about at all talking to anybody in power... But if enough 
people in the population say, "We don't approve of this"… that's where I was 
thinking with gentrification…we've got to reach a more key vote. And maybe you 
can talk to the people who are city council members now, but I don't think any of 
them want to change their mind about anything because it's not in their best 
interest. They're not gonna take that kind of risk. Everybody thinks development 
is great and that poor people are poor because they are inferior or they choose to 
be… So we've got to change ... That's why we get a coalition, it can get loud. 

 
Rachel’s characterization of political possibility in the space of gentrification depends on the 

formation of collectivity. Indeed, many of the artists I spoke to share a vision for their efforts to 

affect change beyond their individual actions or artistic civic practice projects. For these artists, 

having agency is contingent on producing collective identities. They note the importance of 

having a team as a way to keep their work moving along, to facilitate their responsibility to act 

and to act in relationship. As discussed in Chapter 4, getting connected to a network of like-

minded artists through the Learning Lab was among the most valuable outcomes of the program. 

However, a collective political subjectivity extends beyond the benefits of having project 

partners or peers, though these are important. Lerner (1986) writes,  

Politics is a kind of community production — and the product that is being 
produced is the future. No longer accepting the passivizing and pacifying theories 
about how things work, people begin to act as though what is going to happen in 
history is not independent of what they do. They can play a decisive role in the 
outcomes.  (p. 260)  

 
According to Lerner (1986), community production is the production of alternative futures where 

people counter their surplus powerlessness by acting on a sense of their consequence. In 
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Nashville’s creative terrain, there are two primary types of collectivity emerging – artistic 

community and what I refer to as political community; and, as the following discussion shows, 

these communities produce different futures. 	

	
Artistic community 
 

Among those who have been in the Nashville visual arts community for several years, 

there is a common belief that the community is defined by its supportive rather than competitive 

character, distinguishing it both from other art markets in the country (e.g., New York, Los 

Angeles) as well as from the dominant arts industries in Nashville (e.g., the commercial music 

industry), which artists perceive to be more cut-throat in terms of competition, hierarchy, and 

commercialism. In multiple instances, these artists describe a community of mutual aid, practices 

of opportunity-sharing and peer professional development, openness, and where “anyone can get 

a start,” as Tanya shared. For these artists, this culture has been a key resource for their own 

professional advancement. Further, Tanya recalls the influence that she witnessed from the 

Creative Edge Coalition that coalesced to support Mayor Megan Barry’s election in 2015; she is 

encouraged that another artist group (consisting of gallery owners, creative business owners, and 

deisgners) has begun to discuss attending to artists’ needs for affordable living and working 

spaces.  

 Developing an artist community is imagined as the grounds from which to make claims, 

producing a future that is geared towards the wellness of artists and other ‘creatives.’ Creatives’ 

Day, discussed in Chapter 3, is a key example of an artistic community. This production relies on 

recognition as a valuable constituency in the city, deserving of getting its social needs met and 

being compensated in a way that is commensurate with what it contributes to the city’s boom. 

Joshua, an active participant in developing Creatives’ Day, notes that the establishment of the 
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organization through a declaration from Megan Barry was a “great way for people to take us 

seriously.” Joshua describes the appeal of the group and his hopes for its future expansion in no 

uncertain terms – it is intended to address the resource needs of artists. 

Well what I love about it is that we're a resource for artists. We're there to help 
artists…we've hooked up five artists, I think at this point, with affordable housing 
and actually gave them housing… We just had 50 people show up to our event…. 
When we can prove that this formula is working, we hope to expand other cities 
and start pitching it to Atlanta and Chattanooga and get Creatives’ Day 
nationwide. 

 
While professionally edifying, artistic community contains political subjectivities as making 

claims for a social group, elevating artists’ needs over those other urban constituents. This 

community aligns with the mentality of the creative class, ensuring its constituents’ quality of 

life is secured and enjoining artists to participate in the ‘shared’ goals of the city. In other words, 

the city’s goals for neoliberal growth are aligned with the future being produced by artistic 

community. Joshua goes on to describe Creatives’ Day and its future goals as securing artist 

benefits from economic development and advocating for security on the basis of artists attracting 

economic benefit for the city. As Joshua describes, Creatives’ Day “making a difference” in the 

city means artists not having to starve – the benefits staying focused on this group:  

[We] have this big dream one day, once we become more established, to 
hopefully set something up to where if there's art on your wall, or as a business or 
whatever, if you own a building and an artist does something on your wall, we 
would like to see them get a cut of the sale when that building sells, just a 
percentage of any kind. Now they're invested. Now we're really talking about ‘oh, 
we can make a difference.’ Artists don't have to starve. Now we're talking about a 
way that, if the city agrees, which I don't think they ever would, to help us and set 
this up in Metro… 
 

While Joshua shares a sense of political possibility from this endeavor, he contradicts his 

optimism by noting its impossibility– “I don’t think they ever would,” he says of the city and its 

likelihood of supporting the measure he dreams of to tie artist benefits to development. Indeed, 
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in Joshua’s vision for a community of consequence that is focused around artistic identity, the 

future being produced is a dead end – the people involved will not have a “decisive roll in the 

outcomes” (Lerner, 1986). Tanya vocalizes the desire to grow the base of socially- and civically-

engaged artists to build collectivity, believing that without the aggregation of their financial 

influence artists carry little political power or weight. Though in some ways encouraged by an 

emerging artistic community among gallery owners, she also describes the limits of artistic 

community:  

I think [artists] are at a loss, even people with [money and] power…They don't 
know what to do to stop development or to keep things equitable. And also, just 
being honest, it was a bunch of white people in the room. It wasn't as diverse as it 
could be and I think that's a huge problem… 

 
For both Creatives’ Day and the artist group that Tanya mentions, artistic communities capitulate 

to the existing political processes and economic interests or are constrained in their capacities to 

imagine alternative futures. Further, artistic communities inherit or reproduce exclusions. 

Though at first celebrating the open and communal nature of the non-music arts and cultural 

scene of Nashville (recall her comments above), Tanya reveals the racial exclusions that have 

plagued Nashville’s cultural industries (Arts administrator, personal interview), and, that, to her, 

lead not to a more agentic future, but a stifled one. Indeed, the Black artists encountered through 

this study recount hard fought efforts to enter the cultural industries of the city, contesting the 

narrative of open-entry, and their ongoing struggles to gain recognition and free expression. 	

	
Political community 
 

Distinct from artistic community, political community is produced when artists are 

creating conditions of responsibility, making demands for social needs, developing linkages with 

other groups affected by neoliberal hegemony, and operating with a critical lens that shapes their 
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selves as well as both their understandings of and actions to counter real powerlessness (Lerner, 

1986). This political community evades the individualization of expert civic work – in Isaiah’s 

ideal for how a collectivity should look “there's not really one person that you could pick 

out…there isn't necessarily one person that is a leader.” The production of political community 

by artists is not centered on gaining status among authorities or institutional partners as assets; 

nor is it centered on securing political voice particularly for artists. In this study, there are two 

primary examples of artists’ production of political subjectivities that build toward political 

community – first, among individuals at the local arts college (here simply, the College) and 

second among members of the Deep End Collective (DEC). Both exhibit different aspects of 

community production, but I will lean more heavily on the case of the DEC to trace its 

development of political community and political subjectivities as its members shared with me. 

	
The College. In the case of the College, political community is developed through the 

creation of reflexive and active spaces in the classroom and through the cultivation of political 

subjectivities of both students and faculty. This is not to suggest that the College as a whole is a 

political community; rather, faculty members are creating spaces wherein individuals develop 

collective political subjectivities through the supports of the college. To elucidate the 

development of collective political subjectivities, recall the story of attempts to collaborate with 

the Affordable Housing Group through the Learning Lab program.  

Before the Learning Lab pilot, a local public arts advocate had worked with the 

Affordable Housing Group (AHG) to conduct a “creative activation” project for the Euclid 

housing redevelopment prior to its demolition and renovation. AHG had hosted an event wherein 

residents of the old site worked with artists to develop a multimedia exhibit; then, following 

demolition, young people in the neighborhood worked with artists to decorate the fencing along 
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the demolition and construction site. Inspired by their positive experience with these projects 

(they had garnered participation of residents and community members in the art-based 

opportunities and had fostered what they felt were good public relations), AHG reached out to 

more artists, hoping to continue infusing art into the redevelopment. They reached out to the 

College to see if there were faculty or students who might be interested in a partnership. They 

connected with a group of professors who had heightened critical sensibilities about community-

based and participatory art as well as the role of the arts in urban development. As an example of 

these artists’ stance, they had hosted the art historian Martha Rosler, an outspoken critic of the 

instrumentalization of arts for urban change, at the college the year prior. With the outreach from 

AHG and their wariness of the implications of a potential collaboration, the professors stated that 

the only way they could see pursuing collaboration would be if they convened a class with 

students on gentrification. Though uncertain about what the class would involve, how students 

would come to it, and what would result (i.e., what kind of student projects or products), they 

knew it needed to provide a space to critically examine the dimensions of arts, urban processes, 

and neoliberalism. Further, to create a context to explore the dimensions of a class and potential 

collaboration with AHG, multiple faculty enrolled in the Learning Lab. For them, the Learning 

Lab was intended as a space to reflect on how to form a project of consequence in relation to 

AHG and affordable housing more broadly, to imagine the possibilities for the gentrification 

class at the College, and to think through the problems of participation and engagement with the 

organization.  

Following the Learning Lab sessions, as discussed in the previous chapter, these faculty 

gained funding through the Learning Lab to explore a partnership, and through their engagement 

with AHG over the course of several months ultimately decided that a partnership would not be 
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viable due to their conflicts with the goals and process of the organization. Through their 

interaction with AHG, and through the Learning Lab, the professors expanded their own 

education about Nashville’s urban development and the assemblage of actors involved; through 

the college class, this learning was expanded to students who, according to one professor, began 

(or in some cases continued) to really struggle with their roles as artists as they worked to 

develop products (i.e., artistic projects) to engage the themes being addressed in the class. In this 

example, the professors were developing collective political subjectivities through the process of 

interaction with AHG and with the support of the reflexive group they formed amongst 

themselves, staff at Metro Arts leading the Learning Lab, and their students. Through this 

political community (though small) they were creating conditions for responsibility – recall 

Whitney and Adam who use their positions of teaching to develop students’ subjectivities as 

relational – as well as conditions where a critical lens is brought to bear on shaping their 

understandings of and actions to counter real powerlessness.  

	
Deep End Collective (DEC). The Deep End Collective (DEC) is another example of 

artists producing political subjectivities that build political community. Artists describe their 

relationships within their collective as sharing knowledge and experiences navigating Nashville’s 

arts and cultural terrain and institutional context; bouncing off ideas and imagining projects 

beyond what an individual initially posed; critiquing and providing skills development to 

enhance a project; making connections to artists and non-artists across the city; discussing 

proposals and examining the various opportunities and dangers related to funding and 

partnerships. Members are in a constant state of distributing authorship and expertise, speaking 

as one, but also recognizing the individuality and particularity of each artist.  Though the group 

of artists was initially convened through a project of one artist, the group collectivized through 
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the process of that experience, and now members think of themselves as “co-founders,” each 

bringing ideas to their weekly meetings and each having a solo arts practice that they advance 

with the collective. 

DEC’s sense of collectivity works to shed essentialism. Even while focusing on exalting 

Black identity and culture (e.g., through convening monthly art events and promoting their 

members’ artistic achievements), DEC members see their struggles as tied to the struggles of all 

“predominantly minority communities” and of immigrants, urging a politics that is “addressing 

all the stuff that we've swept under the rug, everything for everybody and every person, the 

refugees, the immigrants who literally continue to help build this place, and all these Hispanic 

workers,” as one member, Will, noted. They have operated from this ethic through partnerships 

with an organization working to end wage-theft and systemic abuse of workers in Nashville as 

well as with a tenant-organizing group. Facing critique from followers outside of Nashville that 

the collective is dominated by men and thereby minimizes the contributions of Black female 

artists and neighbors, DEC has begun taking this consideration seriously; as they discussed with 

me, they are becoming more reflexive about the ways they as a collective perpetuate gender-

based exclusions. Further, they seek to de-essentialize their message. They share that too often 

they have been characterized as anti-development or anti-White, which is a misrepresentation of 

their work. Speaking about a news article about the collective’s work, Will shares the anti-

displacement not anti-development stance of DEC: 

[The article] just really wanted to cover gentrification. That was just a really 
whitewashed term. I started talking about the food deserts. I was talking about 
literally everything that really we want to see in our community…We want them 
to see the importance of getting these resources when we need them - now. We 
need grocery stores, we need healthcare, we need all of these things. Then the 
story just ends up being made about this, oh, white people moving in…It's just 
like, that's not what it is. We want development…We want to be able to make our 
homes this beautiful place that we can enjoy…That includes being there. Not 
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being forced out. …That's why we're very adamant about the images that we put 
out. We try to be considerate to that, what are we saying? What are we doing with 
this?...What else? What else can you do with that?  

 
The DEC authors its collective political subjectivity as desiring a different future not as against 

development. That is, they are for the development of their community and for creating 

conditions of responsibility both on the part of authorities wanting to develop it and the 

community members, including themselves, who are working to improve it. 

For the Collective, conditions of responsibility are produced through authoring relational 

selves, as above, but also through fostering relations of mutuality and learning – just as Isaiah 

described with his work teaching Black history in schools. The recognition that DEC has 

received is primarily due to its members’ large scale mural work, which depicts historical Black 

icons and images that elevate the multidimensionality of racial struggle in their neighborhood, 

and their expanding efforts to invigorate Black culture in the city  (e.g., through art crawls and 

other art-based engagements across the city). Their increasing notoriety by both city authorities 

as well as constituents has gained them celebrity status. The members are quick to complicate 

this celebrity by describing the reality of their daily struggles (as Will describes: “we're still 

struggling. We're still being displaced. We're still having to shift and move around. Like you 

said, it's weird to see me in a car. I just got my car back last month. We were two years on a bike 

doing all this stuff, paint on our backpacks, paint on the bike racks”) and also by connecting their 

current work as a legacy of “our ancestors and people who fought for us and our mentors who 

helped and showed us a way.”  With a clear sense of the social, economic, and racial power 

inequities in the city, they desire and act toward their desired future. They embrace the 

dimensions of the subjectivity – the perceived celebrity, the reality of their daily struggle, and 

legacy of which they are a part – as shaping their sense of responsibility to build up knowledge, 
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experiences, and a sense of possibility among young people. One member describes this in the 

following way: 

Like I said, knowing that kids look at us like we're superheroes, it's kind of like, 
well, let's take advantage of that… we're not balling by any means, but if that's 
what they're attracted to, we'll play with the façade for a second. Then we'll show 
them the realness about it. Mentoring these kids… it's incredible to see… [One 
member] has a song called Black Summer. He's talking about everything…police 
violence and everything. He's like, "Damn, it feels good to be Black today." That 
reminder that they're able to see – and then they're seeing it in a video form. 
They're like, ‘oh man, this is the dude that spends time with us? This is the guy 
that's in here just hanging out with us?’ Knowing that that's doing something and 
you don't know what it is, but you're planting seeds for growth in the future…. 
We all have that power to nurture and to pass on the things that we know. I think 
that's the best way to continue to change things. 

 
DEC has engaged in these mentoring relationships through several vehicles, including Natalia’s 

Learning Lab project where she distributed funds to DEC members to teach afterschool classes 

to young people in their neighborhood and through a Mayor’s office program called Opportunity 

Now to fund summer internship programs for school-age Nashvillians. Through these 

experiences, DEC has worked with young people not only on artistic skills but also on applying 

them to learning about Black historical figures and leaders for social and racial justice. In the 

case of Isaiah and DEC, collective political subjectivities are cultivating relationships of mutual 

learning that also elevate a temporal dimension of responsibility – responsibility to share and 

carry on a legacy that ancestors started and future generations will bear.   

These ways of enacting collective and responsible selves becomes a way for DEC artists 

to work through surplus powerlessness, not allowing the awareness of constraint or the risks of 

co-optation to become paralyzing even whilst the pressure is heavy.  Members of the collective 

discuss their consciousness about how their work might be precursor to undesired development 

in their neighborhood and risks appropriation by interests that do not serve them or those whom 

they see as their people. They use this heightened awareness to be selective about partners – 
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partnering “with only people that you believe – otherwise you will feel cheated. You do get 

cheated” (Will). While they admit to sometimes feeling powerless, they continue to navigate 

their positions and leverage the notoriety they have accumulated over a short period of time. 

They share a sense that, increasingly, economic interests in the area and municipal figures need 

them – the collective – to legitimize their projects, and this is giving them leverage to pursue 

their vision for their community. The following conversation with Will demonstrates the 

collective’s navigation of their consciousness about their dual roles as constituents and as artists, 

and their desires: 

Will: … Certain things are withheld from our neighborhoods. I mentioned bike 
lanes the other day [in the collective]. Somebody had some counter to it, 
‘what has the mayor done outside of providing pretty bike lanes?’ I was 
like, ‘but we need bike lanes. Why do we have to advocate for the same 
resources that [the authorities are] doing everywhere else?’  

Jyoti: Yeah, we meaning in [the neighborhood]?  
Will: Or just really predominantly minority communities…It's the same thing 

and [resources are] always handed to areas in places of influence first. Then 
[the authorities/developers are] like, ‘oh, well, people don't come to the 
public hearings and this and that.’ It's like, ‘they literally have to work two 
jobs and they have kids. They can't. You say that you have this executive 
order to do this thing and you're doing it everywhere but here. Why is 
that?’ … 

 Seeing [our art and community involvement] is something that makes them 
look good, makes them look like they're doing their job but they're not. 
That's sometimes my reservation about doing some of the projects- 

Jyoti: … how do you feel like artists are being asked to do that job?  
Will: Because they [know] that we [DEC] are resourceful and they understand, 

‘oh, okay, [resources and recognition have] been withheld long enough that 
any little bit is going to help. I think as long as we're willing to compromise 
ourselves for that little bit, it's going to continue to be the same problem.  

 
Notably, there are different stances within DEC as to their members’ approaches to their 

frustration at being alienated constituents. Though this research did not examine the dimensions 

of these differences in depth, in this particular conversation Will makes note of them when he 

urges a stance of engagement with institutions rather than evasion of them, even while he has 
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reservations and even while, as he noted earlier, “you do get cheated.” This is not to say that 

Collective members, or my interpretation of their work, advocates a political community of 

compromise; rather that it advocates a political community willing to engage in struggle and 

conflicts through political subjectivities that are acting selves.   

The responsibility to act, to do so relationally – that is, with a responsibility to 

relationships – and to face tensions is highlighted in a project the DEC conducted with AHG to 

produce a mural on one of their properties. As part of its efforts to infuse art into their 

development, AHG received funding from Google Fiber and contracted with the DEC to create a 

mural. Leveraging the respect they have earned from their community members and community 

leaders, the DEC negotiated project terms throughout the life of the project. The artists describe 

their suspicion of the organization as contributing to the appropriation of their neighborhood 

(even though it is a non-profit affordable housing developer, they and others have struggled with 

trusting AHG), their knowledge of their clout in the community, and the positions they had to 

adopt in order to engage in the project in the following way: 

Understanding enough and knowing enough and being wise enough to know that 
they needed us to validate this project…They needed us to validate this project. 
They could not [continue with the development project] without having a lot of 
explaining to do...You're coming into a community, you're being met with this 
resistance.[35] …[AHG] kept coming to us like, what do you need? We gave them 
our budget and we went to the high end of that.  

 
This leveraging of position led to conflictual interactions. While they did receive the requested 

budget, the project faced setbacks when AHG attempted to modify the artists’ ideas. As told by 

the artists, first AHG wanted their logo to go on the mural, which DEC rejected because the 

																																																								
	
35 As noted in Chapter 4, Adam and Rachel referred to this resistance, too, when attempting to partner with AHG. 
The Euclid project has faced pushback from residents not wanting to rezone the area. In at least one community 
meeting, artists experienced the caustic nature of the community-AHG relations, and that experience informed their 
decision to not participate.  
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budget for the project did not reflect an “advertisement.” An advertisement would have been a 

higher cost. The private funder became involved in resolving the disagreement and sided with 

DEC – they told them to “Do what you do.” When they presented their project idea, according to 

the artists, AHG was concerned that the imagery would be too controversial.  Will describes his 

response the following way: 

I said, "Well, you're going to have to explain to me what controversial is because 
we get this fight all the time with people saying not to paint faces." They don't 
want to see too many Black faces, I can only assume. Why else would you tell me 
not to paint a face? I said that in there and they were like, "Well, such and such, 
this just isn't going to work..." It was kind of like, “Well, we'll do this and take 
this somewhere else,” but we knew they couldn't even do that because they got 
the money already. They got the OK already and it was all based on what we had 
already been doing. It was just them trying to control what that looked like.  

 
Here, the responsibility to act includes the responsibility to engage in conflict – one where acting 

might have resulted in opting out of a project. Ultimately, the DEC artists delivered a mural that 

adhered to their artistry and political message, representing figures of racial struggle past and 

present. The experience, for Will, demonstrated the way DEC members often have to operate 

with a double-vision: with one eye toward the risks of co-optation and the other eye focused on a 

desire to access resources for its community and the collective. This tension, for them, 

emboldens them to “keep going” with an awareness that in some instances they will fall short of 

their responsibilities to their relationships. This double-vision in the context of a clear goal of 

mutual support is described in the following extended quote from a collective member: 

That [AHG mural] there - it's like we were being very adamant about our goals, 
our purposes. We weren't being too cryptic or anything. There's a little boy with a 
fist and that was in the sketch. It was known that this is what this is supposed to 
be. We can't even have that. It makes it feel even more necessary to keep going.  
…To keep giving artists a platform with the [art crawl and other exhibits], to keep 
showing that there is a way outside of selling yourself short... [the DEC doesn’t] 
profit off of that stuff…I don't make a dime off of another artist. I don't want 
nobody making a dime off of me…  
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DEC takes great pride in its cultural and political work, and, at the same time, is reflective 

enough and engaged enough to know that triumph is premature and that their work is not ‘pure.’  

As such, DEC represents an instance of political community – where internally and in 

interactions with entities outside of it, it must engage tensions. The willingness to engage in the 

struggle of these tensions, to constantly be connecting their work to purpose, to author itself not 

as one entity but as speaking on behalf of multiples was evidenced at the dedication of the mural 

for AHG.  Following remarks from Mayor Megan Barry to celebrate the mural as an 

achievement of a public and private partnership and a marker of the city’s commitment to 

affordable housing, a DEC member gave remarks on the mural. As he delivered remarks on 

behalf of the DEC, honoring the work of the social justice figures depicted as well as the 

mentorship the collective has received from Civil Rights veterans like Kwame Lillard, Lillard, 

also former Metro councilman, stood on steps behind the speakers’ podium holding a sign 

reading, “Fight for Fort Negley.” The sign referred to a community struggle in another Nashville 

neighborhood to stop unwanted development. The gesture unsettled the mural dedication event 

as an achievement of justice in the city, instead symbolically re-politicizing current development 

struggles and connecting the struggles of North Nashville with those of other parts of the city, as 

well. Speaking to the DEC member who spoke after the event, I congratulated him on the mural 

and he uttered in a hurried way, “thanks…there’s so much more I wanted to say.” 

	
Conclusion 

 
 

The artists and the organizational actors who support artistic civic practice are all, at 

some level, advocates for strengthening the democratic life in cities. But the translation of civic 

desire to agency is elusive as these actors navigate engagement with their worlds. Opting in to 
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programs and processes that hold up their civic agency, artists still contend with an internalized 

sense of their powerlessness and, in some cases, with a view of power as so intractable and 

unchangeable that they pre-emptively stifle the possibilities for action or change. The lens of 

surplus powerlessness (Lerner, 1986) is used not to demonstrate how co-opted artists have 

become, how naive to their own selves, or how total neoliberal rationality. Rather, its use 

illuminates the matter of “complex personhood” – that understanding that “all people remember 

and forget, are beset by contradiction, and recognize and misrecognize themselves and others” 

(Gordon, 1997, p. 4) – which is no less a matter of respecting persons as complicated – desiring 

and constrained, agentic, complicit, and resistant (Tuck, 2009).  

Indeed, in ways contrary to surplus powerlessness, artists also seize the roles they are 

afforded – for instance, roles that are opened to them through programs like the Learning Lab – 

and redefine the terms of professionalized civic positions. Instead of just being responsible to the 

economy as human capital or for ensuring social order that eases the flow of capital, artists sense 

of responsibility is also expressed as a responsibility to relationships that cultivate a social whole 

(rather than the self), to creating relationships of reckoning, and to acting with consequence – 

that is, with a willing to engage in struggle over ideas, resources, and the civic conditions of the 

creative city. Echoing the educational philosopher John Dewey (1934), Mouffe (2013) contends 

that art can create a set of processes through which we engage different contexts, relationships, 

understandings of the world and that through these we form new identities – not just critiques or 

consciousness – through “acting on [our] sensations” (Mouffe, 2013, p. 97). In the foregoing 

discussion, though the art has not been the object – that is, the analysis has not centered the 

artistic products or processes themselves – artistic social actors’ have described how they are 

“acting on [their] sensations” and how through these actions they navigate understandings of 
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their work and the role of their work in the world to cultivate political subjectivities. Importantly, 

political subjectivities are developed not only through relationships, but through collectivity. In 

differentiating between the production of artistic and political community I have argued that 

forming subjectivities that are geared towards and cultivating political community are producing 

alternative futures while artistic community hinges on professional identity, making claims based 

on alignment with market interests, and making the present less miserable for a confined group 

rather than a social whole.  

By acting on a sense of collective and relational responsibility artists in this study 

demonstrate their navigations of the terms of neoliberal multiculturalism in which “ethnic 

identities and attachments can be assets to market actors and hence…they can legitimately be 

supported by the neoliberal state.” (Kymlicka, 2013, p. 109). As Kymlicka notes, while 

narrowing the field of political contestation, the neoliberal conception of multiculturalism is an 

incomplete project in that multicultural citizens have used neoliberal interventions toward anti-

neoliberal goals (2013, p. 115). This analysis of neoliberal multiculturalism extends to the social 

liberalism of creative urbanism, where individuals and groups representing multiple diversities 

and exercising citizenship to enhance equity in communities are enjoined to do so in ways that 

enhance interests of the market. In the case of artistic civic practice, however, some exploit the 

contradiction of neoliberal interventions (to be both socially liberal and to constrain expression 

of difference) and re-purpose neoliberal tools to push the parameters of political agency, 

cultivating collective identities and political spaces that allow for group determination. Here, in 

Nashville’s cultural terrain, the development of collective and relational political subjectivities is 

not a triumph over “complex personhood” (Gordon, 1997); rather, these political subjectivities 
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are creating conditions for complex people to act in complex ways to create more complex and 

more democratic public life.
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CHAPTER VI. 
 
 

DISCUSSION & CONCLUSION 
 
 

I saw the sheriffs, the deputies, the storm troopers 
more or less in passing. 

I was never in town to stay. 
This was sometimes hard on my morale, 

but I had to accept, as time wore on, 
that part of my responsibility—as a witness— 

was to move as largely and as freely as possible, 
to write the story, and to get it out. 

– James Baldwin 
 

In this dissertation I have been concerned with understanding the conditions for political 

agency in a city governed by a neoliberal growth agenda. I have filtered this examination through 

the creative economy of Nashville, and have used theories of political subjectivity and 

democratic politics to examine how artists come to understand themselves and their selves-in-

the-world through acting to shape the conditions of which they are a part and navigating the 

forces of institutions and social structures that often subjugate and constrain them. This research 

contributes to discussions about creative cities and about the creative turn in social and political 

life (Bishop, 2012; McRobbie, 2016; Mould, 2018) by going beyond dueling tropes of ‘artists as 

gentrifiers’ and artists as beacons of urban activism to instead think of artists as urban denizens 

who are navigating common struggles for political agency. 

 In this concluding chapter, I summarize findings from this study of creative urbanism and 

artistic civic practice in Nashville and the civic conditions and political subjectivities being 

fostered therein. The situational analysis approach utilized in this study facilitated the exploration 

of how multiple elements and their interrelationship come to bear on civic actors’ political 

identities and agency. Here I distill the multiplicity into several themes, which demonstrate the 
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dimensions along which artists in this study have navigated their political subjectivity. These 

dimensions have emerged from the multiple stories of artists, their complex navigations of their 

selves and selves in the world, and consideration of the creative urbanism landscape with which 

they are interacting. While discussed separately in this chapter, these dimensions are woven 

together; I believe this has been apparent through the chapters. In addition to these dimensions, I 

discuss the implications for research that emerge from this project. Finally, by way of conclusion, 

I return to Jefferson Street, where this project started for me, and the production of political 

community that continues there.  

	
Dimensions of Political Subjectivity 

	
	

This dissertation explores the constraints and navigations of civic life in one city while 

attending to the broader context of neoliberalism within which these constraints are unfolding. In 

Nashville, the creative arts are employed to strengthen public life, but this exploration shows 

how conditions produced by creative urbanism operate to limit if not prevent this possibility. 

These conditions are produced by political, economic, and social pressures, within agencies and 

institutions of governing and governance, and by actors who internalize, interpret, and react to 

the pressures. However, while artists, as civic actors, are producing selves through negotiations 

of social and institutional pressures and ideologies, they also shape conditions for personal, 

collective, and social change. The focus on political subjectivity is a focus on how civic actors 

struggle to be recognizable by authorities, have voice, stake claims (Schramm & Krauss, 2011, p. 

131), be considered politically equal, engage in public relationships, and negotiate the right to 

have power (Lerner, 1986). But it is also an ideological struggle to conceive and act as a political 

agent in current conditions of neoliberalism – a political agent who is producing public interests 
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and alliances that pose alternatives to the prevailing hegemony, fighting for a position.	 

 Other critics of the creative city paradigm and the various programs and policies it 

materializes have maintained that a critical and by some accounts “radical arts praxis” (Kwon, 

2004) is still possible in the context of neoliberal interventions in creative cities (McLean, 2014a, 

2014b, 2017; Mould, 2018). Often, these discussions have centered analyses of isolated projects 

that harness an activist stance among artists, individual practitioners, or identity groups. 

However, I take caution with the chaotic breaks that critical literature on creative civic practices 

frequently elevates. In her stringent analysis of social and public arts practice, Rosler (2013) 

writes that community arts initiatives represent “baby steps in the formation of community 

initiatives [but] are treated as deserving of the moral (and professional) equivalent of merit 

badges” (Rosler, 2013, p. 43); and that they are attractive to media and municipal leaders, but 

make “invisible the patient organizing and agitating, often decades long, by members of the local 

communities” (p. 43).  As this study shows, they not only make them invisible, but also subdue 

the politics of racial and economic struggle by selectively employing their images, rhetoric, and 

narratives. 

 While agonistic theories of democratic politics are oft referenced in the sphere of a 

political arts practice (e.g., Mould, 2018; Somdahl-Sands, 2008), Mouffe’s (2013) agonistic 

theory is more specific and ambitious in her vision of what will bring about transformation, even 

while she is not denigrating of what she calls “artivist” practices (2013, p. 99). What 

distinguishes Mouffe’s theory is its attention to developing collective identities, formed through 

“chains of equivalence,” that can antagonize a hegemonic formation through the temporary 

closure of adversarial conflict – that is through debate and conflict among those who “share a 

common allegiance to the democratic principles of ‘liberty and equality for all,’ while 
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disagreeing about their interpretation” (Mouffe, 2013, p. 7). That is, Mouffe (2013) does not 

endorse endless anarchic ruptures or refusals of all institutions as a political strategy. Rather, as 

is evident in her discussion of the transformative potential of the arts, critical arts practices, 

including those within institutions (Mouffe talks about museums, in particular), should leverage 

and produce agonistic public spaces where the prevailing common sense or accepted hegemony 

is made apparent, contested, and alternatives to it debated among various entities who share a 

common position in relation to the prevailing hegemony. I share the concerns elevated by Rosler 

(2013) and the hope for contexts for critical analysis and action that Mouffe (2013) advocates; I 

find promise in the development of political subjectivities that are seeking the formation of 

political community as a veritable alternative to the present condition of anemic public life.  

	
Navigating political subjectivity 
	

This research is situated at the convergence of several theories: theories of identity and 

agency, neoliberal rationality and neoliberal multiculturalism, democratic and agonistic politics, 

and surplus powerlessness, as depicted in Figure 5 (see below). On their own, each lens would 

have yielded a distinct approach to the research – for instance, privileging cultural or 

psychological or political interpretations. By choosing to focus on their intersection, I have 

excluded aspects of these approaches, and, as noted in Chapter 1, by combining different 

theoretical lenses have created possibilities for inconsistencies or tensions to emerge.  However, 

the key takeaway from the use of this multi-theoretical and grounded approach has been to see 

political subjects as both produced and producers along various dimensions.  
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Figure 5. Multi-theoretical Approach to Political Subjectivity 

 
The lenses of neoliberal governmentality and neoliberal multiculturalism have, in 

particular, though not exclusively, uncovered the architecture that is constraining civic 

conditions in the creative city, particularly the ways neoliberal rationality has governed the 

capacity to think politics and publicity. Theories of democratic and agonistic politics have 

provided lenses through which to examine the manifestations of neoliberal rationality in civic 

practices, as well as ways to understand the politics that participants are engaging to push those 

constraints. As my own understandings about artists’ political subjectivities began to develop 

from experiences in the field, from analyses, from literature, and from these existing theories, I 

began to draw upon understandings beyond those described in Chapter 1 – in particular ideas of 

surplus powerlessness (Lerner, 1986), responsibility (Massey, 2004), resubjectivization (Gibson-

Graham, 2006), consciousness and praxis (Friere, 1970) – to gain deeper insights into the data. 

Surplus powerlessness, in particular, elucidated the internalization of neoliberal rationality and 

its impact on one’s sense of their agency. With the purpose of illuminating the parameters of 
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political agency in this neoliberal city and how civic actors are both operating within and trying 

to shape those parameters, this examination illuminated several dimensions along which civic 

actors’ are navigating their political subjectivities: collectivity, conflict, responsibility, and, 

though to a less developed extent, racial difference (Figure 6). 

Along the dimensions of collectivity, the civic actors in this study manage a collective 

subjectivity that promotes self-interest and individual self-development, which compel them into 

collective identification with the city bureaucracy on one end, and political community that is 

producing collective relations and struggling over alternative futures for a social whole on the 

other. Along the dimension of responsibility, they are navigating positions of responsibility as 

market citizens on the one side and as democratic citizens on the other. In terms of conflict, 

artists are navigating the pull to capitulate to the systems and structures that fund their work – 

forces that bring them into alignment and consensus – and to perform professional civic 

identities that are agreeable on one hand, and an awareness of a need for antagonism and fighting 

for an alternative (rather than reformation) to those systems and structures on the other. Along 

the dimension of racial difference – nonwhite civic actors or racial and ethnic groups are 

navigating erasure and subjugation (a lack of recognition) on the one hand and having full 

recognition – representational and political parity – on the other. The navigation of neoliberal 

multiculturalism and the pressures to assimilate or perform racial difference as commodity and 

the desire to express and demand group needs or desires fall along this dimension. Each of these 

dimensions is discussed in greater depth below.  
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Figure 6. Four Dimensions of Navigating Political Subjectivities  

 
Collectivity and political community 

  The findings in this study point to the importance of negotiations and practices as well as 

reflections on collective identity as central to struggles for political agency. In the situation of 

creative urbanism in Nashville, collectivity is contested terrain – while there are multiple ways 

that creative urbanism constrains collective life, the desire for collectivity is persistent, no matter 

how encumbered. Multiple theorists argue that collectivity – both an ability to think collectivity 

(Brown, 2015) and to create collectivity (Laclau & Mouffe, 1985) through which actors create 

alternatives to the prevailing hegemony – is crucial to the formation of a political subject in the 

era of neoliberalism. There are instances of both constructive and deleterious collectivity. 

Indeed, in the contemporary moment, the rise of collectivity founded in values of xenophobia, 

racism, and sexism, for instance, though forming a political community of consequence as the 

political far Right, is hardly the type of constructive collectivity I advocate here. Many have 
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written about community as contested (Staehehli, 2008; Joseph, 2002). The findings from this 

project support these claims— that the formation of collectivity is simultaneously an act of 

inclusion and exclusion, inheriting and reproducing power inequities that are evident in 

differential recognition, articulation of needs and claims, and purposes. Though not at the same 

scale as the deleterious collectivity of the Far Right, political collectivity is a treacherous terrain 

for artists in Nashville, too — where collective artistic identity is a key means through which 

they are hailed into a privileged creative class.  

  In the creative economy of Nashville, the creative class identity becomes grounds for the 

formation of one type of politically recognized community. As evidenced in policy and cultural 

materials as well as throughout the Learning Lab program, “creatives” come to signify a 

meaningful group identity whose needs are recognized because of their economic contribution to 

the city or their potential to contribute to ‘greasing’ the operations (Katz, 2005) of organizations 

that are part of the economic and development infrastructure. Their political consequence as a 

group is contingent on their integration into this infrastructure. Creative urbanism and civic 

practice define an in-group (“creatives”), which positions artistic civic actors as intermediaries 

between urban authorities and the constituents those authorities serve. The out-group – the 

groups or communities that are apart from the creative class group definition — is excluded from 

this political recognition. There is a strong push to elevate this group identity among urban 

power holders (e.g., the Office of the Mayor, Chamber of Commerce), and civic practice as 

codified in the Learning Lab becomes a mechanism to perform creativity in a way that builds 

political advocacy for the group (i.e., it builds “stakeholders” who will value and invest in the 

development of the creative class). Some artists in the study interpret this growing attention to 

the creative class group identity, as well as their increasing integration into urban processes, as 
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an overdue achievement of recognition and a boon for their political equality or influence. This 

was evident in the positive impressions of a group of professional artists that had come together 

to assert the needs of artists in the city during the mayoral race in 2014 and in the efforts toward 

establishing the Creatives’ Day organization. However, the vulnerabilities of this community are 

several: the parameters of political agency are confined to the artist identity, identities must be 

legible as such else they risk not being worthy of claims or rights (for example, the right to 

qualify for affordable housing reserved for artists), the ability to engage in conflict with urban 

elites who celebrate the creative class identity is stymied, relationships of responsibility to other 

urban denizens beyond creative identities are obscured, and analyses of social exclusions 

undergirding these formations are stifled.   

  The Learning Lab, though oriented toward building advocacy for the creative group 

identity, did not preclude the space from being a meaningful context to build connection with 

other artists. One participant’s comment that the connections made among artists was likely the 

best thing to come out of the Learning Lab underscores my observation of the program as a 

critical site of encounter, though not one for the formation of political community or a sense of 

collectivity. Learning Lab was a site for encounter in a professional sense of networking, making 

connections that could lead to mentorship, further professional opportunities, and sharing 

resources (e.g., skills, space, funding). It was also a site for encounter with urban processes, 

exposing artists to how the city and partnering organizations operate, how urban actors are 

treated or subjugated in this context, and the dimensions and complexity of urban problems. In 

these ways, albeit unknowingly, it contributed to raising consciousness, though it did not 

cultivate or extend it by serving as a supportive structure for analysis, criticality, or reflexivity. 

For instance, following the meeting with the affordable housing expert from the Mayor’s office, 
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artists did not debrief collectively to discuss what they had heard, the questions that had been 

asked or not asked, answers that had been given or not given. This type of collective reflection 

might have prompted analyses of the state of affordable housing or urban decision making or 

might have created a way to plan collectively for the purpose and impact of their civic projects. 

Instead, participants reflected independently or with their project partners, and in multiple cases 

led to feelings of powerlessness in the face of the enormity of the city’s housing challenges. In 

these ways, Learning Lab embodies the distinction that Brown (2015) articulates as “cooperation 

without collectivization” (p. 129). To the extent that artists engaged individually with Metro Arts 

staff, they were likely to find support in these relationships. However, the Learning Lab 

community as a whole was intended for collaboration with government actors or partners and 

integration into the existing infrastructure, rather than contemplation of power inequities therein 

or posing a challenge to them.  

In contrast to the artistic community formed through creative class group identity, the 

Deep End Collective (DEC) is producing conditions for political community. The DEC 

developed as a collective through participants’ relationships with community, through their 

actions with each other, and through their interactions with institutions or actors who hold power 

in the city. It meets regularly, leveraging the DEC to inspire, plan, reflect, and analyze its work. 

However, participation in the collective also reflects what Lerner (1986) describes as a “lived 

experience of being free” (p. 252) – that is, where the artists are working through multiple 

dimensions of powerlessness. DEC works through powerlessness through their collective praxis 

and also through the cultivation of relations of compassion, mutuality, and support in the 

collective. The DEC also enacts what geographers Gibson-Graham (2006) describe as a politics 

of collective action through cultivating collective political subjectivity that “requires an 
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expansive vision of what is possible, a careful analysis of what can be drawn upon to begin the 

building process, the courage to make a realistic assessment of what might stand in the way of 

success, and the decision to go forward with a mixture of creative disrespect and protective 

caution” (p. xxxvi). The group operates to advance members’ development of their individual 

selves, their organization, and Black culture; to represent Nashvillians who are facing risks of 

displacement and cultural loss; and to advance a legacy of racial struggle for all marginalized 

residents across the city, learned from elders of the Civil Rights movement and fostered among 

the younger generation. As shown through the case of the DEC, political subjectivities that 

produce political community develop through enacting a connected or relational sense of 

responsibility, one that makes apparent the relations of power in the prevailing hegemony and 

necessitates engaging in conflict with it. 

	
Responsibility 

While civic actors in the creative city are constrained by the propagation of neoliberal 

rationality that enjoins political subjects to cultivate their selves as human capital, responsible for 

their self-investment and the well being of the market economy (Brown, 2015), the artistic 

individuals engaged in this study, echoing the quote from James Baldwin (2017) that began this 

final chapter, navigate political subjectivities along different conceptualizations of responsibility, 

including ones that engage rather than foreclose politics. A political rather than economic 

responsibility is a sense of responsibility to relationships that cultivate a social whole (rather than 

the self). Actors navigating a political sense of responsibility are mobilizing relationships of 

reckoning wherein actors wrestle with their complicity and draw out understandings of others’ 

complicity or role in enabling and producing inequity. And political subjects navigating 

responsibility are also expressing a responsibility to act with consequence, engaging actions that 
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are likely to require conflict and confrontation.  

  These political subjectivities emerged in several instances and demonstrate the 

interweaving of the dimensions of collectivity and responsibility. For example, several artists in 

this study either rejected or were uneasy about the creative class group identity as well as their 

integration into the development infrastructure of the city. They expressed a consciousness that 

this integration was not necessarily a sign of political equality or agency. Rather, these artists 

interpreted the creative group identification as a device that more easily enrolls them into a 

gentrification strategy and separates them from a larger concept of collectivity — for instance, 

that it privileges them and their needs (e.g., affordable housing) over other urban denizens and 

their same needs or that it places them in a position of marketing the city rather than elucidating 

the suffering that the city and its decisions induce. The development of a collective political 

subjectivity conjures a recognition of responsibility – what geographer Doreen Massey (2004) 

urges is a crucial component of “resubjectivization” (p. 14), or the term feminist geographer 

Gibson-Graham (2002) uses to indicate a process of “challeng[ing] and chang[ing]… hegemonic 

identities” (Massey, 2004, p. 14).36 She writes,   

  Such a re-imagination is indeed vital to any sense of empowerment, but, in certain 
locations within the unequal power geometries of capitalist globalisation, 
‘resubjectivation’ must include also a recognition of the responsibilities which 
attach to those relations and aspects of our identity – including those of our places 
– through which we, and our places, have been constructed. (p. 14, emphasis in 
original) 

 
Massey’s (2004) focus is less on individuals’ subjectivity and more on the production and 

resubjectivization of place, which I will discuss in this chapter, however the discussions with 

																																																								
	
36 Feminist geographer Gibson-Graham (2006) defines resubjectivization as “the mobilization and transformation of 
desires, the cultivation of capacities, and the making of new identifications with something as vague and unspecified 
as a ‘community economy.’” (p. xxxvi) 
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artists in this study revealed a sense of responsibility akin to what she advocates.  

Artists developing political subjectivities with a critical consciousness and sense of 

relationality and responsibility are also creating conditions for political community to flourish. 

Brown (2015) writes that “the essential conditions of democratic existence remain these: limited 

extremes of concentrated wealth and poverty, orientation toward citizenship as a practice of 

considering the public good, and citizens modestly discerning about the ways of power, history, 

representation, and justice” (p. 179).  The critical and reflective subjectivities evident among the 

artists from the local arts college and the Deep End Collective (DEC) are creating contexts for 

civic learning, which stands apart from the conditions for engagement produced by Learning Lab 

and are more akin to the conditions Brown (2015) describes. As evidenced among the group of 

participants from the local arts college, creating spaces for study, reflection, and action on issues 

of urban change and gentrification was a means to cultivate artist subjectivities with a critical 

sense of responsibility – artists who can situate themselves within a broader context and use the 

discourses (from study, reflection, and experience) as resources to draw upon (Bakhtin, 1981) as 

they author themselves and their sense of agency in the world (Holland et al., 1998). The 

production of this educational space reflects, too, influential educator and philosopher Paolo 

Freire’s (1970) conceptualization of education for critical consciousness, which is grounded in an 

analysis of structural inequality as well as reflection on self and others in these structures and, 

significantly, through interactions with these structures. Friere’s (1970) concept of praxis 

necessitates action with reflection as essential to the development of subjectivities. Thus, the 

educators from the local arts college, through their own critical consciousness and sense of 

responsibility, are producing conditions for a political community. That is, the college or the 

classrooms are not robust political communities in their own regard – rather they are contexts 
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wherein individuals exercise and develop political subjectivities through praxis that prepares 

them for being producers of political community – able to conceive a publicity, forge collective 

identities not just market identities, engage in critical study, and cultivate a willingness to 

struggle rather than bury conflict.  

	
Conflict/Tension 

 Navigations of political subjectivity are also navigations of tension and conflict, where 

civic actors are calculating and contending with pressures to reconcile differences (for instance, 

pressures to find consensus with the institutions that fund their work) and struggles to define and 

express differences. The theorists I engaged in this project contend that conflict, or the potential 

for it, is critical to a democratic politics. The urgency for conflict is evidenced through this study. 

In the context of creative urbanism in Nashville, a consensus is produced that elides contestation: 

the civic value of the arts is its capacity to generate revenue through the marketization of urban 

space, and civic actors are those who integrate into the development infrastructure as a matter of 

self-investment.  As demonstrated through the expansion of creative urbanism in Nashville, 

various entities have coordinated an urban social and political architecture wherein the common 

end is in the wellness of the market economy, necessitating the narration of order and democratic 

alignment among citizens and economic interests. The possibility for civic conflict is stymied 

(not eradicated) by this push for an urban consensus where economic interests are framed as in 

the interest of everyone – in this case, especially in the interest of artists. 

 In Nashville’s case of creative urbanism, political subjugation occurs through the 

obfuscation of the prevailing hegemony. This is accomplished, in part, as artists are enrolled into 

“equivalence” (Laclau & Mouffe, 1985) with hegemonic actors or “drawn into the city 

bureaucracy,” as one artist noted. Through artistic civic partnerships facilitated by the 
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municipality, artists link their interests with municipal interests rather than linking their interests 

with urban denizens who would instead draw a “frontier” against the urban authorities, writ 

large. Again, this is the effect of the formation of the creative class political group identity, which 

operates to the politicization of these urban actors. Lerner (1986) notes, “for the elites of power, 

the most important goal is to keep people from becoming too politically 

mobilized…[understanding that] participation in politics has the potential of creating in the 

participants a new sense of their rights to have power, and that sense is very threatening to the 

established order” (p. 258). Integration in the architecture of the city’s development engine acts 

as a device to limit and curate dissent.  

 Through the framing of creative civic practice as partnerships with municipal authorities, 

artists, as civic actors, get “drawn into the city bureaucracy,” as one artist noted, constraining 

possibilities for conflictual politics. Indeed, through the integration of artists into individualized 

civic partnerships, conflicts or tensions that do exist become isolated to the location of the 

project. That is, tension might arise among individuals in a project, leading individual actors to 

shoulder resolving these conflicts so that projects can come to completion. In the case of 

Learning Lab, artists were often supported in working through tensions by committed Learning 

Lab staff, but these staff members, in some ways, are even more constrained in their ability to 

engage institutional politics by dint of their professional roles. The effect of this is two-fold. 

First, civic actors take on the burden for resolving conflicts as a matter of self-investment — that 

is, resolution and sacrifice (to borrow Brown’s [2015] term) is part of being professional and 

being seen as a good partner. Indeed, their very purpose in being a partner is to work through 

problems and tensions, not to fuel them; recall, artists are to identify their assets as constituting 

their value as problem-solvers, making conflict resolution an indicator of professional 
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performance. Second, the individualization of civic practice isolates conflicts, turning 

partnerships into discrete moments of tension, should they arise, that obscure the larger targets 

for civic action in conditions of neoliberal urbanism. In order to form a contentious politics, 

Mouffe (2013) underlines the importance of a collective identity that can successfully render an 

alternative to the prevailing hegemony. Thus, while hoping to infuse creativity into urban 

problem-solving and public decision-making, civic practice, as it has appeared in this study, 

constrains the development of a collective approach to generating such an alternative. 

  In this study, political subjects are navigating their ability and willingness to engage in 

conflict, which in some cases fuels surplus powerlessness (Lerner, 1986). When confronted with 

or exposed to their constrained subject-positions many artists responded in ways that expressed 

powerlessness in the face of ruling actors. For instance, artists shared their frustrations with their 

complicity with uneven development – though it runs against their ethical sensibilities, the 

business it generates pays their rent – and needing to advance partners’ goals as professionals at 

the cost of their political expression. Goals for self-development compel artists to adopt 

constrained political subjectivities – navigating the tight spaces that institutions allow, or 

adopting neutral positions that withhold critiques of civic practices and urban processes. Indeed, 

the narrative of restraint and frustration stands in stark contrast to the celebratory narrative of 

artists’ economic and civic impacts often mobilized by municipal authorities and creative 

urbanism advocates.  

  Through the production of community or collectivity, however, the potential for 

conflictual political subjectivities develops. In the cases of LL participants from the local arts 

college and those from DEC, negotiations between artists, LL staff members, and the non-profit 

housing organization demonstrated a high degree of tension. The supportive infrastructure of the 
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collective, in the case of DEC, and colleagues with the help of a Metro Arts staff member in the 

case of the educators, served as grounds from which to engage in their respective projects with a 

more conflictual dynamic. The collective nature of the groups provided spaces of reflection and 

accountability to the relationships and challenges that those relationships presented. 

	
Racial difference 

 This examination makes apparent that the parameters of political agency are shaped by 

the neoliberal multiculturalism manifested through creative urbanism and that artists are 

navigating these parameters – desiring representation of racial diversity and increased funding, 

unsettled by the exploitation and limitations of the representation and resources, and leveraging 

opportunities to redefine their terms.37 Creative urbanism in Nashville repurposes racial 

difference and struggle, extracting value to facilitate development. This pattern has been 

discussed in other locales, as well, where in order to market urban spaces that have historically 

been divested as ready for investment, governing authorities must demonstrate to investors that 

that there is little challenge to such investment – it is not risky (Mele, 2012). In Nashville, artistic 

expression by residents of these locales, for example public arts works that depict Black culture 

and history as well as Civil Rights history, become contested symbols and gestures of racial 

healing and civic harmony; in one regard, they advance narratives of a “post-racial” and socially 

ordered city with an aptitude for cultural sensitivity (Melamed, 2011), but, in another regard, 

they serve as vehicles through which Black artists are producing their political subjectivities and 

forming political community.  

																																																								
	
37 The analysis of creative urbanism and artistic civic practice as processes of racialization was explored to a lesser 
degree in this current study and will be expanded in future research. By racialization I am referring to the definition 
provided by Peake & Kobayashi (2000): “material processes and ideological consequences of the construction of 
‘race’ as a means of differentiating and valuing ‘white’ people above those of color” (p. 393).  
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 Critical race and ethnicity scholars contend, for instance, that cultural representation has 

depoliticized racial struggle rather than elevated it as a social and political priority (Melamed, 

2011; Kymlicka, 2013; Leong, 2013). Leong (2013) summarizes this view that “the focus on 

acquiring and displaying diversity may preempt conversations about past racial injustice, the 

reasons for current racial inequality, and possible measures that individuals and society might 

undertake to improve such inequality” (Leong, 2013, p. 2206). From this vantage, opportunities 

for cultural expression are not inherently civically empowering and representations of Black and 

multicultural identity do not automatically signal democratic inclusion of racial and ethnic 

subgroups and multicultural citizenship. Rather, conditions of neoliberal multiculturalism require 

non-White actors to engage in public life through navigating their racial identities with a value of 

assimilation. This became evident in funded artistic civic practice projects. Recall Zechariah and 

Isaiah who found themselves accommodating to project funders and partners by “defanging” 

(Katz, 2005) their expressions or Tanya’s civic project with the Kurdish community which was 

steered to assimilate with the city’s transit development priorities. Further, one can draw on the 

example of the DEC members who faced conflict with the AHG when that project funder wanted 

the DEC’s mural to convey a non-controversial and positive image of community rather than one 

depicting or commemorating community struggles. Evident from these examples, to the extent 

that Black artists are “good partners” and “professional,” credentialed by their engagement with 

the public arts agency, their voices and contributions are recognized. To the extent that they can 

be employed in a professional capacity to represent a partner agency they are valued.  These 

conditions reflect what democratic theorists describe as citational struggles within liberal 

democracy wherein the ideal of a white, male, deliberative reasoning participant is privileged 

above expressions of passion and conflict (Purcell, 2008; Young, 2000). What is more, they are 
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enjoined to promote their citizenship as market actors (Brown, 2015; Kymlicka, 2013).  

 With a pressure to present as non-threatening or as ‘good partners,’ Black artists in this 

study navigate a-conflictual political subjectivities. Several artists for whom their Black racial 

identity is central to their cultural and political expression shared an analysis of their racial 

alienation and context such that, by their explanation, they are always in the mode of navigating, 

analyzing, deliberating, reworking, and reflecting when they want to seize the opportunities for 

funding from public and private sources. While the present upsurge in creative urbanism and 

civic practice has created more funding sources to navigate and has launched them into a more 

public spotlight, their navigations are a continuation of a longer struggle to claim their cultural 

and political expressions before they are absorbed by capital and their messages depoliticized. 

For these artists, like Will, the potential for conflict is always present and internally motivating, 

even while they must manage their outward expressions of it. Their navigations reflect what 

Kymlicka (2013) describes as a pattern of multicultural citizens employing neoliberal tools and 

programs to advance their agendas. In Nashville’s creative urbanism context, artistic actors 

exploit the contradiction of a neoliberal intervention that deploys social liberalism (artistic civic 

practice) by redefining the terms of quiescence as terms of resubjectivization – pursuing critical 

analyses, engaging tensions, and planning action. He writes, however, that this only works as a 

strategy to reclaim neoliberal multiculturalism if the group in question already has “robust 

citizenship standing that enables their effective political agency” (p. 118). In this study, the artists 

must achieve a level of acceptance or belonging and recognition of their rights and political 

voice – or “robust citizenship” – before they can exploit the conditions created by neoliberal 

interventions. Again, in the case of the DEC, they employ municipal programs and funding 

opportunities by leveraging their notoriety to serve expressive needs and interests – outcomes 
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that are less threatening to city authorities – while also building “will to shape their environment 

rather than simply accommodate to it” (Christens & Speer, 2015, p. 213). This will is crucial to 

the production of a political community of consequence – one where actors can reflect and 

process through expression and then can recalibrate the targets of action, allies, and a sense of 

shared purpose.  

	
The Subject of the Neoliberal Multicultural City 

 
 
In Nashville, these dimensions along which individual and collective political 

subjectivities are being navigated are also dimensions along which the city is navigating its 

identity. The embrace and evolution of creative economies has spurred scholarly attention to the 

various ways a creative urban strategy is interpreted, applied, and rationalized, and, in particular, 

how these applications represent potentially diverse – though not necessarily transformative – 

urban agendas (Lauermann, 2016; Grodach, 2013). As Grodach (2013) states, while cities may 

employ creative city discourse to advance multiple urban agendas, it “remains to be seen if such 

approaches will address the problems associated with the creative city model, namely 

gentrification and social exclusion, including their impact on those outside the cultural economy 

lens” (p. 1762). The question of as to whether creative urbanism strategies constitute examples of 

roll-out neoliberalism (Peck & Tickell 2002; Mayer, 2013) in the form of social inclusion 

interventions that effectively foreclose critical debate and efforts to address structural and 

systemic pressures is one that is addressed in this project. As already discussed, creative 

urbanism is hindering critical debate by shaping political subjects as partners to the entities 

driving development decisions – sewing their interests to the economic growth of the city. As 

noted in the discourses of creative urbanism in Nashville, this technique pulls creative artists into 
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agreement with the prevailing hegemonic order and separates them from political contestations.  

Separation as a strategy that hinders critical debate is evidenced spatially. Through 

creative urbanism, places – neighborhoods or communities – are disjoined through rhetoric and 

projects that cultivate ‘unique cultural identity’ of a place. The unique identity readily becomes a 

marketing strategy, denoting places that are ready for investment because the cultural and social 

landscape is in compliance with economic imperatives. In other words, as noted in the discussion 

of how racial value is extracted for urban marketing, when a degree of racial and ethnic diversity 

or cultural identity has been represented expressively the expression is leveraged as a symbol of 

political consent and civic order. Places that have been separated and packaged in this way can 

then be rejoined through an economic infrastructure (in the case of Nashville, quite literally a 

transportation infrastructure) that will ease movement and accumulation of capital. This might 

seem like an acerbic critique; however, such patterns of separation and reassembly are not new – 

rather, they are representative of processes of racial capitalism. Drawing from Robinson (1963) 

and Marx (1977), Melamed (2015) explains this process in the following way:  

Capital partitions, divides, and separates groups between political geographies 
and is the dominant relation to flow between and bind them. What is stripped out 
are other (and other possible) relations to land, resources, activity, community, 
and other possible social wholes that have been broken up for capital. (p. 81) 
 

Thus, within the city, the ‘partitioning’ of unique places, with unique characteristics, not only 

imputes essential characteristics on a community, it operates to deteriorate collective life more 

widely.  

Scaling up, spatial separation and reassembly manifest, too, through the ethos of creative 

urbanism that fuels production of the city as a node of capital (separation) in a relation of 

competition with other cities (reassembly). In other words, urban locales are encouraged to be 

distinct in so much as they provide a diverse – but still steady – selection of fixes for capital 
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(Harvey, 2001). Then they are related, or rejoined, to use Melamed’s (2015) term once more, 

through connections of competition. Just as I have noted the value of a supportive structure (i.e., 

political community) for relationships of responsibility for individuals’ political subjectivities, 

drawing from Massey (2004) once more, I suggest the need to alter connections of competition 

to instead forge relationships of responsibility and mutuality. In other words, the relational 

construction of identity that is espoused in this project also has implications for the city. With 

London as her vantage point, Massey (2004) writes,  

So, if that is the case, if we take seriously the relational construction of identity, 
then it poses, first, the question of the geography of those relations of 
construction: the geography of the relations through which the identity of London, 
for example, is established and reproduced. This in turn poses the question of 
what is the nature of ‘London’s’ social and political relationship to those 
geographies. What is, in a relational imagination and in light of the relational 
construction of identity, the geography of our social and political responsibility? 
(P. 6) 
 

In her discussion, Massey urges that place, as a construct, not be taken for granted as ‘mattering’ 

— that is, neither because it may be an effect of global capital, on the one hand, nor because it 

may be a site for engaging local politics, on the other hand. Rather, place as a production 

necessitates a clear excavation of the processes, elements, actors, that are engaged in that 

production and that are enacting relations of power. This excavation, then, is not only a way to 

elucidate how processes of globalization are working, but how local places produce processes of 

globalization; thus, Massey’s concept of “geographies of responsibility” (2004) is asking how 

places are arenas to understand, change, and intervene on the processes that are facilitating 

global capitalism, rather than only seeing global capitalism as happening or coming from 

elsewhere – a phenomenon that Massey describes as an “erasure of place which is politically 

disabling” (Massey, 2004, p. 14).  

  What does this mean for Nashville in this moment of applause for its creative urbanism 
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achievements and a social and civic strategy that bolsters it? To the extent that advocates of these 

efforts harbor a desire for social change, for cultivating public life, for strengthening democratic 

decision making in the city, I contend that it means conceptualizing and enacting 

“interconnections,…viable relations, and … collectivity that might nurture greater social 

wholeness” (Melamed, 2015, p. 79), which entails altering the acceptance of relations of 

competition. Drawing on Massey’s concept, meeting these goals will entail a reflective and 

critical examination of the city’s “complicity and compliance” (Massey, 2004, p. 14) in 

producing processes that facilitate global capitalism to the detriment of communities in Nashville 

and elsewhere, and, beyond an analysis, a praxis of responsibility to those connections that thus 

far have been relations of competition. In other words, navigating the city’s political subjectivity 

will entail negotiations of its relational, reckoning, and acting ‘self’ as well as its constitution or 

debilitation of collective political life. 

	
On Doing Research on Political Subjectivities and Creative Civic Practice 

	
	

Art historian Claire Bishop (2012) notes that one of the challenges that the ‘social turn’ in 

the world of arts has elevated is the inadequacy of any single disciplinary approach for its study. 

She writes that given the nature of this art ‘form’ or trend, sociological analyses are needed that 

pose questions about “community, society, empowerment, agency” (Bishop, 2012, p. 7) – 

questions that are typically beyond the scope of traditional humanities literature. On the other 

side, “positivist social sciences,” she contends, have too narrow a focus on outcomes and too 

little consideration of “quality” as a meaningful assessment of value for civic, participatory, and 

publicly-engaged arts.  She resolves to approach her study through political philosophy and art 

history; here, I have waded in from urban and political theories and theories of subjectivity. Per 
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Bishop’s (2012) warning, navigating this study through a social and spatial lens has produced 

both conceptual and methodological challenges. 

First, without disciplinary engagement with the humanities, I limited my analysis of 

aesthetic content and value and also curtailed a breadth of understanding of the relationship 

between art and politics through history.  While drawing on Holland et al. (1998) to understand 

subjectivity as developed through a multitude of resources and discourses, I excluded from my 

analysis the cultural materials produced by artists as expressions of their self authorship and 

subjectivities even while I privileged the materials produced by urban authorities (e.g., cultural 

policy materials). The implication is that the analysis weighed more heavily toward examining 

subjugating forces. Further, this study was conceptualized and designed based on academic 

literature on the creative city and creative civic practices primarily from within the social 

sciences; however, scholarship on these practices does not necessarily occur within the academy, 

and thus reviews of literature might have been inadequate to comprehend the range of practices, 

impacts, and reflections on creative endeavors. In his book, Against Creativity, Mould (2018) 

references several projects based on personal knowledge or reviews of news media. Too, 

Bishop’s (2012) volume on participatory art discusses a range of community-based and 

participatory art projects that have been examined through artistic critiques. Popular media and 

art history were not sources from which I pulled, thus narrowing my exposure to such practices 

globally and historically. Finally, my abbreviation of history and narrow engagement with 

cultural knowledge, in particular, has had the effect of limiting my lens to only the recent history 

of Nashville, excluding deeper histories of dissent related to its socio-political and spatial 

transformations. As part of this, I have not engaged with the history and dynamics of the Black 

Arts movement in the city, and how the current formation of collective political subjectivity by 
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Black artists relates to this legacy.  

The second set of challenges in this study stem from the logistics of conducting research 

on creative civic practice. Bishop (2012) explicates the limitations of understanding the 

phenomenon through methods typical in the humanities (e.g., analysis of images or text) which, 

in her estimation, provide “fragmentary evidence, and convey nothing of the affective dynamic 

that propels artists to make these projects and people to participate in them” (p. 8). While in this 

present study my extended time observing and talking to those involved in creative civic practice 

served to elicit rich relationships and data, and while I did my utmost throughout the project to 

embed myself in the contexts and experiences of creative urbanism and the Learning Lab, there 

was much that I could not see, feel, or know. First, the voices and experiences of audiences, non-

artist participants or spectators are deafeningly absent in this project, yet their relationships with 

artists, reactions to their work, and their own perspectives on artists’ identities are also a part of 

the construction of artists subjectivities. Second, much of the training sessions were designed as 

a combination of dyads, small group work, and lecture; as a lone researcher in the field, it was 

impossible to capture the range of conversations happening in this space, never mind do so 

without being too disruptive. Lastly, even beyond this exclusion and despite my extended period 

in the field, I maintained somewhat of a distance to the study participants and settings, partially 

driven by the ebbs and flows of artistic happenings, also entering in and out based on my own 

capacities and research needs. An effect of this was that I was sometimes forgotten (or perhaps 

intentionally excluded). For example, I was not invited to a debrief session at the close of the 

pilot year of the Learning Lab though I had been an observer at every training session and had 

patronized the project events. This event would have been valuable data collection to me 

especially in light of my emergent interest in spaces for reflection. 
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This project begat more curiosity and more complexity as it went on, particularly as the 

interdisciplinary nature of the questions and situation came into greater focus for me. While 

situational analysis is an excellent means of engaging complexity, contradictions, and 

connections in data, the risk of becoming entangled in this complexity is high, and it is an effect 

with which I contended during this research. The depth of analysis that situational analysis 

enabled is a strength of this project; however, navigating it was a process that required, for 

pragmatic reasons, that I define boundaries of where this project would end and other projects 

might pick up. Indeed, there are several avenues to pursue for extending this present study.  First, 

situating the study in a longer trajectory of Nashville’s development, trajectory of contestation to 

the development, story of arts and political resistance, and intersections of the Black Arts 

Movement and the current political community being produced by artists in Nashville would 

deepen the contribution to scholarship on Nashville and the racial politics of urban development 

in the U.S. South. Second, extending beyond the focus on the Learning Lab and its participants 

would provide a richer account of the various manifestations of creative urbanism as well as the 

development of political subjectivities therein.38 Looking beyond the particular site of Nashville, 

this study might lend itself to comparative work with other urban geographies, including through 

examination of relationships of non-competition between cities and the politics and purposes 

these relations mobilize.  There are a number of ways that a framework for understanding the 

dimensions along which political subjectivities are navigated could be developed, including 

through its application to organizing contexts where the dialectic between personal and social 

transformation is engaged. Overall, this research and the inquiry it has provoked have set me on 
																																																								
	
38 The data collection for this study did include interviews with artists in the second cohort of the Learning Lab 
program as well as artists who did not participate in the Learning Lab program at all; these were excluded from this 
present analysis and discussion. 
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a trajectory for examining social and political geographies with attention to the relational and 

collective processes that are producing conditions for social transformation.  

	
Conclusion 

 
 

 Throughout this study, I have offered several stories in order to impress upon the reader 

how multiple elements in modern urban life converge to shape political subjectivities as well as 

the complex ways we navigate and work to shape the conditions to act. I end with one last 

narrative – one that takes me back to Jefferson Street where this project started. In Chapter 2, I 

discussed Art History Class LLG (AHC) as an instigator of this study. Recall, AHC was a 

cultural venue and gathering place for a burgeoning collective of artists and community members 

in North Nashville and where I encountered a vibrant community conversation on gentrification 

and its impacts on young people. In the midst of gaining public recognition, AHC closed its 

doors; rent was rising and the owner could no longer bankroll the renovations to the space that 

would make it structurally safe for hosting public events and exhibits. By most accounts, the 

closure of AHC would have sounded the dispersion of the community that had gathered in that 

place. Instead, through collaborations between the Deep End Collective (DEC), the AHC owner, 

and other artists living, working, or otherwise connected to the neighborhood, cultural events 

have only continued over multiple years, and AHC has made use of temporary space, still along 

Jefferson Street, to continue exhibits and programming for a monthly art crawl, organized by 

several artists. In addition to the programming, however, the political community has continued 

to develop through these cultural producers and through their relationships and reflections with 

each other and their community members or community leaders as well as interactions with the 

city, funders, and with developers. Just as DEC grew in notoriety, so did the AHC owner; arts 
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administrators and city agencies began reaching out to him for his opinion on issues related to 

North Nashville. 

The political community that has developed through the cultural workers and DEC was 

made evident in 2018 when a Nashville coffee business, Bongo Java, announced it would be 

opening its newest establishment on Jefferson Street with the name “The Sit In,” referencing the 

history of the lunch counter sit-ins during the Civil Rights Movement in Nashville in the 1960s. 

When this was announced, public controversy unfolded. A Facebook post (Figure 6) by a 

Nashville artist depicts the nature of the controversy.  

 

Figure 7. Boycott Bongo 

 
In the text, the business decision is blasted as “distasteful” and as “the last straw in a long line of 

local establishments that profit from the pain and culture of African Americans” (Booker, 2018). 
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The owner of Bongo Java, Bob Bernstein, and the developer of the building in which it was 

located, DJ Wootsen, faced extensive public backlash on the development through social and 

news media. Contestation over the name and decision making about the establishment led the 

owner, Bernstein, to agree to change the name. No longer the “Sit In,” it would be simply 

“Jefferson Street Café.” 

In June 2018, in response to this fallout, another “Conscious Conversation” was held at 

the soon-to-be opened coffee shop, this one with the theme “Decolonizing Culture and Land.” 

The purpose was to dig in to an “engaging dialogue” on development and the politics of cultural 

preservation, and to providing physical rather than virtual space to debate the Bongo Java 

controversy. As with the event I attended two years prior, the room was packed with tension and 

energy due to the hype about the conflict. The event featured a five-person panel, representing 

Metro Arts staff, a director of an arts non-profit, a business owner, a professor, and the AHC 

owner. During this event, the facilitator asked panelists to address how developers can engage 

community members in their projects. When it was his chance to respond, the AHC owner 

shared a side of the “Sit In” controversy that had not been discussed publicly heretofore – he 

shared that he had been involved in the community engagement for the Jefferson Street Café and 

that he was a part of shaping the design of the new establishment. Specifically, he had consulted 

with the veterans of the Civil Rights Movement to gain their impressions; he had connected with 

local artists; and he had designed the tables of the establishment with archival images from news 

clippings during the Civil Rights Movement in Nashville. His tenor added to the tension in the 

room (evidenced with side glances and murmurs among attendees) as he brought into vision the 

dynamics of his own partnership with Bernstein. I quote the AHC owner here at length, as his 

expression of his participation, navigation of relationships, leveraging of his position, and the 
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complexities of political subjectivity and collectivity are encapsulated best in own words:   

So when I started talking to my elders, I said ‘how are we gonna deal with these 
outsiders. It’s not a matter of IF or locking ourselves out and being this isolated 
island- it’s a HOW now. So thru a conversation with my elders we came to a 
consensus of HOW… and then that’s when I started dealing with Bob… I started 
reaching out to the most authentic artist I could find… So it could come 
authentically from the community, put some money in artist hands, and we could 
get something out of this...Now the conversation I had with Bob over the year 
was: ‘once people find out that this is a white guy who owns this place, shit is 
going to hit the fan.’ BUT…they didn’t know my input inside of it. They didn’t 
know I was going to be providing the tables [with history]...information on the 
protests…that was the information that I was going to have in here to keep the 
energy charged…So since you want to put this cotton station on your hands, Bob, 
we’re gonna give it to you…And if you want to have these conversations in this 
space, we gotta keep the space having the social engagement with a stage…so 
since we’re surrounded by schools, we gotta keep the youth in here so they can 
engage, so we can have music, poetry, engagement, conversations, we gotta have 
history on the walls – [through the art in here] you see the construction of 
[Interstate] 40 going through here, you see the redlining, you see the police 
presence… always let the students, patrons, clients, customers, STUDENTS [sic] 
always know that the power always lends with [them] – so at any point you can 
get up and leave…that’s why on the tables you see the protest…the students left. 
You don’t have an institution if you don’t have students; you don’t have a 
business if you don’t have customers or clients…so I always put the energy back 
into the peoples’ hands. So that was my input working with Bob. 

 
In his remarks the AHC owner speaks to the pressures of neoliberal multiculturalism in 

the neighborhood’s development. He speaks to the navigation of relationships – to his elders, to 

artists in the neighborhood, to students, to history, to a “we.” He speaks to legacies of racial 

oppression not just politics. He speaks to the irreducible need for conflict in the spaces of urban 

development politics and in so doing enacts his own responsibility to reckon with his role in 

shaping the establishment and calls upon the white owner, Bernstein, to reckon with his. He 

speaks to the political purposes of cultural expressions and not just their representational value. 

He speaks to the responsibility to act – his own sense of responsibility that led to his 

participation, the responsibility of patrons of the establishment to keep the place politically 

charged, and the responsibility of the owner to keep it so. Finally, and significantly, his mention 
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that those who pushed back against the establishment, artists with whom he has developed 

political community in North Nashville, did not know his input into it attests to the tension 

within community as well. Political communities are not fixed, they bear contradictions, 

conflicts, and difference even while they may share desires and relationships of support and 

mutuality. 

This situated research magnified the dialectical nature of political subjectivities; brought 

to light nuanced tensions that are often times publicly subdued but privately felt and navigated; 

and drew out the instances and understandings that facilitate closure (contingent as it is) of these 

navigations through the formation of a collectivity or community.  In this regard, this 

examination of artistic civic practice has approached study of “psychology and community at the 

same time” (Newbrough, 1992, p. 20). In so doing, while it has honed in on the production and 

experiences of selves, understanding selves and subjectivities is pursued not through an 

individualist ontology – that is, not with the assumption or goal of a freely choosing and unified 

self that exists independently of social processes – but from a position of identities as relational 

and formed through interaction with social groups (Young, 1990). Indeed, each of the 

dimensions along which the actors in this study are navigating political subjectivities reflects a 

navigation of relationships to social groupings.  Further, the study demonstrates the social, rather 

than individualized, nature of political resubjectivization. While organizing frameworks drawing 

on the work of Saul Alinsky leverage an understanding of the first revolution for collective 

action needing to be internal – as Alinsky wrote,  “raising internal questions within the individual 

that are so essential for the revolution which is external to the individual” (1971, p. 73) – this 

study of political subjectivities underlines that processes of personal transformation are also 

relational processes. 
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Figure 8. Political Subjectivity and the Production of Community 

 
Though this study focused on a small group of actors, it sought understandings that relate 

to civic actors in modern life more widely: how we are led to conduct our civic selves, navigate 

public relationships, and form collective identities (see Figure 8). By examining these 

dimensions of political subjectivities, the study brought into focus types of community that are 

produced by civic actors – these are articulated as consumptive and productive communities, 

where the latter, I argue, might generate a substantive democratic politics. Whereas a 

consumptive conception of community is generated through a reliance of pre-given processes 

and procedures, best practices, expertise, and the subject-positions created therein (e.g., the 

professional “creative”), a productive conception of community is generated by political subjects 

who are navigating the dimensions I have discussed, calling the pre-given processes into 

question through critical analyses, and struggling over the terms and contexts for a democratic 

politics in the neoliberal era. 

In the case of Nashville, artists, as civic actors, are hailed into collective identities that 
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reproduce a consumptive model of citizenship, debilitating the imagination of civic life and 

constraining civic positions so that actors often feel as though there is little way to maneuver. 

However, civic actors are also leveraging the positions of agency that they have, and in some 

cases been have been afforded, to develop collective identities and shape civic positions that 

bring a political community into being. Through the navigation of their political subjectivities, 

they are creating conditions wherein civic actors can be complex people and engage in complex 

relationships – relationships that bring about critical reflection and action on institutional and 

systemic forces that shape the architectures of inequity affecting not just them, as artists, but 

urban denizens with whom they share civic desires for self-determination and self-development. 

Through the cultivation of political community there is possibility for a democratic infrastructure 

that is not synonymous with economic infrastructure but facilitated by collective relationships of 

responsibility, reckoning, and all the tensions that go with them. 
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APPENDIX A. Interview Protocol – Learning Lab Artists 
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APPENDIX B. Interview Protocol – Creative Urbanism Stakeholders 
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APPENDIX C. Situational Analysis Maps 
	
	
Messy situational map, 5/14/18 
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Emerging Discourses Map 

 
 

 

 

Ordered Situational Map 1 (10/3/18) 
Discursive Constructions of Individual and 
Collective Actors* 
(As found in the situation) 
 
Entrepreneur 
Natural civic agents, “de-facto civic leaders” 

— civic intuition/insight 
World changers — bring about social and 

economic equity and public realm 
“Expert at uncovering and expressing the 

assets of place, steeped in the creative 
dialogue between old and new, and are 
natural place-makers who naturally assume 
both civic and entrepreneurial 
responsibilities” (NashvilleNext 

Political Economic Elements 
(e.g., the state, particular industry/ies; 
local/regional/global orders; political parties; 
NGOs; politiczied issues) 
 
Capitalism 
Neoliberalism 
Austerity 
Federal funding priorities - NEA 
Bi-partisan support for the arts (arts as 

politically neutral, yet threats of cuts in 
Trump budget) 

Metro Government/ Municipal leadership 
Metro Agencies 
Municipal budget 
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Background Report) 
Precarious - in need, lacking necessary 

resources for self and for others to 
experience their work 

Conduits/facilitators 
 -Cogs in building infrastructure 
 -Service providers/advocates 
 -Problem solvers 
 -Economic advisors/facilitators (usher in 

wealth for indivdiuals and families through 
animation of ‘creativity’; “unleash human 
potential”) 

 -Make settings “ripe” for investment, 
partners in development  - “increase 
economic opportunity, the quality of public 
amenities, and flows of capital into the 
built environment” (NashvilleNext 
Background Report)  

 -For discussion/reflection (creating 
reflective ‘surfaces’) 

 -Neutral 
 
*This is a central element for analysis in the 
present study.  

Cultural policymaking 
Competitive advantage 
Creative economy - cultural industries 
Tourism 
Philanthropy - Private sector $ (A4TA, 

Bloomberg, PPS, TA) 
Public-private partnership 
Economic development 
Gentrification 
Precarious labor markets 
Social progressivism 
Community and Civic participation  
Participatory and Democratic decision-making 
Public problem solving 
Cultural organizing 
Activism 
Political expression 

Nonhuman elements/actants [Many are also 
spatial] 
(e.g., technologies; material infrastructures; 
specialized information and/or knowledges; 
material ‘things’) 

 
Buildings 
Walls  
Murals 
Artist materials (concrete, light, sound) 
Public Art 
Cultural policy materials — Public Art 

Community Investment Plan, Strategic 
Plan, Culture Here, NashvilleNext 
elements, Holding the Mirror Up report 

Creative Vitality Index 
Funding/grants 
Vendor payments 

Spatial [and environmental] Elements 
(Spaces in the situation; geographical aspects, 
local, regional, national, global spatial issues) 

 
Communities, neighborhoods 
Buildings-walls-murals 
Venues — visual arts galleries, performance 
venues 

Downtown arts hub 
Wedgewood Houston - arts district 
McGruder Family Resource Center 
Art History Class Gallery and Lifestyle Lounge 
Mobile ‘spaces’ - art crawls, tours 
Public art locations -  Court house, City Hall 
Community centers 
Tattoo shops 
5th Ave of the Arts 
“Non-traditional” or “alternative” spaces 
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Categorization of artists employed by CPCP 
(studio/social/civic) 

Participation continuum employed by CPCP 
Urban infrastructure — streets, rail, sidewalk, 
cranes 

Housing 
Transportation - bikes, buses, bus stops 
Billboards 
For sale/rent signs 
Neighborhood space/land 

Under the D.B. Todd Bridge 
Parks 
Major institutions’ buildings (Symphony, 

TPAC, Museums) 
Prisons — relationship between inside and 
outside 

Vertical space — scaling walls, cranes, 
billboards 

Schools 
Housing developments — public, affordable 
Jefferson Street/North Nashville 
Transportation infrastructure 
Flood areas 
Placemaking 
“Placekeeping” 
Historical-spatial relationship 
Racial-spatial relationship 
The South <-> America 
 

Individual Human elements/actors  
(key individuals and significant (unorganized) 
people in the situation) 

 
Richard Florida 
Ann Markusen (somewhat) 
Roberto Bedoya 
Michael Rohd 
Nashville Mayors - Bill Purcell, Karl Dean, 

Megan Barry 
Jen Cole 
Bryce McCloud 
Thaxton Waters 
Jay Jenkins 

Collective Human elements/actors 
(Particular groups; specific organizations) 

 
NEA 
CPCP 
ABC 
Metro Arts 
Metro Council 
Mayor’s Office- OEOE 
Creatives’ Day 
Norf 
MDHA 
MPO 
MPC 
Nashville Arts Coalition 
Tennesseans for the Arts 
Chamber of Commerce 
Developers/investors 
Civil Rights Movement Veterans 

Implicated/Silent actors/actants 
(As found in the situation) 

 
Other cities 

Temporal Elements 
(e.g., historical; seasonal; crisis, and or other 
trajectory aspects) 
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Artists (sometimes) 
Displaced person from communities/markets 

of interest 
[Genderism — gets noted briefly] 
 

Historical-spatial relationship 
Social change and participation focused on the 

now or the future? — What is the timeline 
for peoples’ efforts? What is the 
(un)determined future? 

Relationships to past/history — how is action 
supposed to refer to the past?  

 Memorialization 
  -Selective memory 
  -“Collective amnesia” 

Discursive constructions of nonhuman 
actants 
(As found in the situation) 
 
Creative ecosystems 
Urban infrastructure 
Civic infrastructure 
Public(s) — neighborhoods/communities 

(people in place…silences the displaced) 
Expertise/authority 
Basic human needs 
Social needs 
Civil society 
Equitable access 
Diversity and equity 
Dialogic/experiential art 
…[Go to initial codes] 
 

Sociocultural Elements 
(E.g., religion; race; sexuality; gender; 
ethnicity; nationality; logos; icons; other visual 
and/or aural symbols) 
 
Race, racism 
Multiculturalism (neoliberal multiculturalism) 
Racial politics 
Respectability 
Exclusion, alienation, [Lebron points] 
Whiteness - white supremacy 
Categorization/identification - “ALAANA” v 

“POC” v  Black, Brown, Asian, Latinx, 
white, etc. 

Black Power 
 

Organizational/Institutional Elements 
 

Partnerships - esp. Public-private 
Metro Arts ‘getting a seat at the table’ 
Staffing changes within Metro Arts (executive 

leadership, new staff, racial composition, 
REAL, racial equity investments and 
assessments) 

Vendor payment workaround 

Other empirical elements 
 

Arts and Economic Prosperity 5 study 
Valuation of space - market value analyses, 
Creative Vitality Indexing 
Occupational index 

Symbolic Elements 
 

Black Power and Civil Rights Movement — 
turned into symbols through public art? 

Norf - turned into symbol of equity 

Major Issues/Debates (usually contested) 
(As found in the situation; and see positional 
map) 
 
Gentrification - affordability (and hierarchies 
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Jefferson Street, Nolensville Pike — turned 
into symbols of diversity 

Public artworks - symbols of democracy, civic 
society, public 

of who qualifies) 
Urban competition and development 
Agency/voice - disempowerment 
Representation - appropriation 
Cultural equity, inclusion — systemic and 

institutional racism 
Exploitation - authorship, ownership, copyright 
Municipal funding trade-offs, zero-sum 

mentalities, perpetual deficit 
 
Neocommunitarianism — self-governance to 
self-dependence 

Collective power - individualism and 
alienation 

Hierarchies of political subjects 
What is sayable — what is not sayable 
How can things be said — how can things not 

be said 
 
	
Example Positional Map 
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APPENDIX D. Code List 
 
 
Main Codes 
Governance 
Equity 
Land Use 
Creative Class 
Learning Lab 
Civic Understanding 
Agency 
 
Subcodes 
Governance 
 History 
 Alignment,  
 Integrating - Private Sector 
 Universalization 
 Normalizing Power 
 Smoothing 
 Public Participation 
 Branding 
 Constraining 
 
Equity 
 Colorblindness 
 Diversity/Multiculturalism 
 Racial Economizing 
 
Land Use 
 Integrating - Spatial Imaginary 
 Creative Placemaking 
 Neighborhood Development 
 Aestheticizing 
 Neighborhood Culture 
 
Creative Class 

Prioritizing Artists 
Gentrification/Affordability 
Artistic Freedom 
Professionalization 
Power 

 
Learning Lab 
 Defining interaction 
 Service 
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Self/Individual 
 Group Identity-Advocacy 
 Representation 
 
 
Civic Understanding 
 Civic Education (revealing) 
 Research 
 Exposure to subject positions 
 Non-identification 
 Consciousness 
 
 
Agency 
 Sense of agency 
 Capacities for agency 

Self-in-World 
 Finding contribution 
 Powerlessness 
 Antagonism 
 Navigating 
 Desires 
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APPENDIX E. Self in the Research 
	
	

As my discussions of the emergence of this study and data collection have indicated, I 

have been visible and active in the research setting. However, following guidance from Emerson, 

Fretz, & Shaw (1995) as well as Fine (1994), I contend that my visibility in these various settings 

is not to be interpreted as a contaminant. Fine (1994) writes of the modes of social science 

inquiry, “[t]hat we are human inventors of some questions and repressors of others, shapers of 

the very contexts we study, co-participants in our interviews, interpreters of others' stories and 

narrators of our own” (p. 14). Certainly this statement is salient to the present study.  

During the course of my time in the field, I have developed relationships with actors in the 

institutions as well as the artists that have raised my attention to the navigation of my own 

subjectivity.  

Before this study and throughout it I have cultivated friendships with staff members at 

Metro Arts; and these relationships have created circumstances of honesty and mutual respect. 

Metro Arts, for instance has encouraged my research, even while aware of its critical nature. For 

me, this has raised competing feelings of support and anxiety. For example, I have wondered if I 

am seen as too close to the public agency, if that would change the nature of my interactions and 

relationships with artists, including those who do not have positive relations with the agency. 

Also, I have wondered if Metro Arts’ acceptance of me constitutes a co-optation itself. Having 

these relationships has caused me to grapple long and hard about how I can critique the very 

people, processes, agencies that have welcomed me in — what do these relationships keep me 

from saying for fear of alienating or hurting them?  

In 2018, during the hiring process for a new Executive Director, Nashville Metro Human 

Resources requested my participation in the “content expertise review committee” to review 
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applicants, given my familiarity with debates around creative cities, racial equity work in the 

arts, the Metro Arts culture and vision, and the goals of social and civic art grantmaking. Despite 

the critical nature of my work around the arts in the city, I served in this capacity as a means to 

support those relationships and to challenge the future leader to be attentive to problems of 

creative city practices.   

Indeed, I am not immune from the dilemmas of political subjectivity. In the same way 

that I would not want others’ to perceive me as naïve to these forces, I have sought to understand 

and characterize the agency and subjectivity of the participating artists with respect.  This project 

emerged, in part, because of my identification with the very artists who participated in the study 

— for instance, those wanting to advance social justice in their communities —  and the Metro 

agency staff who have committed themselves to supporting these same artists — for instance, 

those wanting to create reflexive, active, and educational spaces that cultivate social actors’ 

desires for and capacities toward social transformation. In many cases, I have formed 

relationships with these individuals, raised children alongside them, shared children’s toys and 

diapers, experienced the emotional ups and down of health challenges, divorces, losses, housing 

struggles, and births. All the while, they have entrusted me with their lived experiences — 

personal and professional — and I with them; this has allowed me to be transparent about my 

project, allowed them to informally provide feedback and challenges to my interpretations, and 

ask frank questions about my research process. For many of the artists, the academic nature of 

this work was foreign, but they accepted my efforts and goals as part of my own creative process 

and encouraged me to “hang in” just as many of them have had to keep optimistic about their 

artistic trajectories. 
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Finally, I have entered the field as an observer, but also as a friend, patronizing several 

arts-related events across the city. These were not part of systematic data collection but 

nevertheless they were important to the conduct of my research and to understanding the feel of 

Nashville’s arts and cultural terrain. At these events I engaged in informal conversations with 

patrons and artists, and brought my friends and family members. Attendance and energy at 

exhibits, gatherings, artist talks, and other cultural events is essential to an artists’ career 

development — for visibility, exposure, sales, and gaining feedback. By supporting artists in 

their spaces on their terms, I was building relationships of support (“Thank you for always 

showing up,” as one artist said).  


